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It is the cells which create and maintain in us, 
during the span of our lives, 
our will to live and survive, to search 
and experiment, and to struggle.
Albert Claude, 1974
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Summary
Summary
Cell polarisation, the act of breaking symmetry, is essential for polarised growth
and the generation of distinct cell morphology. In the cylindrical fission yeast
cells, specialised, sterol-rich membranes (SRMs) form defined domains in the plasma
membrane (PM) at the growing cell poles. During de novo cell polarisation, biosynthesis
of sterols is fundamental for the formation of SRMs and subsequently polarised growth
initiation. SRM domains serve as platforms on which the growth and polarity machinery
assemble. Also, SRM stabilisation at cell poles is controlled by microtubule-delivered
tea1p. To identify components mediating the formation and tea1-dependent sorting
of SRMs, we studied presumptive mutants of factors involved in sterol trafficking.
Surprisingly, the initial cell polarisation occurs independent of most of the components of
the classical vesicle transport pathways. In contrast, two components of the non-vesicular
transport of lipids (oxysterol-binding proteins - oshes) are involved in the formation
and polarisation of SRMs. It is known that the signalling lipid PI(4)P physically
and genetically interacts with oshes and mediates non-vesicular transport of lipids.
Accordingly, we found that PI(4)P synthesis is essential for the SRM formation and
cell polarisation. We hypothesise that during cell polarisation of fission yeast, these
components act together at the membrane contact sites, between the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and the PM. In support of this hypothesis, we observed that the two oshes
accumulate at similar regions of the cortical ER. In addition, we found that connections
between the ER and the PM are involved in SRM formation and cell polarisation. To
our knowledge, it is the first time that non-vesicular transport of sterols is correlated
with de novo cell polarisation. How tea1p controls all these components remains to be
shown. In summary, this thesis presents a new concept of cell polarisation, involving
conserved factors that drive the formation and polar localisation of SRM domains, which
in turn sets the basis for polarised growth.
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Zusammenfassung
Zusammenfassung
Zellpolarisation, der Vorgang der die Symmetrie bricht, ist essentiell für das
polarisierte Wachstum und die Erzeugung von eindeutiger Zellmorphologie. An
den wachsenden Zellpolen von zylindrischen Spalthefe-Zellen formen spezialisierte,
sterol-reiche Membranen (SRMs) definierte Abschnitte in der Plasmamembran (PM).
Während der de novo Zellpolarisation ist die Biosynthese von Sterolen fundamental für
die Entstehung von SRMs und anschliessender Initiierung des polarisierten Wachstums.
SRM-Abschnitte dienen dabei als Plattformen, an denen sich die Wachstums- und
Polarisations-Maschinerie zusammensetzt. Ausserdem wird die Stabilisierung von SRMs
an den Zellpolen von tea1p gesteuert, welches durch Mikrotubuli herantransportiert
wird. Wir untersuchten Mutanten, um Komponenten zu identifizieren, welche die
Bildung und die tea1p-abhängige Sortierung von SRMs vermitteln. Diese Mutanten
umfassten mutmassliche Faktoren, die in den Transport von Sterolen involviert
sein könnten. Überraschenderweise findet die Erst-Zellpolarisation unabhängig von
den meisten der Komponenten des klassischen Vesikel-Transportweges statt. Im
Gegensatz dazu sind zwei Komponenten des nicht-vesikulären Transportweges von
Lipiden (Oxysterol-bindende Proteine - oshes) an der Bildung und Polarisation von
SRMs beteiligt. Es ist bekannt, dass das Signallipid PI(4)P physisch und genetisch
mit den oshes interagiert und den nicht-vesikulären Transport von Lipiden vermittelt.
Dementsprechend fanden wir heraus, dass die PI(4)P-Synthese essentiell für die
SRM-Bildung und die Zellpolarisation ist. Wir stellen die Hypothese auf, dass diese
Komponenten während der Zellpolarisation der Spalthefe an Membrankontaktstellen
zusammenarbeiten - zwischen dem Endoplasmatischen Retikulum (ER) und der PM.
Unsere Beobachtungen unterstützen diese Hypothese, da die zwei oshes in ähnlichen
Regionen des kortikalen ER akkumulieren. Zusätzlich fanden wir heraus, dass
Verbindungen zwischen ER und PM an der Bildung von SRMs und der Polarisation der
Zellen beteiligt sind. Unseres Wissens nach ist dies das erste Mal, dass nicht-vesikulärer
Transport von Sterolen mit der de novo Zellpolarisation in Zusammenhang gebracht
XVIII
Zusammenfassung
wird. Es bleibt offen, wie tea1p all diese Komponenten steuert. Zusammengefasst gesagt,
praäsentiert diese Doktorarbeit ein neues Konzept der Zellpolarisation. Dieses beinhaltet
konservierte Faktoren, die Bildung und polarisierte Lokalisierung von SRM-Abschnitten
antreiben. Dies wiederum bildet die Grundlage für polarisiertes Wachstum.
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1.1 Principles of cell polarisation
Cell polarisation is an act of breaking symmetry, which leads to cell polarity [Alberts
et al., 2014]. All cell types polarise, at least temporarily [Etienne-Manneville, 2004].
Cellular polarisation is essential for morphogenesis, proliferation and differentiation in
uni- and multicellular organisms [Sohrmann, 2003]. Thus, a detailed understanding
of how cells generate polarity is important both from the perspective of fundamental
science and for medical applications [Siegrist, Doe, 2007]. Cell polarisation is manifested
by distinct cellular morphologies, which are the result of confinement of their growth
activity to specific regions [Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. However, cell polarity can also
be manifested at the level of signalling molecules, without any detectable morphological
polarisation [Sohrmann, 2003].
Several mathematical models have been developed to describe how an initially
symmetric structure can be transformed into an asymmetric, polarised one [Turing,
1952], [Gierer, Meinhardt, 1972], [Meinhardt, Gierer, 2000]. These models propse the
role of autocatalytic feedback loops, combined with inhibitory interactions [Meinhardt,
Gierer, 2000]. Convincing experiments in various developmental systems, have confirmed
the importance of these feedback loops and inhibitory interactions. A polarised pattern
can spontaneously emerge from an initially symmetric but unstable system, in the
absence of an asymmetric cue [Wedlich-Soldner, 2003]. These observations suggest
that the final asymmetric pattern can be entirely self-organising [Sohrmann, 2003],
[Wedlich-Soldner, 2003], [Bendezú et al., 2015].
Established polarity is a result of asymmetric distribution of proteins, lipids, mRNAs
and/or organelles [Siegrist, Doe, 2007]. This asymmetry can be further stabilised by
rearrangements of the cytoskeleton, enabling the cell to assume an asymmetric shape
[Sohrmann, 2003].
Although, cell polarisation is established in accordance to diverse functional contexts,
its broad features are thought to be general and conserved [Etienne-Manneville, 2004].
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Cdc42p in eukaryotic organisms, was shown to play a central role in cell polarisation
in many functional contexts [Etienne-Manneville, 2004]. Although, cdc42p is not
identified in prokaryotes, GTPase-dependent mechanisms of cell polarity control exist
[Treuner-Lange, Søgaard-Andersen, 2014]. Cdc42p belongs to the Rho family of
GTPases. It uses a molecular switch (conformational change) to hydrolyse GTP to
GDP, in order to balance its activity from on (GTP bound) to off (GDP bound)
state [Etienne-Manneville, Hall, 2002]. Rho proteins are implicated in controlling
plethora of signal transduction pathways in multicellular and uni-cellular eukaryotes
[Etienne-Manneville, Hall, 2002]. Activity of cdc42p and other Rho-GTPases need to
be controlled temporally and spatially to achieve correct polarisation [Caviston et al.,
2002], [Etienne-Manneville, 2004].
It is important to understand if the mechanisms of cell polarisation pathways are
conserved in different cell types, how these pathways are wired, and how defined cell
morphologies translate into cellular functions.
1.2 Fission yeast and cell morphogenesis
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (fission yeast) is an unicellular eukaryotic organism
that belongs to ascomycetous fungi [Wixon, 2002]. Their cells have cylindrical shape,
which normally measure 7-14 µm in length and 3-4 µm in width [Hayles, Nurse, 2001]
(Figure 1.1). Their regular shape and genetic amenability have made them a useful
model for studying cell polarity control [Hayles, Nurse, 2001]. Fission yeast cells were
isolated from the African millet beer in 1893 by P. Lidner and pombe means beer in
Swahilii [Wixon, 2002]. In 1950s Urs Leupold and Murdoch Mitchison introduced fission
yeast as a model organism to study the cell cycle and yeast genetics [Yanagida, 2002].
In 2001 Paul Nurse received a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for the work on
cell cycle regulation in fission yeast [Yanagida, 2002]. In 2002 the sequence of fission
yeast genome was published as the sixth eukaryotic model organism [Wood et al., 2002].
The S. pombe genome contains 14.1 Mbs, which encode for 4970 proteins located on 3
chromosomes [Wixon, 2002], [Wilhelm et al., 2008].
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Figure 1.1: Scanning electron micrograph of the S. pombe culture (adapted from
[Hayles, Nurse, 2001])
1.2.1 Life cycle of fission yeast cells
Vegetatively growing fission yeast cells are rod shaped and grow exclusively by
extension of their cell poles [Mitchison, Nurse, 1985]. They always divide in the middle,
in order to generate two daughter cells of equal size [Mitchison, Nurse, 1985]. Their
growth is regulated by several transitions, during the cell cycle [Chang, Martin, 2009].
After cell division cells growth only from the cell end, which was inherited from the
previous cell cycle [Chang, Martin, 2009]. During that time, the new and the old ends
differ in their morphology [Atilgan et al., 2015]. After cell division, growth at the new
end (the end which was created after septation) initiates [Chang, Martin, 2009]. This
process is called NETO (new-end take-off). Bi-polar growth is maintained at both cell
ends. Cells grow straight, maintaining their width and growth zones dimensions [Chang,
Huang, 2014]. After reaching a critical size (13-14µm), they divide again by the central
fission [Mitchison, Nurse, 1985]. (Figure 1.2)
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Figure 1.2: Growth pattern of wild-type fission yeast cells
Arrows represent the directions of growth in pairs of daughter cells. Figure adapted
from [Feierbach, Chang, 2001].
1.2.2 The architecture of fission yeast cells - a simplified model
S. pombe cells are encased by a rigid cell wall, which is essential to maintain their
shape [OSUMI, 1998], [Hayles, Nurse, 2001]. Bi-layered plasma membrane (PM) enables
the contact between the outer and inner space of the cell. Inside the cell, there are
several sub-cellular compartments that are surrounded by the highly dynamic cytoplasm
[Alberts et al., 2014], [Munder et al., 2016]. The cytoplasm is crisscrossed by a system
of protein filaments, which build the cytoskeleton [Alberts et al., 2014]. In fission yeast,
the cytoskeleton is composed mainly of the actin and microtubule networks. The actin
network is organised into actin patches - (involved mainly in endocytosis) and actin
cables - (generally required for polarised membrane traffic). The microtubule network
is very dynamic and is organised into bundles, which are oriented parallel to the main
cell axis. Microtubules (MTs) are important to ensure that after cell division growth
can reinitiate from the cell poles [Huisman, Brunner, 2011], [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. In
addition, growing MTs are attached to the nucleus, where they are involved in positioning
the nucleus in the cell centre. In mitosis, MTs build the mitotic spindle, which ensures
the equal distribution of DNA into the two daughter cells during cell division [Neumann,
Nurse, 2007], [Höög et al., 2007].
The nuclear DNA is surrounded by the nuclear envelope, which consists of inner and
outer membranes [Zhang, Oliferenko, 2013]. The latter is continues with the endoplasmic
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reticulum (ER), suggesting a close relationship between the NE and ER dynamics
[Zhang, Oliferenko, 2013]. The ER is the manufacturing centre for lipids, and also
many proteins, due to the binding to ribosomes. It forms an interconnected network
of cisterns and tubules [Zhang et al., 2012], which contains regions of the rough ER
(ribosome connected) and smooth ER (without connected ribosomes) [Herevard, 1974].
The ER connects to the PM, which, in addition to MTs, ensures the proper positioning
of the nucleus [Zhang et al., 2010], [Zhang et al., 2016], [Alberts et al., 2014]. The
ER-PM connection depends on two VAP proteins scs2p and scs22p, which physically
link the ER with the PM [Zhang et al., 2012]. Moreover, lipid storage organelles -
lipid droplets, originate at the ER [Meyers et al., 2016]. The Golgi apparatus, is a
stack of closely-apposed and flattened cisterns, which are regulated by the presence of
microtubule bundles [Ayscough et al., 1993a]. Proteins and lipids are often processed in
the ER, and subsequently transported to the Golgi apparatus (where they are modified
and probably sorted). Cargos are subsequently transported to the post-Golgi vesicles,
which are delivered mainly via the actin cables to the PM (but also to other destinations)
[Martin, Arkowitz, 2014], [Alberts et al., 2014]. Fission yeast contain different size
vesicles, however the functional significance of this is not yet known [Höög et al., 2007].
Defined endosomal compartments are not described in fission yeast, however it is believed
that the Golgi apparatus and endosomes form a so called Golgi-endosomal compartment
[Yu et al., 2012].
Mitochondria, which are generally involved in ATP production, in fission yeast are
organised as a large, branched network that shrinks and grows with the MTs [Das et al.,
2010], [Yaffe et al., 2011]. They are distributed by the MTs in a motor-independent
manner [Höög et al., 2007], [Li et al., 2015]. In addition, membrane surrounded
peroxisomes most probably originate at the ER. They are intimately associated with, and
move along, mitochondria [Jourdain et al., 2008]. Moreover, fission yeast cells contain
several small vacuoles, which are implicated in protein turnover and play additional
functions [Iwaki et al., 2003].
(Figure 1.3)
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Figure 1.3: The architecture of fission yeast cells - examples
A - Model of electron tomogram of an entire cell volume (there are present mitochondria, the
nucleus, microtubules and different membrane structures). B - Model of electron tomogram
(MTs bundles (green) splaying around mitochondria (blue)). C - Cellular architecture at fission
yeast cell pole (The Golgi apparatus (yellow), vesicles (grey), membrane clusters (red), vacuoles
(white), ER (dark yellow), PM (dark green). D - expression of the the ER marker protein
(GFP-AHDL) - 3D-rendered views based on confocal scanning micrographs (cell center on the
left, cell cortex on the right).
Subfigures A, B and C are adapted from [Höög et al., 2007]. Subfigure D is adapted from [Zhang
et al., 2012].
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1.2.3 Maintenance of fission yeast cell polarity
1.2.3.1 Defining and shaping growth zones
The cylindrical shape of fission yeast cells is a consequence of the maintenance of
growth sites at the cell ends. Fission yeast expresses six Rho-family GTPases that
are involved in polarised growth control [Pérez, Rincón, 2010]. The most heavily
studied GTPase, cdc42p, specifies growth sites [Pérez, Rincón, 2010]. Knockdown of
cdc42 results in small and round cells [Miller, Johnson, 1994], while a full deletion
is lethal. The activity and localisation of cdc42p is regulated by its activating guanine
nucleotide exchange factor - GEFs (gef1p and scd1p) and deactivating GTPase-activating
protein - GAPs (rga4p and rga6p) [Pérez, Rincón, 2010], [Hirota, 2003], [Coll, 2002],
[Revilla-Guarinos et al., 2016]. GEFs ensure activation of the cdc42p at the cell poles and
GAPs deactivate cdc42p at the cell sites, restricting cdc42p activity away from the cell
ends [Revilla-Guarinos et al., 2016]. A series of the upstream regulators (orb6p, orb3p,
scd1p, ras1p, efc25p) and downstream effectors (orb2p, the exocyst complex components
generally involved in membrane tethering at the PM) and the actin cable nucleating
formin - for3p, are implicated in the cdc42p-dependent cell polarity maintenance [Das
et al., 2009], [Wang et al., 1991], [Onken et al., 2006], [Fukui et al., 1986]. Moreover,
it has been suggested that modulation of cdc42p activity, by its oscillatory activation
between the two cell poles, could be involved in controlling growth zone dimensions [Das
et al., 2012], [Bendezú et al., 2012], [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014].
Other Rho GTPases in fission yeast are also involved in polarised growth control.
Removal of rho1p leads to round cells [Nakano et al., 1997]. Moreover, rho1p is an
activator of one of synthetases, involved in cell wall formation [Qadota et al., 1996]. In
addition, rho2p GTPase regulation is implicated in width maintenance, therefore also
influencing growth zone dimensions [Villar-Tajadura et al., 2008]. For additional review
see, [Huisman, Brunner, 2011] and [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014].
The size of the growth zone and its width are controlled by the activation of Rho
GTPases [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014], although models suggest that neither cdc42p, nor
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its dependent cell wall synthesis regulators are reliable predictors for growth domain
geometry [Abenza et al., 2015]. The model proposed that growth geometry is mainly
regulated by exocytic factors and the membrane fusion machinery, which induce shape
changes in growth domains [Abenza et al., 2015]. Interestingly, the width of the cell can
be altered after perturbation of the actin cable-mediated membrane transport [Feierbach,
Chang, 2001], [Win et al., 2000], [Motegi et al., 2001], and after manipulation of the actin
cytoskeleton by a low-dose of Latrunculin A (LatA) [Kelly, Nurse, 2011a], which leads
to wider cells. However, the role of these factors in determining the overall pattern of
vesicle fusion with the PM, and consequently in the establishment and maintenance of
proper cell geometry, is not yet clear [Abenza et al., 2015].
1.2.3.2 Positioning of polarised growth sites
Mechanisms of growth site selection in fission yeast are not completely understood
[Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. A number of morphogenetic mutants, growing bent or
branched, have been isolated [Verde, 1995]. These cells are highly polarised, but exhibit
ectopic growth site positioning [Verde, 1995]. Interestingly, it has been reported that
growth site positioning depends on MTs [Laporte et al., 2015].
MTs of fission yeast form antiparallel bundles that align along the long cell axis.
MTs are polarised. Their minus ends overlap in the center and the nucleus is attached
to this overlap region [Höög et al., 2007]. In contrast, the MTs plus ends grow towards
the cell poles [Sawin, Nurse, 1998], [Höög et al., 2013]. After reaching the cell ends,
they switch from growth to shrinkage (an event called catastrophy) [Höög et al., 2013].
During interphase, microtubules have two functions. First, the deposition of the cell end
marker proteins at the cell poles to ensure the initiation of growth from cell poles after
cell division). Second, to keep the nucleus in the center of the cell. This is achieved by
pushing forces exerted by growing MTs plus ends at cell poles. Role of MTs-dependent
growth site positioning is regulated by +TIP proteins and pushing forces at the cell poles
[Sawin, Tran, 2006]. Vice versa, the MT dynamics is controlled by constraints imposed
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by cell shape [Terenna et al., 2008], [Minc et al., 2009].
Cells need to restrict microtubule catastrophes to the cell poles, to ensure the correct
deposition of the cell end marker tea1p and its effector tea4p. tea1∆ and tea4∆ mutant
cells are bent or branched. They also fail to perform NETO (switch from mono-polar
to bi-polar growth). A similar phenotype is showed for the +TIP protein mutant
tip1∆ (mutant exhibit short MTs), due to the tea1p mis-positioning. However, it is
not clear how tea1p/tea4p module executes its function, although several connections
are proposed [Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. In particular, tea4p was shown to interact with
pom1p [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. pom1∆ cells exhibit growth site positioning defects,
similar to tea1∆ and tea4∆ mutants [Bähler, Pringle, 1998]. Another role of tea4p
is to bind dis2p via its SH3 domain and RVxF motif [Alvarez-Tabares et al., 2007].
This binding plays a role in pom1p localisation at the cell poles [Alvarez-Tabares et al.,
2007], [Alvarez-Tabares et al., 2007]. In addition, pom1p was proposed to regulate the
cell size control by forming a gradient, which starts from cell poles towards cell middle
[Padte et al., 2006], [Hachet et al., 2011], however this property is under debate [Wood,
Nurse, 2013]. Moreover, pom1p negatively regulates the inhibitor of cdc42p activity, the
GAP rga4p. However, rga4∆ mutants do now exhibit major morphological phenotypes.
Recently, rga6p was identified as a second cdc42p GAP [Revilla-Guarinos et al., 2016].
The double mutant rga4∆rga6∆ is not able to maintain cell polarity [Revilla-Guarinos
et al., 2016]. It is interesting if tea4p/pom1p also negatively regulate this second GAP.
tea1p/tea4p also binds the actin nucleator formin for3p. The functional connection
between tea1p/tea4p and for3p is unclear, since for3∆ cells do not exhibit similar
phenotypes as tea1∆ and tea4∆ mutants [Feierbach, Chang, 2001], [Kokkoris et al.,
2014], [Makushok et al., 2016b]. In addition, it is known that tea1p forms 50-100nm
protein clusters at cell poles, where it temporarily binds to the membrane anchored
mod5p and tea3p that localises to the new cell pole [Arellano et al., 2002], [Snaith et al.,
2005], [Bicho et al., 2010], [Dodgson et al., 2013]. Role of these clusters is not clear.
Another aspect of polarity positioning, which involves tea1p/tea4p is NETO, switch
from mono-polar to bi-polar growth. tea1∆ and tea4∆ cells cannot activate growth at
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the new born end after cell division. A number of mutants exhibit the same phenotype as
tea1∆/tea4∆ or only activate the newly born end. In addition, these mutants also differ
in the inheritance of the growth site activation pattern, where new born cells activate
both of cell poles at the same time or their progeny show variability in the end activation
pattern. This mix of phenotypes arises from different aspects of the NETO control. Cells
need to appropriately advance in the cell cycle, control that only one end is activated,
activate appropriate end; they need to make sure they can support the second growth
site and finally activate growth at the second end. The range of different phenotypes,
and the high number of components playing role in NETO, make it difficult to dissect
the exact mechanism of this process [Huisman, Brunner, 2011].
(Figure 1.4)
Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of cell polarity network in fission yeast
The light grey colour presents the protein module involved in growth site confinement,
the medium grey colour shows the protein module involved in growth site positioning,
and the dark colour oval presents the protein module involved in NETO control. Figure
adapted from [Huisman, Brunner, 2011].
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1.2.4 Polarised growth and the secretory machinery in fission yeast
Polarised growth of fission yeast depends on the force resulting from the turgor
pressure [Slaughter, Li, 2006]. This force is counterbalanced by stiffness of the cell wall
regulated by enzymes delivered via exocytosis. Exocytosis is also required for the delivery
of the previously mentioned Rho-GTPases (for example cdc42p), which are associated
with the membranes and are involved in polarised growth. It is a fundamental ability of
the cell to define specific locations for exocytosis (places where membrane is delivered)
but also locations for endocytosis (places where membrane is recovered). This ability is
critical for growth of defined geometries [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014].
Here, we will briefly describe the basic steps of exocytic trafficking from the ER to
the PM of membrane-encapsulated cargos and we will briefly describe the principles of
endocytosis in fission yeast.
1.2.4.1 The early secretory pathway in fission yeast
The delivery of different cargos from the ER to the PM depends predominantly on the
function of the vesicular secretory pathway, which involves intermediate compartments
[Mellman, Warren, 2000], [Nickel, 2003]. Protein cargoes exiting from the ER in different
model organisms are packaged into membranous vesicles [Watson, Stephens, 2005]. The
formation of vesicles occurs in specialised regions of the ER, the so called ER exit sites,
also known as transitional ER (tER) [Saito, Katada, 2015] In fission yeast, the vesicular
marker sec24p, a COPII vesicle coat protein, is released from the tER. sec24p-GFP
localises to punctate structures of various sizes, which exhibit the ER localisation
[Vjestica et al., 2007]. Protein cargos to be secreted are folded and often glycosylated
in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [Alberts et al., 2014]. The ER is also the major site
of the lipid synthesis, including most of the lipids, which are known to form secretory
vesicles in different model organisms [Nakase et al., 2010]. In fission yeast, several
enzymes from different lipid biosynthesis pathways are localised to the ER [Matsuyama
et al., 2006].
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It is believed that in fission yeast, similar to other model organisms, vesicles, budding
from the ER are destined to the Golgi apparatus. Similar to mammalian cells and in
contrast to budding yeast the fission yeast Golgi apparatus is composed of a system of
stacked Golgi cisterns, which most probably originate from the vesicles derived from the
ER [Ayscough et al., 1993b], [Vjestica et al., 2007], [Suda, Nakano, 2011], [Day et al.,
2013]. It is accepted that the Golgi apparatus consists of the cis, medial and trans
compartments [Day et al., 2013], [Alberts et al., 2014]. Individual stacks have a different
set of enzymes, used for processing of cargo proteins during their transport from the
cis to the trans Golgi face [Alberts et al., 2014]. Cis compartments in fission yeast are
marked by anp1p-mcherry, which is homolog of the Golgi mannosyltransferase complex
[Vjestica et al., 2007]. It localises to several particles, distributed throughout the cell
interior. Similar localisation is known for the marker of the trans-Golgi compartment
sec72p-GFP. Cis and trans Golgi markers partially colocalise with each other, suggesting
they might temporarily serve as the separate organelles, similar to other model organisms
[Vjestica et al., 2007]. The Golgi cisternal stacking depends on MTs [Ayscough et al.,
1993b], [Ayscough, Warren, 1994], [Brazer et al., 2000], however loss of MTs does not
result in exocytic defects and there is no apparent physical association between MTs
and the Golgi apparatus [Ayscough et al., 1993b], [Höög et al., 2007].
1.2.4.2 The post-Golgi membrane trafficking in fission yeast cells
The secretory vesicles, carrying membrane and protein cargos from the Golgi
apparatus, are transported along formin-nucleated actin cables via myosin V motors
[Wang et al., 2016]. In fission yeast, the main formin for3p drives actin cable assembly
[Feierbach, Chang, 2001], [Nakano, 2002]. Myosin V motor - myo52p, is responsible for
transporting cell wall-dependant synthetase - bgs1p and other cargos [Mulvihill et al.,
2006], [Estrav́ıs et al., 2011]. It is known that myo52p does not only use actin cables to
transport cargos but can also actively shape actin cables. During membrane trafficking,
myo52p promotes the extension of cables and therefore their distribution throughout the
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cellular space [Lo Presti et al., 2012].
The yeast exocytic pathway is regulated by a series of Rab GTPases [Ling et al.,
2014]. In budding yeast the two redundant Rabs - ypt31p and ypt32p act redundantly
in controlling the exit of vesicles from the Golgi [Benli et al., 1996], [Jedd et al., 1997].
They are required for the interaction between myo52p and post-Golgi vesicles [Casavola
et al., 2008], [Lipatova et al., 2008], [Santiago-Tirado et al., 2011]. In fission yeast,
the ypt3p homolog of ypt31p/ypt32p, which is also the homolog of the mammalian
rab11p, localises to the cell poles and sites of cytokinesis [Cheng et al., 2002]. It
co-immunoprecipitates and partially colocalises with the myo52p. Its localisation is
dependent on both myo52p and the for3p. It has been shown that ypt3p can act as a
cargo receptor for myo52p [Lo Presti, Martin, 2011]. In agreement, ypt3p in fission yeast
is required at multiple steps of the exocytic pathway, including post-Golgi trafficking
[Cheng et al., 2002] and is redundant with the ryh1p (rab6p homolog from mammalian
cells), which is also implicated in membrane trafficking [He et al., 2006]. In budding
yeast yp31p/ypt32 localise to late-Golgi cisterns and secretory vesicles in the signalling
cascade to activate sec4p (ypt2p is a homolog of sec4p in fission yeast and rab8p homolog
in mammalian cells) [Craighead et al., 1993], [Ortiz et al., 2002], [Jin et al., 2011], [Wang
et al., 2016]. yp31p/ypt32 from budding yeast are involved in the signalling cascade,
leading to the activation of sec4p by its GEF activating protein sec2p. In addition
this cascade involves a role of PI(4)P and osh4p (kes1p homolog from fission yeast)
and presumably the non-vesicular transport of lipids at the Golgi [Ling et al., 2014].
These interactions have not been studied so far in fission yeast, however it is known
that ypt2p and ypt3p puncta colocalise in 48%, mainly at cell poles and at the division
site [Wang et al., 2016]. It was suggested that they might act in a similar signalling
cascade on the secretory vesicles as in budding yeast [Wang et al., 2016]. The ypt2VN
mutant rapidly stop growing at restrictive temperature and accumulates large number
of secretory vesicles in the cytoplasm [Craighead et al., 1993].
It addition, it is revealed that in fission yeast, the Golgi dependent trafficking
of GPI-anchored protein ecm33p, from the Golgi to the PM, is dependent on zinc
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homeostasis, regulated by cis4p, which localises to the Golgi apparatus [Fang et al., 2008],
[Jaiseng et al., 2012], [Fang et al., 2014]. Block of delivery of ecm33p to the PM can
be rescued by over-expression of the ubiquitin-ribosome fusion protein ubi1p, as ubi1p
removal is essential for viability [Fang et al., 2008], [Jaiseng et al., 2012]. Interestingly, it
is proposed that ecm33p trafficking from the Golgi bypasses the presumptive endosomal
compartment and this transition is most probably regulated by the clathrin adaptor
protein apm1p [Fang et al., 2014]. Clathrin adaptor protein (AP) complexes are known to
be involved in post-Golgi trafficking, by regulating the formation of transport vesicles and
by selection of cargos to be delivered into different post-Golgi routes, namely endosomes,
degradation compartments or the PM [Ohno, 2006]. Accordingly, mutants of the adaptor
protein subunits in fission yeast play role in the Golgi dependent trafficking [Kita et al.,
2004], [Ma et al., 2009], [Yu et al., 2012].
Although actin-related transport mutants of fission yeast are slightly affected in their
cell shape, it is striking that polarised cell growth in most of these mutants can occur
[Bendezu, Martin, 2011].
1.2.4.3 Membrane tethering and fusion at the PM in fission yeast cells
It has been proposed in budding yeast that the previously mentioned sec4p (ypt2p
homolog in fission yeast) dependent cascade is linked to the membrane tethering at
the PM. sec4p indirectly binds the exocyst complex subunit sec15p [Ling et al., 2014].
The octameric exocyst complex is involved in the physical attachment of vesicles over
a distance to promote the fusion reaction [TerBush et al., 1996], [Alberts et al., 2014],
[Wu, Guo, 2015], [Wang et al., 2016]. Such presumptive interaction of sec4p/ypt2p with
the exocyst has not been evaluated in fission yeast, however it is appreciated that once
vesicles reach the target membrane, different reactions initiate the vesicle-membrane
fusion. They involve tethering, docking, priming, SNARE complex assembly (essential
for membrane fusion), and subsequent merging of two membranes [Jahn, Fasshauer,
2012], [Alberts et al., 2014], [Wang et al., 2016]. Vesicle tethering at the PM determines
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sites of vesicle incorporation to the PM [Wang et al., 2016].
Exocyst complex components in fission yeast localise to sites of active secretion on
the PM [Wang et al., 2002]. sec8p, one of the exocyst complex subunits is essential
for cell viability, but temperature-sensitive mutants can grow in a polarised manner
during interphase until cell division. They cannot digest septas in order to separate
after cell division [Wang et al., 2002]. It was suggested that their polarised growth
activity could be a result of redundant polarity pathways or feedback loops [Wang et al.,
2002]. Indeed, it was shown that polarised cell growth can occur independently of
the cytoskeletal transport and the exocyst, however it has been proposed that these
two processes act redundantly to promote polarised growth. They are individually
dispensable, but together they are essential [Snaith et al., 2011], [Bendezu, Martin,
2011].
Two previously mentioned morphogenetic modules, the actin-based transport and
the exocyst-mediated membrane tethering, are functionally and physically linked to the
unconventional exocyst subunit sec3p [Jourdain et al., 2012], [Bendezú et al., 2012],
(Figure 1.5). Cells without functional sec3p lack actin cables, have delocalised actin
regulating components (for example for3p), are misshapen and impaired in protein
secretion [Jourdain et al., 2012]. Similar to budding yeast, studies by [Bendezú et al.,
2012] showed that sec3p is functionally linked to exo70p (another exocyst component)
[Zhang et al., 2008]. The sec3∆exo70∆ double mutants showed synthetic lethality. sec3p
together with exo70p are proposed to act as a localisation determinant of the site of cell
polarity [Bendezú et al., 2012], [Jourdain et al., 2012]. In addition, components of this
complex were shown to bind to cdc42p.
Two morphogenetic modules of exocytosis are downstream effectors of the master
regulator of the cell polarity - cdc42p [Bendezu, Martin, 2011], [Estrav́ıs et al., 2012].
cdc42p regulates formin activation and actin cable assembly. In addition, it is also
required for the exocyst function, contributing to polarised secretion [Estrav́ıs et al.,
2012]. Therefore, cdc42p participates in membrane trafficking. It was shown that cdc42p
is required for the correct transport or recycling of cell wall biosynthesis enzymes to the
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plasma membrane [Estrav́ıs et al., 2012]. Moreover, it has been suggested that pob1p,
which is a scaffold protein of cdc42p, is responsible for executing cdc42p-dependent
functions in membrane trafficking [Estrav́ıs et al., 2012]. In addition, cdc42p mutant
phenotypes can be partially rescued by the over-expression of ypt2p [Estrav́ıs et al.,
2011].
Another member of the Rho GTPase family in fission yeast - rho3p was found to
partially suppress the exocyst mutant sec8-1 [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. Over-expression
of rho3p restores the exocyst localisation in cdc42p and pob1p mutants, suggesting
that both rho3p and cdc42p/pob1p play a role in tethering the exocyst to the growth
sites. It is not known if cdc42p and rho3p execute their function independently [Estrav́ıs
et al., 2012]. Interestingly, the previously mentioned phenotypes of the adaptor complex
subunit apm1p mutant (implicated in the post-Golgi trafficking) can also be rescued by
rho3p [Kita et al., 2011].
Membrane buddying and fusion, are two of most fundamental processes in
life. These processes are based on the merging of two membranes into one single
membranous structure [Jahn et al., 2003]. They are performed by evolutionary conserved
multi-protein complexes, which consist of different SNARE proteins [Bonifacino, Glick,
2004]. Several lines of evidence revealed that SNARE proteins are crucial for
maintenance of the cell polarity in different model organisms [Low et al., 2000],
[Mellman, Nelson, 2008], [Rodriguez-Boulan, Macara, 2014]. The pairing between the
vesicle-localised v-SNARE and the PM-localised t-SNARE provides the force for the
fusion between the vesicle and the membrane [Cai et al., 2007], [Jena, 2011]. The fission
yeast genome encodes for 19 SNARE proteins [Wood et al., 2011], however 3 of them
are homologs of the budding yeast PM-SNARE complex components: the Syntaxin
1 homolog (psy1p), Synaptobrevin (syb1p) and the SNAP25-like component (sec9p).
These components are highly conserved. Psy1p and sec9p localise to the PM and
syb1p is localised to Golgi-endosomal intracellular structures and the medial ring during
cytokinesis [Yamaoka et al., 2013]. Syb1p is also visible at the PM, because it cycles
between the cell surface and the endocytic pathway [Estrav́ıs et al., 2011].
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It has been suggested that PM-SNAREs in S. pombe have similar functions to their
mammalian equivalents [Yamaoka et al., 2013]. It has been shown that the fission
yeast v-SNARE syb1p, is essential for cell morphogenesis [Yamaoka et al., 2013]. In
particular, it is involved in the cell elongation and cytokinesis [Edamatsu, Toyoshima,
2003]. Psy1p function was studied during sporulation. It plays role in the forespore
membrane formation and endocytosis [Maeda et al., 2014], [Kashiwazaki et al., 2011].
Over-expression of psy1p (but not the syb1p) is able to rescue polarised growth defects
in the cdc42p mutant [Estrav́ıs et al., 2011]. In addition sec9p is involved in sporulation
and cytokinesis [Nakamura et al., 2005].
Figure 1.5: Model of two redundant morphogenesis modules under the control of
cdc42p
Two parallel morphogenetic modules are redundant for polarised cell growth (the
actin-dependent transport and the exocyst-dependent membrane tethering at the PM).
Described in 1.2.4. Figure adapted from [Bendezu, Martin, 2011].
1.2.4.4 Principles of endocytosis in fission yeast
Defining specific sites of endocytosis is important for growth of defined geometries
[Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. There, actin cytoskeleton is essential. During endocytosis,
cells internalize molecules from the outside of the PM but also recycle membranes
and proteins localised to the PM [Alberts et al., 2014]. In fission yeast this process is
precisely coordinated. Initially, the clathrin proteins (initially involved in the membrane
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invagination), end4p, panlp, activators of arp2/3, wsplp, myo1p and arp2/3 complex,
respectively, are recruited to the site of endocytosis. In addition, the AP-2 complex,
is involved in the proper temporal and spatial dynamics of endocytic patches, most
probably by modulating interaction between clathrin and membrane lipids [León de
et al., 2016]. The arp2/3 complex (involved in the actin patch assembly) generates
the force needed for detachment of endocytic vesicles from the PM [Sirotkin et al.,
2010]. This needs actin fillament capping and cross-linking with fimbrin. After a vesicle
is internalised, actin patch components detach from the vesicle [Sirotkin et al., 2010],
[Basu et al., 2014].
It was shown that endocytosis and turgor pressure in fission yeast are linked. S. pombe
cells, like other cell-walled organisms, have a high turgor pressure, enabling growth
and survival. It was suggested that turgor pressure opposes invagination of the PM
during endocytosis. Reducing turgor in fission yeast modulates speed of early steps of
endocytosis and rescues defects in several endocytic mutants. It was suggested that
endocytosis in fission yeast is regulated by homeostasis between actin-dependent forces
and opposing forces created by the high turgor pressure [Basu et al., 2014].
In budding yeast, it has been shown that cdc42p regulates membrane recycling
through endocytosis or regulated extraction of cdc42p from the PM. This phenomenon
is crucial for the polarised localisation of cdc42p [Marco et al., 2007], [Slaughter et al.,
2009]. It is possible that cdc42p is involved in similar activity in fission yeast, since
it is known that cdc42p is essential for the actin-dependent transport of vesicles and
localisation of cell wall synthesising enzymes [Estrav́ıs et al., 2012]. It suggests that
membrane recycling through endocytosis could be the important process, involved in the
maintenance of polarised growth. Indeed, several endocytic mutants lose their growth
polarity [Castagnetti et al., 2005], [Codlin et al., 2008]. In addition, end4p/sla2p, which is
implicated in endocytosis and cortical actin organisation, is involved in polarised growth
and is proposed to be a downstream factor of tea1p, as it was previously described as
required for proper positioning of growth sites [Castagnetti et al., 2005]. It is not known
if localisations of endo- and exocytosis are linked with each other in fission yeast and if
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this potential feature is involved in the maintenance of polarised growth.
1.2.5 Introduction to PIP2 and PI(4)P
Phosphoinositides are lipids and belong to the class of glycerophospholipids [Martin,
Arkowitz, 2014]. They are characterised by the presence of an inositol group.
Phosphoinositides derive from phosphatidylinositol (PI) [Balla, Balla, 2006]. They play
a central role in the activity, regulation and recruitment of many signalling proteins
[Balla, Balla, 2006].
Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) is generated via phosophorylation
of phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI(4)P) by the Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate
5-kinase (PtdIns4P5K). PIP2 is implicated in many cellular functions, like transcription,
cytoskeleton organisation, membrane trafficking and signal transduction [Fruman et al.,
1998], [Simonsen et al., 2001], [Yin, Janmey, 2003], [Roth, 2004], [Li et al., 2013].
Although, PIP2 is a precursor of other signalling molecules, it also directly coordinates
endocytosis, the organisation of the cytoskeleton and recycling of synaptic vesicles
[Berridge, Irvine, 1984], [Toker, Cantley, 1997], [Takenawa, Itoh, 2001], [Audhya et al.,
2004], [Li et al., 2013].
In fission yeast, the essential kinase its3p phosphorylates PI(4)P to PIP2 [Zhang
et al., 2000]. Temperature-sensitive mutant its3-1 contains low amount of PIP2 at
restrictive temperature [Zhang et al., 2000]. In fission yeast PIP2 plays a role in the
organisation of actin patches, cell separation [Zhang et al., 2000], membrane trafficking
[Li et al., 2013], maintenance of cell polarity [Jourdain et al., 2012], cell wall integrity
[Deng et al., 2005], localisation of the membrane tethering complex - exocyst, and it is
suggested to play role as the spatial landmark determinant for sites of polarised growth
[Bendezú et al., 2012]. In fission yeast, PIP2 is enriched at the site of cell division and
at the cell cortex [Zhang et al., 2000], [Li et al., 2013].
The over-production of its3p leads to higher levels of PIP2 and cell growth defects
[Zhang et al., 2000]. In addition, it causes the accumulation of abnormally localised
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its3p in the cytoplasm, untypical endo-membrane structures, multimella Golgi and
fragmented vacuoles [Li et al., 2013]. These phenotypes can be rescued by gyp10p,
a GTPase-activation protein (GAP) that negatively regulates the previously mentioned
Rab GTPases ypt3p and ryh1p that are working in the post-Golgi membrane trafficking
[Li et al., 2013]. Mutants of ypt3p and ryh1p can suppress phenotypes caused by
over-expression of its3p. It has been suggested that PIP2 and Rab-mediated trafficking
are functionally linked [Li et al., 2013].
PI(4)P is a product of phosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol (PI) by the
phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases and it is further phosphorylated to produce the previously
described PIP2 [Balla, Balla, 2006]. In different cell types, PI(4)P is an essential
signalling molecule at the PM and the Golgi apparatus in the regulation of membrane
trafficking, cytoskeletal organization, lipid metabolism, signal transduction pathways
and cytokinesis [Matteis, Godi, 2004], [Janetopoulos et al., 2005], [Strahl, Thorner, 2007],
[Strahl et al., 2005], [Walch-Solimena, Novick, 1999a], [Garcia-Bustos et al., 1994], [Brill
et al., 2000].
In mammalian cells and budding yeast, there are identified different pools of PI(4)P,
which are synthesised by different enzymes from the PI. The two mainly studied
enzymes producing PI(4)P in budding yeast are stt4p and pik1p and their functions
are non-redundant. Both enzymes are essential for the yeast viability. Stt4p has been
shown to be responsible for the production of the PM pool of PI(4)P and is required for
the formation of the actin cytoskeleton, endosome motility and cell wall biosynthesis
[Audhya et al., 2000], [Chang et al., 2005], [Balla, Balla, 2006]. Pik1p is involved
in PI(4)P synthesis, functioning in the cytokinesis, protein secretion, endocytosis and
maintenance of the Golgi structures [Walch-Solimena, Novick, 1999b], [Audhya et al.,
2000], [Strahl et al., 2005], [Balla, Balla, 2006]. pik1p generates the Golgi and nuclear
pool of PI(4)P [Balla, Balla, 2006].
Numerous in vitro studies on liposomes consider PI(4)P as a potential metabolic
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energy source, involved in the exchange of sterol (or phosphoserine (PS)) between the
closely opposing membranous structures. Therefore, it is important in the generation
of important lipid gradients. PI(4)P is shown to bind to the oxysterol-binding protein
family (osh proteins, oshes), which are involved in the lipid distribution and transport.
Oshes compete for the PI(4)P binding with other lipids. The mechanism involves the
so called counterflow transport of sterol (or PS) and PI(4)P (exchange of sterol/PS for
PI(4)P) (more details in 1.3.1.3; for review [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016] and [Drin et al.,
2016]).
The fission yeast genome encodes 3 putative phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases: lsb6p,
stt4p and pik1p [Wood et al., 2011]. Among those pik1 is the only essential gene
[Park et al., 2009] [Wood et al., 2011]. In fixed cells, GFP-pik1p colocalises with the
Golgi apparatus marker gma12-GFP [Park et al., 2009]. pik1 sequence in fission yeast
contains two functional regions: lipid kinase domain and the region for binding to cdc4p
(component of the contractile ring involved in cytokinesis [McCollum, 1995]). [Park
et al., 2009] revealed that the lipid kinase is the one, which is essential for pik1p function.
Temperature sensitive allel of pik1 (pik1-td) is impaired in membrane trafficking what
leads to defects in septation and cell separation [Park et al., 2009].
As mentioned above, PI(4)P, synthesised by pik1p at the Golgi, (see, 1.2.4.2) is
involved in the activation of the ypt3p/sec4p cascade in budding yeast, leading to the
loading and transport of the post-Golgi membrane vesicles onto actin cables [Ling et al.,
2014]. This potential role of PI(4)P in polarised secretion in fission yeast has not been
studied so far.
1.3 Compartmentalisation of the PM and lipid rafts
Cells are surrounded by the plasma membrane (PM), what gives them identity and
provides a boundary in between inner and outer space of the cell [Simons, Sampaio,
2011]. Amphipathic properties of lipids enable their spontaneous self-organisation into
a double layer and membrane formation [Simons, Sampaio, 2011]. The PM is composed
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by lipids but also by proteins, which span the layer of the PM with their transmembrane
domains or are attracted to a membrane on the inside or the outside of the cell [Jacobson
et al., 2007], [Engelman, 2005], [Coskun, Simons, 2009].
In the 1972 Singer and Nicolson presented the fluid mosaic model of the structure of
the cell membranes [Singer, Nicolson, 1972]. The model is based on the thermodynamic
properties of the membrane organisation and assumes that proteins and lipids are
mobile within the membrane matrix. Since more than 40 years, the fluid mosaic model
remains relevant. The PM is composed mainly by the variety of hundreds of different
glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids, and also by the sterols [Simons, Sampaio, 2011].
Membrane is compartmentalised by sphingolipid-cholesterol-protein assemblies called
lipid rafts [Nicolson, 2014], [Simons, Ikonen, 1997].
Since almost two decades there are increasing amount of evidence confirming
existence of lipid rafts in the PM [Alberts et al., 2014]. Initially, lipids rafts have been
identified as the detergent insoluble glycolipid-enriched complexes (DRM - detergent
resistant membranes) [Simons, Ikonen, 1997]. Numerous lipid raft-associated proteins
have been identified, which localise to DRMs [Simons, Ikonen, 1997]. Some examples are
GPI-anchored proteins or Src proteins [Danielsen, 1995], [Casey, 1995]. Newly developed
microscopy techniques allow to detect nanoscopic protein clusters in the PM which are
believed to be lipid rafts [Simons, Gerl, 2010], [Owen et al., 2012], [Truong-Quang, Lenne,
2014].
Lipid rafts are proposed to cluster into larger, more stable raft domains - stabilised
rafts. Stabilised rafts are prone to subsequently coalesce and to form micrometere raft
phases, which can be seen under a fluorescence microscope [Simons, Gerl, 2010]. Lipid
rafts are implicated in several basic processes like: signal transduction [Simons, Toomre,
2000], post-Golgi trafficking and sorting of cargos [Schuck, 2004], endocytosis and virus
budding [Rajendran, 2005]. In addition, perturbations in the assembly of the lipid rafts
are implicated in several diseases (for review, [Michel, Bakovic, 2012]).
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1.3.1 Lipid rafts, sterol and cell polarity
The asymmetric distribution of membrane proteins and lipids in different cell surface
domains is a common feature of all eukaryotic cells. As previously mentioned, it appears
that lipid rafts are functioning in several biological processes. One of them is the control
of cell polarity [Lingwood et al., 2009].
1.3.1.1 Roles of sterol in cell polarity
Sterols are enriched at the surface of the apical membrane in epithelial cells [Simons,
Meer van, 1988]. Moreover, the cholesterol content is significantly different in the
unpolarised epithelial cells comparing to the polarised cells [Sampaio et al., 2011]. Its
synthesis is core to the formation of the apical, lipid raft-enriched membrane because
it is required for delivery of several specific raft-destined proteins [Simons, Meer van,
1988], [Meer van, Simons, 1988], [Bagnat, 2000], [Simons, Sampaio, 2011].
It is appreciated that sterol has a potential to decrease the flexibility of acyl chains
in a bilayer, and therefore to increase the PM thickness and impermeability [Mesmin
et al., 2013a]. Its function in other cellular compartments is still elusive, however it
is known that increase of sterol content in the trans-Golgi network (TGN) modifies its
membrane structure. This function is essential to transport a subset of carriers from the
TGN to the PM [Holthuis, Menon, 2014], [Duran et al., 2012], [Wang et al., 2000]. It has
been proposed that sterol is enriched in the TGN-derived vesicles and that the sorting
of raft-associated lipids is performed in this organelle [Klemm et al., 2009]. Moreover,
a functional screen in budding yeast showed that sterol is required for the delivery of
cargo proteins to the PM [Proszynski et al., 2005]. In addition, sterol is required for the
oligomerisation and apical sorting of lipid raft-destined (GPI)-anchored proteins from
the TGN to the PM [Paladino et al., 2008].
It has been reported that sterol is functional at the level of the endocytic recycling
compartment (ERC). ERCs can accommodate up to 35% of the total cholesterol content
of the cell [Wustner et al., 2002]. ERCs play a role as the intermediate transport
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compartment between TGN and the PM but are also involved in the recycling of
membranes that are endocytosed from the PM, and the retrograde transport of proteins
and lipids from the PM to the TGN [Maxfield, McGraw, 2004], [Ang et al., 2004],
[Taguchi, 2013]. It has been shown that cholesterol is important for the integrity of ERCs
and that the ERC-dependent pool of cholesterol plays role in cholesterol homeostasis and
the transport of different lipid-anchored proteins [Mukherjee et al., 1998], [Hao, 2004].
Moreover, it is known that cholesterol is involved in sorting of molecules at the ERCs,
similar to sorting at the TGN [Mukherjee et al., 1999], [Gagescu et al., 2000]. Strikingly,
several SNARE proteins, which are involved in the membrane fusion process and are
related to the TGN and recycling endosomes, have additional sequence to recognise
cholesterol, which is involved in the localisation of these SNAREs [Enrich et al., 2015],
[Reverter et al., 2014].
1.3.1.2 Establishing sterol gradients
It is clear that lipid rafts are central to the cell polarity [Sampaio et al., 2011],
[Simons, Gerl, 2010], however detailed mechanisms of how the sterol distribution is
controlled and maintained is not well described. Cholesterol in mammalian cells and
ergosterol in yeast form intracellular gradients. The ER contains less than 5% of the
total sterol, while the TGN and the PM can contain up to 40% [Drin et al., 2016].
Cholesterol in mammals and ergosterol in yeast are mainly synthesised in the ER but
can also derive from lipid droplets, where esterified sterols are stored. In addition, sterol
can be taken up from extracellular space in higher eukaryotic organisms [Mesmin et al.,
2013a].
It was suggested that sterol gradients can be regulated by the activity of the
ER-localised protein ACAT. This protein converts cholesterol to cholesteryl-esters,
which are localised to the lipids droplets [Mesmin et al., 2011]. In addition,
several studies report tight junctions, intercellular barriers between epithelial cells
[Anderson, Van Itallie, 2009], to play important roles in lipid polarity formation and
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maintenance [Meder et al., 2005], [Kälin, Meer van, 2009]. A recent report excludes
this possibility [Ikenouchi et al., 2012], while in addition, others propose membrane
trafficking-independent routs of maintaining cell polarity [Halbsgut et al., 2011].
It is appreciated that most of the sterol transport from the ER to the PM is
independent of vesicular membrane trafficking [Urbani, Simoni, 1990]. [Baumann et al.,
2005b]. It is possible that the sterol gradient is maintained by the high affinity of sterol
to the saturated lipids in the TGN or the PM [Holthuis, Menon, 2014]. In addition, a list
of lipid transport proteins (LTPs) that can mediate vectorial sterol transport between
different organelles, was identified [Drin et al., 2016]. There are several proteins known,
that act as LTPs and are present at the membrane contact sites (MCSs). MCSs are
regions where membranes are in close proximity [Prinz, 2014]. The ER network is the
optimal organelle to form such contacts. It extends through the cytoplasm and contacts
several organelles, including the TGN and the PM [Prinz, 2014], [Mesmin, Antonny,
2016]. Different proteins have been identified to mediate these connections. In budding
yeast, its2p and scs2/scs22p are critical for the tethering of the ER to the PM [Manford
et al., 2012]. LTPs are also involved in formation of MCSs [Prinz, 2014]. In addition, it
has been reported that members of the OSBP-related proteins family (Oxysterol-binding
proteins), called ORP, in mammalian cells, and oshes (OSBP homologs) in yeast are
involved in lipid transfer between membranes from two distinct organelles [Olkkonen,
Li, 2013]. OSBP from mammals and osh4p (kes1p) in yeast can establish a sterol gradient
by lipid exchange, using PI(4)P as a driving force [Mesmin et al., 2013b], [Saint-Jean de
et al., 2011a], [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015b].
1.3.1.3 Counterflow transport of sterols and PI(4)P at the membrane
contact sites
Studies of oxysterol binding-proteins, osh4p (kes1p) from yeast and OSBP from
mammalian cells, revealed their highly conserved property to bind PI(4)P [Saint-Jean de
et al., 2011b]. They are able to bind sterol and PI(4)P in a mutually exclusive manner
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[Saint-Jean de et al., 2011b], [Drin et al., 2016]. This feature gives insight into the
mechanism of the regulation of the directional movement of lipids and their asymmetric
distribution. Current model propose that osh4p (kes1p) and OSBP (oxysterol-binding
protein) exchange sterol and PI(4)P between the ER and the trans-Golgi network [Filseck
Moser von et al., 2015b], [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016].
osh4p (kes1p) has the so called ORD domain, which contains a hydrophobic cavity
to bind sterol. In addition, charged residues of the ORD domain recognise PI(4)P and
accommodate it via its acyl chains [Filseck von et al., 2015]. A model has been proposed,
that osh4p transfers sterol from the ER to the Golgi, by exchanging it for PI(4)P, which
is transported from the Golgi to the ER. In this model sterol transport is driven by
the PI(4)P gradient, which is created by a pik1p kinase in the TGN, (Figure 1.6).
After transport of PI(4)P from the Golgi to the ER, PI(4)P is hydrolysed by a sac1p
phosphatase [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016], (Figure 1.6). These studies are based on in vitro
experiments on liposomes [Saint-Jean de et al., 2011b], [Mesmin et al., 2013b], [Filseck
von et al., 2015] and similar was shown for the mammalian OSBP. Although the role
of osh4p (kes1p) in sterol transport in vivo was questioned [Georgiev et al., 2011], [Beh
et al., 2012], osh4p (kes1p) is known to bind post-Golgi secretory vesicles in living cells,
mediating interactions between several membrane trafficking regulators, and functioning
in remodelling and in maturation of secretory vesicles [Alfaro et al., 2011a], [Ling et al.,
2014]. It was suggested that these findings do not contradict the sterol/PI(4)P exchange
model and it is proposed that osh4p can promote sterol/PI(4)P homeostasis at the Golgi
to enable the maturation of the TGN [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016].
In addition, osh4p interacts genetically with the PI/Phosphatidylcholine (PC)
transfer protein sec14p, which regulates the Golgi lipid composition and the formation of
secretory vesicles from the TGN. It was suggested that sec14p promotes the production
of PI(4)P by a pik1p kinase. In contrast, the sterol/PI4P exchange activity of osh4p
is supposed to counteract pik1p and sec14p at the TGN [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016],
(Figure 1.6), (Figure 1.6).
OSBP is predicted to function similar to osh4p in the counterflow transport of sterol
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and PI(4)P [Mesmin et al., 2013b], [Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2008], [Roy, Levine,
2004]. In contrast to osh4p, the sterol binding of OSBP is auto-inhibited and requires
an interaction with a VAP-A protein, a homolog of scs2p/scs22p from budding and
fission yeast, at the MCSs. The FFAT motif of OSBP interacts with the VAP-A. This
interaction is essential for the sterol transfer. It was suggested that VAP-A is involved
in building physical connections between the ER and membranes of the TGN. It induces
conformational changes in OSBP, to enable sterol binding [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016]. In
addition, OSBP contains a PH domain, that can bind PI(4)P and a GTP-bound arg1p.
However, in vitro studies showed that this interaction is not essential to facilitate lipid
transfer [Mesmin et al., 2013b].
In addition, in vivo studies of another oxysterol-binding proteins in budding yeast:
osh6p, osh7p [Maeda et al., 2013], [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015a] and mammalian
equivalents [Chung et al., 2015], revealed their function in transporting phosphoserine
(PS) between the ER and the PM (Figure 1.6).
Figure 1.6: osh4p/OSBP related structural model of lipid transport at the membrane
contact sites
Structural model of lipid/PI(4)P counter-transport, based on [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016]
and additionally described in 1.3.1.3. Figure adapted from [Tong et al., 2016].
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1.3.2 Sterol-rich membrane domains
Sterol-rich membrane domains (SRMs) are thought to be analogues to lipid rafts
[Klose et al., 2010], however it is not known if they are homogenous or if they contain
smaller domains. SRMs are enriched in sphingolipids and sterols [Bagnat, 2000].
1.3.2.1 SRMs in Fungi
SRMs were mainly described in fungi [Wachtler et al., 2003], [Alvarez et al., 2007],
[Fischer et al., 2008], [Bühler et al., 2015a], [Makushok et al., 2016a]. In these organisms,
SRMs can be visualised by staining with filipin, a sterol-binding dye [Drabikowski et al.,
1973]. A main sterol in fungi is ergosterol, the yeast counterpart of cholesterol. It can be
detected predominantly at the polarised growth sites in different species [Alvarez et al.,
2007].
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae (budding yeast) [Bagnat, Simons, 2002a], [Bagnat,
Simons, 2002b], and Cryptococcus neoformans [Nichols, 2004], SRMs localise to tips
of mating projections, in Schizosaccharomyces pombe at cell ends, the site of cytokinesis
and tips of mating projections [Wachtler et al., 2003], [Takeda et al., 2004]. In C. albicans
and A. nidulans at the hyphal tips and septa [Fischer et al., 2008].
In C. albicans and A.nidulans SRMs have been shown to be essential for growth
directionality and localisation of cell end landmark proteins [Alvarez et al., 2007],
[Takeshita et al., 2008]. This suggested a role of SRMs in the maintenance of polarised
growth and in the presentation of the virulence factors, which are often SRM associated,
such as GPI-anchored proteins [Alvarez et al., 2007], [Rella et al., 2016]. In S. cerevisiae
SRMs serve as platforms for the sorting of proteins destined to the cell surface [Bagnat,
Simons, 2002b], [Takeda et al., 2004], [Takeda, Chang, 2005], [Wachtler et al., 2003].
Moreover, recent studies revealed a crucial role for SRMs in fission yeast cell polarisation
[Makushok et al., 2016b]. This special role will be introduced in the last subsection (see,
1.4)
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1.3.2.2 Sterol-rich membrane domains in fission yeast cells
1.3.2.2.1 Localisation control of SRMs in vegetatively growing fission yeast
cells
SRMs in fission yeast predominantly localise to growing cell ends, sites of cytokinesis
and tips of mating projections. SRM localisation is cell cycle dependent and involves the
secretory pathway [Takeo, 1985], [Wachtler et al., 2003]. Prolonged interference with the
actin cytoskeleton, for example by Latrunculin A or B, leads to ectopic SRM distribution.
In contrast, the disruption of microtubules does not cause abnormal SRM localisation
[Wachtler et al., 2003]. In addition, SRM localisation depends on the polarity regulator
orb1p [Nurse, Snell, 1994], as orb1-13 mutants show homogeneous filipin staining in the
PM [Wachtler et al., 2003].
In exponentially growing cells, SRM localisation depends on the type I myosin
myo1p, a myosin motor involved in endocytosis. Deletion of myo1 causes homogeneous
localization of SRMs along the entire PM at all stages of the cell cycle while
its over-expression leads to SRM ectopic positioning [Takeda, Chang, 2005]. The
homogeneous distribution of SRMs is linked to the TH1 domain of myo1p and its
potential binding to acidic phospholipids [Takeda, Chang, 2005]. These results show
that SRMs do not exclusively localise to growth sites and sites of cytokinesis. Strikingly,
myo1∆ cells grow cylindrical and exhibit normal localisation of growth and polarity
markers [Takeda, Chang, 2005]. Recently, Makushok et al. suggested that polar
growth activity in these cells is a consequence of redundant tea1p-dependent polarity
pathway confining polar growth activity to the cell poles, probably due to the growth
site inheritance [Makushok et al., 2016a]. The double mutant myo1∆tea1∆ is mostly
roundish [Makushok et al., 2016a] indicating redundancy between these two systems
(more information about role of myo1p in cell polarisation, (see, 1.4 and [Makushok
et al., 2016a]).
In addition, the localisation of SRMs has been linked to the btn1p. Its removal causes
temperature sensitivity for growth and relocation of SRMs from cell poles to the entire
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PM. Btnt1p function in the distribution of SRMs is linked to F-actin patch formation
and endocytosis, since conditional mutants of actin (cps8-188 ) and endocytosis (end4∆)
also show homogenous distribution of SRM throughout the PM [Codlin et al., 2008].
Growth site localisation of SRMs also involves a kin1p kinase, which is implicated in
determining the localisation of cell wall synthesising enzymes and F-actin [La Carbona,
Le Goff, 2006], [Cadou et al., 2010].
The localisation of SRMs also depends on sphingolipid synthesis. Removal of three
enzymes, responsible for the production of the most abundant complex sphingolipid
in fission yeast (MIPC), results in homogeneous filipin staining of the entire PM and
increased sensitivity to the anti-fungal drugs [Nakase et al., 2010]. This fact correlates
with previously mentioned defects in endocytosis and F-actin, leading to the similar
phenotype.
SRM localisation to the cell middle is independent of contractile ring formation. It
happens after contractile ring formation but before it starts to contract [Takeda et al.,
2004], suggesting a specific role in this process. Positioning of SRMs at the contractile
ring region depends on cdc15p. This protein localises to SRMs and is involved in proper
shaping of SRMs at this position. Removal of cdc15p leads to spiral-like SRMs in the
cell middle. Localisation of SRMs is also affected by over-expression of cdc15p [Takeda
et al., 2004].
1.3.2.2.2 Sterol-related functions of SRMs in vegetatively growing S. pombe
Ergosterol biosynthesis is known to be involved in the maintenance of the PM
structure and localisation of PM proteins [Iwaki et al., 2008]. Several proteins have
been shown to localise to SRMs in fission yeast, like the glucan synthetase bgs4p, whose
localisation to SRMs depends on SRM integrity (which can be disturbed by the prolonged
incubation with filipin) [Wachtler et al., 2003]. Other examples of proteins localising to
SRMs are the lipid-raft marker homolog pma1p or the MARK kinase family member
kin1p [Takeda, Chang, 2005] [Cadou et al., 2010]. The main PM-t-SNARE psy1p,
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regulating membrane fusion and polarised secretion, localises to SRMs at the cell surface
in exponentially growing cells and during meiosis [Kashiwazaki et al., 2011]. This was
biochemically confirmed by the presence of psy1p in the detergent-resistant membrane
fraction, the standard assay to determine association of proteins to sterol-enriched
domains [Simons, Ikonen, 1997]) [Kashiwazaki et al., 2011]. Moreover, more than 600
encoded proteins from the fission yeast genome are assigned to contain transmembrane
domains, of which a substantial amount is linked to the cell division or show a localisation
to growth sites [Wood et al., 2011]. It is highly possible that spatial localisation of
SRMs determine locations, where these presumptive SRM-associated proteins execute
their functions.
Deletion of enzymes, responsible for the early steps of ergosterol synthesis in fission
yeast lead to cell death [Makushok et al., 2016a], however interference with the sterol
composition, by removal of selected enzymes involved in the later steps of ergosterol
synthesis, results in sensitivity to Li+, abnormal cell morphology, defects in septum
formation, indicating a lower activity of the cytoskeleton, cell wall synthesising and
degrading enzymes, and sporulation defects [Iwaki et al., 2008]. In addition, interference
with the membrane composition, by prolonged incubation with the sterol-binding dye
filipin, leads to mispositioned and misshapen actomyosin rings [Wachtler et al., 2003].
Over-expression of the C-4 sterol methyl oxidase erg25p causes similar phenotypes as
incubation with filipin [Wachtler et al., 2003].
Strikingly, interference with ergosterol synthesis causes defects in timing of
endocytosis of the SRM-localised protein psy1p (during sporulation and forespore
membrane (FSM) formation) [Kashiwazaki et al., 2011].
1.4 De novo cell polarisation of fission yeast cells
Subsection is based on [Makushok et al., 2016a] which sets the basis for
this thesis.
Cell polarity in fission yeast was mainly studied in cycling cells, which inherit
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polarity cues after each cell division. In order to omit polarity inheritance, de novo
generation of cell polarity was followed in cells, which were exiting glucose starvation
(SE - starvation exit). Glucose starved cells lose their polar distribution of growth and
polarity machineries (also observed in [Laporte et al., 2015]). Moreover, SRMs (stained
by filipin, which is a sterol binding dye) are not visible in this condition. Strikingly, the
authors revealed that SRM formation is core to de novo cell polarisation and subsequent
polarised growth. SRMs serve as platforms for the assembly of growth and polarity
machineries. In addition, the authors suggest that SRMs could be involved in symmetry
breaking. Ergosterol biosynthesis is the first step of the de novo generation of polarity.
Subsequently, ergosterol needs to be delivered to the PM and recruited to the cell poles.
These steps are independent of cdc42p activity. SRM dynamics during SE can be
followed at the single cell level due to a novel live protein marker - GFP-tnalp, which
stains SRMs in all the conditions presented in [Makushok et al., 2016a].
SE is divided into 4 phases. Around 10min after glucose addition, several randomly
distributed SRMs are visible in the PM (Pl). This phase is not dependent on the
presence of the cytoskeleton or cell growth. Growth and polarity markers (for3p and
bud6p) accumulate in the vicinity of these randomly distributed SRMs, therefore SRMs
are proposed to serve as platforms for assembly of growth and polarity machineries.
Each SRM is a presumptive growth site.
SRMs are subsequently polarised during P2. This phase involves the
microtubule-dependent polarity factor tea1p and its effector tea4p, which are deposited
at cell ends. Both cell poles are covered by SRMs and slow growth is initiated from both
sites. During cell polarisation, laterally localised SRMs need to be removed. This process
involves neither cdc42p activity, nor is dependent on fast growth initiation. Interestingly,
SRM removal during P2 involves F-actin but not the F-actin organising polarity factors
for3p and bud6p. Additionally, tea1∆ and tea4∆ mutants cannot stabilise SRMs at
cell poles and any SRM from P1 can become the site of P2 initiation and subsequently
become a growth site. tea1∆ mutants initiate P2 and fast growth (P3) at the same time,
therefore the authors suggest that in those cases, cdc42p activity might be critical for
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growth initiation in this condition, in contrast to wild-type cells.
Cell poles-deposited tea1p prepares for mono-polar fast growth initiation (P3) and
later switching to bipolar growth (P4). During P3, cells initiate fast growth at only one of
the cell ends. Fluorescence intensity of SRMs at the fast-growing end is higher than at the
opposite pole. Moreover, SRMs at the fast-growing pole enlarge, and their size correlates
with the growth speed of the cells. This phase is dependent on the actin cable organising
formin - for3p, which is involved in SRM domain maintenance, and in achieving high
growth rates. Later, only 35% of cells switch to bi-polar growth (P4). This phase involves
bud6p. bud6∆ mutants exhibit unstable growth site positioning. Moreover, some cells
can swap their fast growing end or can switch to completely mono-polar growth.
In addition, tea1p and myo1p act redundantly in controlling growth site confinement,
myo1∆ cells have SRMs distributed throughout the PM, however they grow in cylindrical
manner due to MT-dependent tea1p positioning to the cell ends. Double mutation
tea1∆myo1∆ is semi-lethal. The few germinating spores that are viable, are almost
round. However, they contain SRMs enriched at the cell poles. The Authors suggest
that tea1p and myo1p provide two redundant mechanisms for confining growth and
that there is a third tea1p- and myo1p- independent growth and SRM domain confining
system, after cells establish continuous growth and division cycles.
At the moment, it is unclear how fission yeast builds SRM domains in the first place,
and how the molecular network of tea1p-related factors and F-actin removal of SRMs
are coordinated.
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Figure 1.7: Cell polarisation of fission yeast in SE
The drawing summarises phases of cell polarisation in fission yeast during the first cell
cycle of SE in wild-type and tea1∆ cells. Red arrows show instructive influence, black
arrows correspond to the temporal sequence of events. Adapted from [Makushok et al.,
2016a].
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2.1 Yeast strains and cell culture
Standard culturing and handling methods of S. pombe were implemented [Moreno
et al., 1991]. All S. pombe strains used in this study are listed in a Table 1.
2.1.1 Experimental assays
2.1.1.1 Exponential growth
Exponentially growing cells were grown in the synthetic medium Edinburgh Minimal
Medium (EMM2) with 2% glucose at 25 ◦C. EMM2 was supplemented with amino acids
when indicated.
2.1.1.2 Starvation and starvation exit
Fission yeast cells were starved for glucose as described before [Zaitsevskaya-Carter,
1997]. Briefly, exponentially growing cells were shifted to low glucose medium by
centrifugation for 2 min at 2200 rpm and re-suspension of the resulting pellet in
EMM2 with 0.5% glucose. For strains carrying auxotrophic markers, the medium was
supplemented with the according amino acids. Starvation cultures were started at OD
0.2 and grown at 25 ◦C for 3 days with constant shaking.
Starvation exit (SE) was triggered by addition of EMM2 medium with 2% glucose
supplemented with amino-acids if required in proportion 1:4 (volume of starved
culture:volume of EMM2). Temperature-sensitive mutants were pre-incubated at 36 ◦C
for 1h with constant shaking before fresh medium, preheated to 36 ◦C, was added.
Cells were kept at the according temperature throughout SE. If SE was performed at
permissive 25 ◦C it is indicated in the figure legend.
For live imaging at 25 ◦C, cells were loaded on an imaging dish (details see, 2.2.1.2)
at room temperature. SE was started by addition of 2 ml of EMM2.
For live imaging at 36 ◦C, cells were loaded on an imaging dish (details see, 2.2.1.2)
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and 1ml EMM medium was added onto the cells at room temperature. Subsequently,
cells were incubated for 1h at 36 ◦C in the imaging chamber. The medium was removed
and SE was triggered by the addition of 2ml of EMM2 preheated to 36 ◦C.
The conditional mutant pik1-td carrying the episomally expressed GFP-piklp and
the strain carrying the 81nmt1-kes1 construct were supplemented with thiamine, both
in starvation and in SE.
2.1.1.3 Brefeldin A treatment
Brefeldin A (BFA) (from LC Laboratories) was dissolved in DMSO. Starved cells
were incubated with BFA (200µm/ml final concentration) 1h before SE. EMM2 medium
(pre-warmed up to 36 ◦C when needed) including the drug was added to initiate SE.
2.1.2 Generation of strains
2.1.2.1 GFP-tagged recombinant proteins
GFP tagged strains were constructed according to the standard protocol
by homologues recombination [Bähler et al., 1998]. Plasmid DL191
(pFA6a-linker-GFP-kanMX6) was used as a template for the PCR-based approach.
Proteins were tagged at their C-terminus for endogenous expression levels. All primers
used are listed in a Table 2.
2.1.2.2 Deletion of oshE and repression of kes1
oshE (SPBC646.08c) was deleted based on the standard protocol described by
[Bähler et al., 1998]. The plasmid DL50 (KS-ura4), containing ura4 cassette was used
as a template.
Gene repression of kes1 was achieved by placing it under control of the repressible
81nmt1 promoter [Maundrell, 1990]. The procedure was performed according to
[Bähler et al., 1998] with a plasmid DL360 (pFA6a-natMX6-P81nmt1) as a template.
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Experiments were carried by pre-culturing of the recombinant strain in EMM2 in the
presence of thiamine. Subsequently, starvation and SE were performed as described in
2.1.1.2 with thiamine supplementation.
Primers for deletion of oshE and repression of kes1 are listed in the Table 2.
2.1.2.3 Genetic crosses
Genetic crosses were performed according to standard protocols [Forsburg, Rhind,
2006].
Most of strains in this study are result of the genetic crosses between parental strains
(source listed in the Table 1) and the wild-type. Accordingly, auxotrophic markers
(ade6, leu1-32 and ura4-D18) were removed from most of the studied strains. Their
removal is strongly recommended because they are known to be inhibitory for starvation
exit experiments [Sajiki et al., 2009]. Only two strains were carrying auxotrophic
mutations and experiments including these strains were compared to wild-types also
carrying auxotrophic markers.
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Table 1: S. pombe strains used in the study
The list is arranged in the order as presented in this thesis.
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Table 2: Sequences of the primers
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2.2 Microscopy and image analysis
2.2.1 Imaging conditions, cells labelling and sample preparation
2.2.1.1 Cells labelling
For live cell imaging of SRM dynamics, the SRM live protein marker GFP-tna1p
was used. It was shown to localise similar to filipin, a fluorescent dye to stain sterols
[Drabikowski et al., 1973], [Makushok et al., 2016a]. However, we observed GFP-tna1p
accumulation in sub-cellular structures (under two conditions studied) if the membrane
trafficking pathway was perturbed (see, 3.1).
Therefore, filipin (Sigma) was used for most of experiments in this study. It cannot
be used for in vivo imaging as it disrupts the cell membrane [Bradley et al., 1980],
[Souto-Padron, Souza de, 1983]. Samples from starvation and different time-points of
SE were labelled separately. Filipin was used at a final concentration of 5µg/ml from a
4000x stock solution in DMSO as previously described by [Takeda et al., 2004].
The cell wall was labelled with Rhodamine Griffonia Simplicifolia-Lectin I (GFL
I, BSL I), further called Rhodamine-lectin (Vector laboratories) to allow for cell
segmentation and image analysis. Its final concentration was 4µg/ml.
Both dyes were pre-mixed in EMM (for labelling starved cells) or EMM2 (for labelling
cells in SE) - with amino acids or thiamine when required. Concentrations of filipin and
Rhodamine-lectin in the pre-mix were adjusted to match the final concentrations for
filipin and for Rhodamine-lectin after mixing with cell culture on the imaging dish
(details in 2.2.1.2). The mixture was prepared 30s before its application, in the
aluminium-covered Eppendorf tube. The tube was subsequently vortexed.
2.2.1.2 Sample preparation
For still imaging, 100µl of lectin (1mg/ml in water) (purchased from Vector
laboratories) was applied into wells of a sterile plastic bottom 8 well imaging dish (Ibidi).
After 5min the lectin was removed and the dish was dried by evaporation.
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The pre-made staining mix (described in, 2.2.1.1) was distributed into 3 wells of the
imaging dish and gently mixed with the appropriate volume of starved cells or cells in
SE to a final volume of 200µl. The dish was covered by aluminium foil and centrifuged
for 1 minute at 300 rpm at 25 ◦C. The whole procedure took ∼2min. In order to avoid
potential artefacts caused by filipin [Bradley et al., 1980] samples were immediately
imaged on an epifluorescence microscope (detailed in 2.2.1.3).
For live cell imaging, a glass bottomed imaging dish (Bioswisstec) was coated with
2µl of lectin (2mg/ml in water). 80µl of starved cell culture were added and centrifuged
at 300 rpm at 25 ◦C. Subsequent triggering of SE in these conditions is described in
2.1.1.2.
2.2.1.3 Microscopy conditions
2.2.1.3.1 Microscopes
Epifluorescence microscope - Axiovert 200M widefield fluorescence microscope
(Zeiss) with mercury lamp. System combined with a Coolsnap HQ camera (Roper
Scientific), run with MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices). Pixel size for 40x (NA
1.4 Oil) objective was 0.157µm and for 100x (NA 1.4 oil) 0.0628µm.
Zeiss Andor spinning disc confocal microscope - A Zeiss Axio Observer Z1
confocal microscope with a Yokogawa spinning disc unit, motorised piezo and LED
illumination. The system was provided with an Andor Neo sCMOS camera with a pixel
size of 0.065µm for the 100x NA 1.4 Oil Plan Apo objective.
Leica Andor spinning disc confocal microscope - A Leica DM microscope with
a Yokogawa spinning disc unit, LED illumination, a motorised piezo and an incubation
chamber was used. Images were acquired by a 63x NA 1.4 Oil Plan Apo objective
connected to an Andor iXon3 EMCCD camera with a pixel size 0.11µm.
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2.2.1.3.2 Imaging filipin and Rhodamine-lectin stained cells
All filipin and Rhodamine-lectin stained samples were imaged by the Epifluorescence
microscope. Images used for quantifications were acquired at 40x magnification as
z-stacks of 5 slices with 1µm steps. Otherwise, they were taken in the 100x magnification
as z-stacks of 11 slices with 0.5µm steps.
2.2.1.3.3 Imaging tna1p dynamics and colocalisations
Fast-time resolution movies involving GFP-tna1p were acquired by the Zeiss Andor
spinning disc confocal microscope. In addition, data described in 3.1.4 (comparison of
timing of SE in different temperatures) required the precise maintenance of temperature.
Therefore, time-lapse movies were acquired by the Leica Andor spinning disc confocal
microscope, which contained an incubation chamber. As an exception GFP-tna1p
mug33p-mKate strain in SE, mCherry-tna1p and tdtomato-tna1p, were imaged by the
Epifluorescence microscope with the 100x magnification.
2.2.1.3.4 Brightfield imaging
Brightfield pictures from Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.23 were acquired on the
Epifluorescence microscope (100x objective, DIC system).
2.2.1.3.5 Imaging markers of secretory machinery and non-vesicular
transport components
sec8p-GFP (Figure 3.7) and anp1-mCherry (Figure 3.2) were imaged by the
Epifluorescence microscope. We used 100x magnification and imaged z-stacks of 11
slices with 0.5µm steps.
gma12p-GFP (Figure 3.3) was imaged by the Leica Andor spinning disc confocal
microscope. We used 63x magnification and imaged z-stacks of 11 slices with 0.5µm
steps.
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GFP-tagged oxysterol binding proteins (Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.22) were imaged
on the Zeiss Andor spinning disc confocal microscope. Z-stack specifications are included
to figure legends. The exception was kes1-GFP (Figure 3.19, A), which was imaged on
the Epifluorescence microscope.
2.2.2 Image analysis
Basic image processing was performed using the ImageJ software. All microscopy
pictures presented in the figures are maximum projections from z-stacks (unless otherwise
indicated). Deconvolution was done using Huygens software (Scientific Volume Imaging).
2.2.2.1 Generation of kymographs based on GFP-tna1p signal
Movies of cells expressing GFP-tna1p were acquired in 3min time-intervals as
described before [Makushok et al., 2016b]. The stacks for all time-points were maximum
projected, converted to 8bit and subjected to kymograph analysis in Image J. Briefly, a
line was drawn through the major axis of the cell (Figure 2.1, A), long enough to cover
the whole cell after elongation during SE. The width of the line was increased to cover
the whole cell diameter (Figure 2.1, A). Subsequently, kymographs were generated
with the standard kymograph plugin (Figure 2.1, B). Based on these kymographs, it
is not possible to estimate P1 initiation. The start of this phase was estimated based on
manual raw data evaluation. P2 initiation could be read from the kymographs as the
moment when bright GFP-tna1p signal appears at the cell pole region. P3 starts with
the moment of growth initiation from at least one of cell ends. P4 begins with growth
initiation at the second pole (Figure 2.1, B). Details about phases of SE are described
in [Makushok et al., 2016b] or introduction to this thesis (see, 1.4).
This description corresponds to data presented in 3.1.4.
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Figure 2.1: Generation of a kymograph based on GFP-tna1p signal during SE
A - 3 pictures, presenting the same wild-type cell in starvation at 25 ◦C. Panel shows how line
was draw, which was used for subsequent generation of the kymograph. Arrow indicates sequence
of events. B - Example kymograph showing event of cell polarisation (P2) and fast growth (P3)
during SE. Arrows on the right side correspond to phases of SE. Arrow on the left presents time
from the beginning of SE until cell division. Red and blue dots in figure B correspond to cell
poles from figure A.
2.2.2.2 Analysis of filipin stained SRMs during SE
In this section the methods are described, that were used to process data used for
the quantification of SRM distribution and description of phases of SE.
2.2.2.2.1 Image processing for quantification of filipin stained SRMs
Filipin - First, average projections of z-stacks were performed. Second, the
images were corrected for background by using the Background subtraction tool of the
MOSAICsuite plugin [Shivanandan et al., 2013].
Rhodamine lectin - First, maximum projections of z-stacks were done.
Subsequently, background was corrected by the background subtractor of the
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MOSAICsuite plugin [Shivanandan et al., 2013]. Images for particular imaging sets
were grouped into one stack and normalised by using Enhance contrast tool and all
pixels were saturated by 0.4%.
2.2.2.2.2 Segmentation of cells
First, we used Ilastik software [Sommer et al., 2011]. It provides a pixel classification
module in order to generate objects probabilities (Figure 2.2, B). Rhodamine-lectin
pictures were used to obtain probabilities (Figure 2.2, A).
Next steps of cell segmentation were done by CellProfiler 2.0 using custom made
processing pipeline [Dimopoulos et al., 2014]. SmoothKeepingEdges method was
performed to ensure better detection of primary objects. Probabilities of cell interior
were segmented by using IdentifyPrimaryObjects module (Figure 2.2, D). Then, objects
were filtered in order to eliminate artefacts of the image segmentation. Filtering was
done based on Solidity feature (minimum value 0.8: maximum value - 1.0). As another
step, cell boundaries were detected by using the nuclear propagation method from the
IdentifySecondaryObjects module [Frechin et al., 2015] (Figure 2.2, E). There, the
manual threshold was chosen (0.005).
In the nuclear propagation method, the edges of primary objects were expanded
to form secondary objects. The Distance B option was used to allow for thresholding
of the original cell outline pictures (Rhodamine-lectin). This enabled segmentation to
be limited to a certain distance away from edges of the primary objects, excluding
background regions (primary objects were expanded by 6 pixels). Finally, to ensure
a better separation of object boundaries, they were shrunk by 1 pixel. Our method
appears to be very robust, artefacts only represent a minor part of the segmented cells.
(Figure 2.2, F, G, H)
Our measurements showed that diameters of wild-type cells were close to 4µm
(Figure 3.21, B). This fits to previously reported measurements by using fluorescently
labelled lectin [Zegman et al., 2015].
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Figure 2.2: Segmentation method
Example of image processing during segmentation (wild-type cells 1h in SE at 25 ◦C) A - Filipin
stained cells (pre-processed picture 2.2.2.2.1) B - Rhodamine-lectin staining (pre-processed
picture 2.2.2.2.1)C - Probabilities of cell seeds (green), cell outlines (red) and image background
(blue). D - Primary objects E - Secondary objects F - Final segmentation G - Overlaid outline
of the segmentation with the Rhodamine-lectin signal H - Overlaid outline of the segmentation
with the filipin signal. Scale bar: 5µm.
2.2.2.2.3 Detection of cell outlines and measurement of cell length and cell
width
In collaboration, David Dreher (IMLS, UZH) designed a software running under
the Matlab Inc. to compute the outlines of the segmented cells (see, 2.2.2.2.2). The
computation is based on the rough pixel estimate of the width of the cell wall as 3 pixels.
This function expects objects that can be sufficiently fitted with an ellipse and have a
smooth border. Points, at which the major and minor axis cross the object outline (end
points) are defined and the length and width of the object is estimated as the distance
between the corresponding end points.
2.2.2.2.4 Measuring SRM width
The Matlab Inc. based software was designed by David Dreher (IMLS, UZH). Briefly,
the filipin signal is filtered by the low pass filter in order to reduce noise and the images
are overlaid with the corresponding segmentations. Subsequently, the signal of filipin is
read along the object outline. Peaks of intensity of filipin signal along outlines of the
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cells are detected based on the Find Peaks function (Matlab Inc). The horizontal lines
are computed at a given percentage (in our case 80%) of peak value above the minimum
value of the detected filipin signal (Figure 2.3). Measurement of SRM width depends
on peak height and significant local minima of the peaks lying between the horizontal
lines. (more details, Matlab documentation files - Peak analysis).
2.2.2.2.5 SRM classification
SRMs were classified as polar SRMs or side SRMs. Polar SRMs localised to the tip
region of the cell and their width (horizontal line) had to cross the end point of the
major axis length at the cell outline. All remaining SRMs were classified as side SRMs.
(Figure 2.3)
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Figure 2.3: Examples of measured SRM widths and SRM classification
Examples of measured SRM widths and SRM classification. A - Filipin signal of a wild-type cell
45min in SE. B - Filipin signal of a wild-type cell 120min in SE.
The graphs show the filipin signal along the cell outline. The SRM domains (numbers above)
and their corresponding widths (horizontal lines) and classification (blue: side, red: polar) are
depicted for the corresponding pictures. The points, at which the major axis crosses the cell
periphery is marked by 0 and 500 on the X axis of each graph. These points repeat at 1000, 1500
and 2000 positions at the X axis. Vertical scattered lines correspond to heights of peaks above
the minimum value of the detected signal.
Images processed as described in 2.2.2.2.
2.2.2.2.6 Ratio of polarisation
In order to compare the progress of SE between different strains, we developed a
Ratio of polarisation (rP). First, a quantity PolarSum for polar SRMs is calculated.
PolarSum includes absolute intensity of each SRM (PolarInt) multiplied by its width
(PolarWidth). If a cell contains two polar SRMs, both values are summed up.
PolarSum = (PolarInt1 ∗ PolarWidth1) + (PolarInt2 ∗ PolarWidth2) (1)
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The quantity SideSum for side SRMs is calculated the same way. However, this case,
the number of possible SRMs is not limited.
SideSum = (SideInt1 ∗ SideWidth1) + (SideInt2 ∗ SideWidth2) + etc. (2)
Finally, rP is calculated as follows:
rP =
PolarSum
PolarSum+ SideSum
(3)
In this case, large and/or intense polar SRMs increase the rP towards 1, while strong
and/or large side SRMs reduce the rP towards 0. (Figure 2.4).
The same quantification of wild-type controls (for corresponding
temperatures) is used as a reference to all the figures.
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Figure 2.4: Mean Ratio of Polarisation (rP) describes polarisation state of the fission
yeast cell population during SE
A - Pre-processed wild-type cells in SE. Values above each picture indicate the estimated rP.
B - Time course of average rP values of wild-type in SE (at 25 ◦C). Each average rP was measured
from mean rPs from 3 experiments. Error bars represent the average standard deviation of the
mean rP values.
(n>600 per time-point)
2.2.3 Tables describing phases of SE
Each subsection is summarised by a summary table to simplify our observations in
SE into 5 basic categories. The phases are represented with a colour code.
Categories are as follows:
phase occurs as in wild type (or faster) - particular phase started at similar time
as in wild type control.
short delay - phase initiated 30-60min later than in wild type control.
delay; small defect - phase initiated with a delay of around 30-60min or/and there
was a small defect in SRM distribution, shape/size of SRMs or speed of cell elongation.
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strong delay: defect - phase occurred significantly later than in wild-type and/or
there was a strong phenotype in the SRM distribution or speed of growth.
phase does not occur - until 180min, in SE phase did not initiate.
Occasionally, table legend contains two additional categories:
P2 occasionally at ectopic position - until 120min in SE small subset of cells
polarised from random SRM but after 180min in SE all cells stabilised defined SRMs at
cell poles.
P2 at ectopic position - cells polarised from random SRM. Such phenotype is known
for example for tea1∆ mutants ([Makushok et al., 2016b], Introduction, 1.4).
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3.1 Vesicle trafficking and cell polarisation
Fission yeast cells exit starvation (SE) in four consecutive phases as described in
[Makushok et al., 2016b]. Initially, cells exiting starvation form multiple, randomly
distributed SRM domains in the plasma membrane (PM) (within 5-10 min from the
start of SE). The second phase of SE (P2) starts within half an hour after nutrient
addition, when SRMs reorganise and are confined to the two cell poles. This phase
is controlled by polar tea1p that is deposited in a microtubule-dependent fashion, and
which regulates positioning of SRMs at cell poles. As described in the Introduction
(see, 1.2.3.2) tea1p ensures that a putative site for future growth forms during P2 and
is maintained throughout P3, which depicts the mono-polar growth phase. This does
not require cdc42p [Makushok et al., 2016b], which was thought to be essential for the
establishment of cell polarity [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. cdc42p activity slowly builds up
and becomes detectable only after 1 hour of SE. The third phase of SE (P3 begins with
a significant increase in growth speed at one cell pole, called primary pole. P3 starts
approximately 30min after the onset of P2. The beginning of P3 of SE is defined as time
at which growth speed at the primary pole exceeds more than 0.8µm/hour. The fourth
phase (P4) begins when fast growth (above 0.8µm/hour) in addition is triggered at the
second pole, termed secondary pole [Makushok et al., 2016b].
It is known that membrane delivery to the PM and membrane tethering
are collectively involved in the cell polarity maintenance [Bendezu, Martin,
2011]. Since tea1p is key to the correct polarisation of SRMs, we
hypothesised that tea1p regulates PM trafficking of de novo synthesised
ergosterol, for example by positioning membrane trafficking-dependent
machinery at the cell cortex.
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3.1.1 Sub-cellular GFP-tna1p structures are of vesicular origin
GFP-tna1p is a live marker of SRMs in the PM of S. pombe [Makushok et al., 2016a],
(Figure 3.1, A). Unlike filipin, GFP-tna1p in addition localises to dynamic cytoplasmic
particles in SE and exponentially growing cells (Figure 3.1, B, C), [Makushok et al.,
2016a]. These sub-cellular structures are likely to be of vesicular origin [Makushok et al.,
2016a]. It was shown in budding yeast that SRMs and SRM-associated proteins can be
transported together in higher-order vesicles [Klemm et al., 2009]. Therefore, we were
interested in the nature of sub-cellular GFP-tna1p structures.
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Figure 3.1: GFP-tna1p localises to mobile particles in exponentially growing cells
and in SE
A - Exponentially growing GFP-tna1p-expressing cells stained with filipin (figure adapted from
[Makushok et al., 2016a]). B - Time lapse sequence of GFP-tna1p-expressing cells during SE.
Numbers indicate time in SE (figure adapted from [Makushok et al., 2016a]). C - Mobile
intracellular localisation of GFP-tna1p in a cycling cell. Red colour corresponds to top peripheral
section, green - middle section, blue - bottom section. Each time-point represents max-projection
of 3 z-sections (acquired in 0.5µm distance).
Scale bars: 5µm.
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3.1.1.1 Sub-cellular particles of GFP-tna1p colocalise with a marker of
vesicular compartments in exponentially growing S. pombe cells
Since GFP-tna1p contains 13 transmembrane domains it should be produced in
the ER and delivered to the PM via vesicular transport [Wood et al., 2011], [Alberts
et al., 2014]. To test whether this involves a passage through the Golgi, we imaged
cells co-expressing GFP-tna1p and anp1p-mCherry, a marker of the cis-compartment
of the Golgi apparatus [Vjestica et al., 2007]. As previously reported, in exponentially
growing cells anp1p-mCherry localised to particles throughout the cytoplasm, which are
reminiscent of the GFP-tna1p particles (Figure 3.2, A). Although, in movie sequences
most GFP-tna1p and anp1p-mCherry particles did not co-localise (Figure 3.2, A). Only
occasionally we could observe what appeared to be transient co-localisation, indicating
however this could just be due to random co-localisation events resulting from the
mobility of the two structures (Figure 3.2, A).
In order to further evaluate the origin of the GFP-tna1p particles we crossed a
strain carrying GFP-tna1p with another strain carrying marker for different membrane
trafficking compartments - mug33p [Snaith et al., 2011]. Mug33p is a protein that was
previously shown to localise to multiple sub-cellular particles. Subset of these sub-cellular
particles correspond to the Golgi/endosomal compartment marked by the v-SNARE
GFP-syb1p and different structures of the endocytic machinery [Snaith et al., 2011],
[Kita et al., 2011]. Moreover, mug33 localises to rarely visible particles, which display
occasional vectorial movements towards the PM. These rare particles are named as
tubulovesicular elements (TUVs). Very rare translocations of TUVs were shown to
be of vesicular origin, since they were abolished in mutants with perturbed vesicular
transport [Snaith et al., 2011]. To see if mug33p and tna1p co-localise, we generated
cells expressing GFP-tna1p and an mKate-tagged version of mug33p (mug33p-mKate).
Fluorescence imaging of exponentially growing cells revealed that most of sub-cellular
particles of both markers co-localised (Figure 3.2, B). Therefore, we conclude that
GFP-tna1p localises to similar vesicular structures as mug33p [Snaith et al., 2011].
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Since, rare translocations of mug33p (TUVs) depend on membrane trafficking, this
indicates that subset of sub-cellular particles, which colocalised with TUVs, are of
vesicular origin. Since most other known fluorescent markers of components of the
secretory pathway in fission yeast are tagged with GFP we could not use those for
co-staining with GFP-tna1p. Unfortunately, our attempts to tag any of the known
GFP-tagged markers with red fluorescent proteins failed. Similarly, we could not obtain
a functional red fluorescent protein-tagged tna1p: we did manage to generate haploid
strains of cells expressing mCherry-tna1p and tdtomato-tna1p, but both had a delayed
growth cycle (data not shown) and showed ectopic localisation of tna1p (Figure 3.2,
C).
Nevertheless, these results provide an evidence that subset of GFP-tna1 particles in
exponentially growing cells are of vesicular origin. It suggests that GFP-tna1p particles
during SE are also of vesicular origin, however it remained to be shown.
3.1.1.2 Localisation of GFP-tna1p during SE dependents on the
Golgi-apparatus
Since, particles of GFP-tna1p in exponentially growing S. pombe transiently
colocalised with the marker of cis-Golgi apparatus - anp1p-mCherry and colocalised
with mug33p, which marks compartments of the secretory compartments, we decided
to evaluate similar colocalisations in SE. Unfortunately, during SE anp1-mCherry
particles were not visible (Figure 3.3, A). Instead, we observed large globular
structures, which filled the central part of the cytoplasm and most probably represent
vacuoles (Figure 3.2, A), [Liu et al., 2015]). Our attempts to study GFP-tna1p and
mug33p-mKate co-localisation during SE were also unsuccessful, due to the prominent
vacuolar structures of mug33p-mKate (Figure 3.2, B). In order to evaluate potential
vesicular origin of GFP-tna1p particles in SE, we decided to perturb the membrane
trafficking machinery. We used an inhibitor of vesicle transport from the ER to the Golgi
apparatus - Brefeldin A (BFA) [Graham et al., 2004], [Arioka et al., 1991], [Driouich,
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Figure 3.2: GFP-tna1p particles in exponentially growing S. pombe colocalise with
a marker of secretory compartments
A - Mobility and time-restricted colocalisation between anplp-mCherry (red) and GFP-tna1p
(green). Small squares represent zoom-in of regions labelled at the cell area. Each time-point
represents max-projection of 3 z-sections (acquired in 0.5µm distance). B - Localisation of
mCherry-tna1p and td-tomato-tna1p in exponentially growing S. pombe cells. Top row represents
mCherry-tna1p. Bottom row represents td-tomato-tna1p. Max-projected pictures and a middle
z-section (from a z-stack of 11 z-sections acquired in a 0.5µm distance). C - Colocalisation
between mug33p-mKate (red channel) and GFP-tna1p (green channel) in exponentially growing
S. pombe. Each time-point represents max-projection of 3 z-sections (acquired in 0.5µm distance).
Scale bars: 5µm.
1993], [Turi et al., 2001]. This drug is known to cause redistribution of the Golgi
into the ER, resulting in the failure in transportation of molecules out of this mixed
ER-Golgi system in mammalian cells, and other organisms [Lippincott-Schwartz et al.,
1991], [Pelham, 1991], [Wang et al., 2002]. The specific target of BFA is not known,
however it has been reported that BFA inhibits essential Golgi-localised GTPases, what
results in the Golgi stress and redistribution of markers of the Golgi machinery to the
ER [Kowalczyk, Petersen, 2016]. Unfortunately, there is no report confirming an effect
of BFA in fission yeast cells in SE.
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In order to examine, effects of BFA on the Golgi during SE, we decided to observe
localisation of the Golgi-apparatus marker after BFA treatment. Gma12p-GFP is a
Golgi marker-protein that localises to multiple particles of various sizes in exponentially
growing fission yeast cells [Brazer et al., 2000]. When such cells are treated with
BFA gma12p-GFP relocates from the Golgi to the ER [Wang et al., 2002]. To test
whether BFA (dissolved in DMSO) also affects ER to Golgi transport during SE we
monitored localisation of GFP-gma12p in cells exiting starvation in the presence of
BFA (Figure 3.3, C). In starvation, DMSO-treated control cells and BFA-treated cells
only contained few gma12p-GFP particles (Figure 3.3, C, starvation). When in SE,
the control cells increased the size and number of gma12p-GFP particles during the
first 15min (Figure 3.3, C, 15min). In contrast, in BFA-treated cells the existing
gma12p-GFP structures initially increased in size but their number appeared to remain
constant. During subsequent time-points in SE DMSO-treated cells increased number
of gma12p-GFP particles, comparing to previous time-points (Figure 3.3, C, 60min,
135min). After 135min in SE control cells contained many gma12p-GFP structures
with a variety of sizes. In contrast, BFA-treated cells showed a gradual decrease of
gma12p-GFP signal, until at 135min of SE the signal had almost completely disappeared
(Figure 3.3, C, 135min). Wild-type cells visibly increased their length showing
that they had initiated growth, however BFA-treated cells seemed to only slightly
increase both their length and width, indicating lack of polarised fast growth initiation
(Figure 3.3, C, 135min). Our data suggest that BFA affects morphology of the Golgi
apparatus during SE.
We next investigated whether BFA-mediated disruption of the Golgi apparatus would
affect GFP-tna1p localisation during SE. In the first 15min of SE, GFP-tna1p became
visible near the plasma membrane in patches that were smaller and less defined than
the membrane domains present in control cells (Figure 3.3, D, 15min). In addition,
the bright GFP-tna1p particles were present inside the cells. Over time, the sub-cellular
GFP-tna1p signal increased in distinct locations throughout the cell (Figure 3.3, D,
60min, 135min). At 135min it became obvious that the GFP-tna1p signal outlined
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the ER (Figure 3.3, D, 135min). This suggests that GFP-tna1p accumulates in the
ER in BFA-treated cells and further confirms the effectiveness of the BFA-treatment.
Only a small portion of GFP-tna1p enriched at the cell poles (Figure 3.3, D, 135min).
Unfortunately, our image resolution was not sufficient to distinguish whether this polar
pool localised to the plasma membrane or the polar region of the ER, which closely
aligns with PM in fission yeast [Zhang et al., 2012].
We conclude that localisation of GFP-tna1p dependents on the functional secretory
pathway.
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Figure 3.3: Localisation of GFP-tna1p during SE depends on the Golgi apparatus
A - anp1p-mCherry localisation 30min after start of SE. B - mug33-mKate 30min after start of
SE C - gma12p-GFP upon DMSO (solvent) and BFA treatment in starvation and during SE. D
- GFP-tna1p upon DMSO (solvent) and BFA treatment in starvation and during SE.
Scale bars: 5µm.
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3.1.2 BFA treatment does not affect SRM polarisation
Our finding that GFP-tna1p delivery to the plasma membrane was blocked in
BFA-treated cells shows that GFP-tna1p follows the secretory route via the Golgi
apparatus (see, 3.1.1.2) but this does not allow concluding that SRM formation at the
plasma membrane is similarly inhibited. To follow SRMs formation in BFA-treated and
DMSO-treated control cells exiting starvation we labelled them at various time points
with the fluorescent dye filipin that directly binds to sterols [Drabikowski et al., 1973].
Surprisingly, BFA did not affect the formation of the randomly distributed SRMs in P1
as these appeared with proper timing and they were brightly labelled and well-defined
(Figure 3.4, 15min). P2 in BFA treated cells also happened similar in control cells
(Figure 3.4, 60min). As aforementioned, BFA-treated cells did not initiate P3 so cells
are smaller than the control at 180min into SE (Figure 3.4). Taken together, our
results suggest that, unlike GFP-tna1p delivery to the SRMs and unlike growth, the
initial SRM formation during starvation exit and the subsequent MT/tea1p-mediated
SRM polarisation do not depend on the classical ER to Golgi secretory pathway.
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Figure 3.4: Cell polarisation without the intact Golgi apparatus
Filipin staining of wild type during SE. Cells were treated by DMSO (solvent) and BFA.
Wild type was pre-treated by the drug for 1h in starvation and medium with a glucose
was added in the presence of the drug. Scale bar represent 5µm.
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3.1.3 Role of the exocyst complex component sec8p during SE
Our results on the effect of BFA during SE align with data on the effects of BFA in
cultured mammalian cells. There, BFA was shown to only partially inhibit the delivery of
newly synthesised cholesterol from the ER to the PM [Heino et al., 2000]. Delivery thus
could go through a Golgi-independent transport pathway. To test whether this was the
case for ergosterol delivery in cell polarisation during SE we tested additional secretory
mutants for their requirement in this process. sec8p is a component of the exocyst
complex [Wang et al., 2002] and sec8 gene is essential for the cell viability. Sec8p plays
a critical role in exocytosis in several organisms [Wu, Guo, 2015]. sec8-1 is a point
mutation allele in the sec8 gene. sec8-1 cells are viable at permissive temperature,
however they display small defects in exocytosis. After shift to restrictive temperature
sec8-1 cells are able to perform a polarised growth, however they are specifically defective
in cleavage of the division septum and cell separation [Wang et al., 2002]. This defect
causes lethality. It is known that sec8p is required for efficient delivery of cell wall
building enzymes to the site of cytokinesis and it additionally influences the transport of
SRMs from cell poles to the PM in the cell center [Wang et al., 2002], [Wachtler et al.,
2003].
3.1.3.1 The exocyst component sec8p is dispensable for SRM polarisation
To address the role of sec8p during SE, we used sec8-1 mutant cells. Consistent
with a secretion defect, we did not detect GFP-tna1p domains forming at the plasma
membrane during SE at the restrictive temperature (Figure 3.5). Instead, we observed
massive accumulation of GFP-tna1p signal inside the cells. However, when staining with
filipin, we found sec8-1 cells to form randomly distributed SRM domains similar to the
wild type (Figure 3.5, 15min). During P2 SRM polarisation occurred normally, while
GFP-tna1p remained accumulated in the cell interior (Figure 3.5, 60min). At 180min
of SE, cells initiated P3 and started polar growth. GFP-tna1p enriched at the cell pole
regions but did not form the typical polar caps seen with filipin. At this stage most
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cells had a normal SRM cap at the growing cell pole, while filipin staining at the second
pole was faint or not detectable (Figure 3.5, 180min). This suggests that these cells
are growing mono-polar and cannot initiate P4. tea1p is known to be involved in cell
polarisation and in stabilisation of SRM at the opposite end during P4 [Makushok et al.,
2016b]. Our data show that sec8p is not essential for SRM formation and tea1-dependent
SRM polarisation. However, once cells initiate growth, the tea1p-mediated stabilisation
of SRMs at the secondary, non-growing pole during P3 seems to involve exocyst activity.
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Figure 3.5: Filipin and GFP-Tna1 localisation during SE in a sec8-1 mutant
A - SE of wild type cells. Top panel represents filipin staining. Bottom panel shows
GFP-tna1p localisation.
B - SE of sec8-1 mutant cells. Top panel represents filipin staining. Bottom panel shows
GFP-tna1p localisation. Scale bars represent 5µm.
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3.1.3.2 sec8p-GFP accumulates at SRMs during P1 and at non-growing
ends during P3
Exocyst complex components localise to sites of active secretion at the PM of S.
pombe cells [Wang et al., 2002]. In non-growing starved cells, sec8p-GFP dots distributed
randomly at the cell periphery (Figure 3.6). During P1 of SE sec8p-GFP localised to
the randomly distributed SRMs (Figure 3.7, 15min). After P2 and into P3, sec8-GFP
dots accumulated at the cell poles, but localisation was clearly biased towards one pole
in many cells (Figure 3.7, 60min, 180min). Co-localisation analysis of sec8p-GFP with
filipin revealed that the preferred pole for sec8-GFP accumulation was the one with less
filipin staining (Figure 3.7, 180min). This pole was previously found to correspond
mostly to the non-growing cell pole [Makushok et al., 2016b]. This further supports a
role for sec8p in tea1p-mediated stabilisation of SRM domains at non-growing, secondary
cell poles during P3.
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Figure 3.6: sec8p-GFP localise to cell periphery in glucose-starved cells
Sec8p-GFP expressing strain during glucose starvation. Panel presents maximum
projection and 3 different single planes from a z-stack. Single planes represent different
depths of the cell volume. Scale bar, 5µm.
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Figure 3.7: sec8p-GFP accumulates close to SRMs during P1 and is abundant at
non-growing ends during P2
Figure shows co-localisation of filipin and sec8p-GFP during SE. Each picture is a
maximum projection. Scale bar, 5µm.
3.1.4 Quantitative estimation of phases of SE at different temperatures
Our data show that GFP-tna1p does not allow following SRM formation and
localisation dynamics in conditions in which secretion is affected. Therefore, the previous
live imaging based way of SRM domain analysis was not applicable and we had to develop
an alternative, quantitative assay to describe cell polarisation based on filipin staining.
As we wanted to do this using various temperature-sensitive mutants we first had to
explore the effects of temperature on SRM dynamics during SE in GFP-tna1p-expressing
wild-type cells. These cells were growing at the standard permissive (25 ◦C) and
restrictive (36 ◦C) temperatures.
We performed manual kymograph analysis (see Materials and Methods, 2.2.2.1) of
the GFP-tna1p signal (measured from the start of EMM2 medium addition) at 25 ◦C
and 36 ◦C and compared our data to results from [Makushok et al., 2016b], which were
acquired at 30 ◦C. Data are summarised in a Table 3. Kymographs did not allow to
estimate initiation of P1, therefore this phase was exceptionally evaluated based on the
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original data. Data revealed that when grown at 25 ◦C cells exiting starvation initiated
P1 later than cells exiting starvation at 30 ◦C. In contrast, at 36 ◦C , cells initiated
P1 similar to cells grown at 30 ◦C. Kymographs revealed that at this stage, no fast
growth was detectable, which is in agreement with the data published in [Makushok
et al., 2016b]. At 25 ◦C P2 initiated later than at 30 ◦C and 36 ◦C. P3 showed different
initiation times at different temperatures. Briefly, at 25 ◦C cells initiated growth later
than at 30 ◦C and cells at 30 ◦C initiated growth later than at 36 ◦C. P4 at 25 ◦C started
significantly later than at both higher temperatures. Only in 25% of cells grown at 25 ◦C
started P4 as compared to 34% reported for cells at 30 ◦C (see, [Makushok et al., 2016b])
and 44% at 36 ◦C (Table 3).
In summary, at the lower, permissive temperature of 25 ◦C P1, P2, P3 and
P4 initiated later than at higher restrictive temperature 36deg. In general,
initiation times of particular phases of SE at studied conditions were different
than reported in [Makushok et al., 2016b]. This means that in our studies
with ts mutants we had to consider different timing for the described phase of
SE. In our analysis we thus focused on cell aliquots taken at 15min, 60min,
and 180min of SE (unless stated otherwise). Thereby, 15min corresponds
to P1, 60min corresponds to P2, 120 min corresponds to P3 and 180min
corresponds to P4 at both 25 ◦C and 36 ◦C (Table 3).
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25°C
30°C
36°C
Phase 
Starting time 
(min after the 
release from 
starvation) 
P1 13 ± 7 (n = 30) 
P2 58 ± 12 (n =27) 
P3 125 ± 34 (n = 29) 
P4 281 ± 101 (n = 8) 
 
P1 5-10min 
P2 34 ± 18 (n =269) 
P3 63 ± 33 (n = 394) 
P4 165 ± 85 (n = 40) 
 
P1 7 ± 3 (n = 30) 
P2 34 ± 13 (n =24) 
P3 82 ± 32 (n = 29) 
P4 179 ± 80 (n = 18) 
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Table 3: Timings of the four phases of SE in wild type cells at different temperatures
A - Table presenting initiation time of 4 phases of SE at different temperatures, based
on GFP-tna1p signal (method description in 2.2.2.1). Data corresponding to 30 ◦C are
adapted from [Makushok et al., 2016b]. B - Graphs presenting initiation times of
phases of SE at 25 ◦C and at 36 ◦C. Data correspond to table from figure A.
3.1.5 Golgi-related membrane trafficking and membrane tethering at the
PM are not critical for cell polarisation
3.1.5.1 Cell polarisation is not critically-dependent on redundant post-Golgi
trafficking components
There are two complementing groups of components mediating efficient exocytosis:
Group 1, includes actin delivery and actin nucleation-related components (for example
myo52p and for3p) and Group 2 includes exocyst-related vesicle tethering factors (for
example sec8p) [Snaith et al., 2011] [Bendezu, Martin, 2011]. Cells double mutant
for components of the same group can maintain their polarised growth and are thus
non-additive [Snaith et al., 2011] [Bendezu, Martin, 2011], Introduction (see, 1.2.4).
Accordingly, it is known that in SE, member of group 1 such as for3p is not to be
required for P1 and P2 of de novo cell polarisation during SE and for3∆ cells start
showing a reduced growth phenotype during P3 [Makushok et al., 2016b]. For group 2
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members, we have already shown that sec8p is not essential for P1, P2 and most probably
for P3 of SE but functions probably in efficient establishment of P4 (Figure 3.5).
It is known that the two protein groups are redundant for polar growth since
simultaneous mutation of a component of each group results in misshaped and spherical
cells [Bendezu, Martin, 2011]. The redundancy between group 1 and 2 factors in polar
growth raises the possibility that also in SE these components ”rescue” each other
when one is mutated. We therefore investigated the effects on de novo cell polarisation
during SE in double mutant cells lacking the function of one member each of group
1 and group 2. For this we created a yeast strain carrying the temperature sensitive
sec8-1 mutant and a deletion of for3 (for3∆). As described in [Bendezu, Martin, 2011]
and [Snaith et al., 2011] this combination caused synthetic lethality at the permissive
temperature, which however could be rescued by growth on medium containing 1M
sorbitol as osmotic stabiliser [Bendezu, Martin, 2011]. Surprisingly, we were able to
obtain a sec8-1 for3∆ mutant strain, without sorbitol supplementation. The genotype
of this strain was confirmed by gene sequencing and by back-crossing to wild-type cells
showing the expected segregation of the two mutant genes.
Quantification of cell diameters showed that in starvation sec8-1 for3∆ mutant cells
were smaller and wider compared to wild type cells (Figure 3.8). Filipin stained small
and faint dots (Figure 3.9, B). During SE, these cells showed normal P1 and formed
SRMs similar to the wild type. During P2, cells polarised their SRMs. However, the ratio
of polarisation (rP) (see Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6) showed that this occurred
with a delay of around 30min (Figure 3.9, A). We think this is due to variability in
P2 induction, since at 60min into SE, when wild type cells were mostly polarised, we
observed a mix of polarised cells and cells still containing randomly distributed SRMs in
sec8-1 for3∆ mutants (Figure 3.9, B, C). After 180min of SE mutant cells were clearly
polar with a ratio of polarisation (rP) (see Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6) similar to
the wild-type (Figure 3.9, A, B). This suggests that the redundant vesicle trafficking
systems are not essential for SRM formation and polarisation although they do to some
extent support the polarisation step making it more synchronous.
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During SE sec8-1 for3∆ mutants were enlarging in both length and width, however
length increase was higher than width increase (Figure 3.8). The data showed that
SRMs in sec8-1 for3∆ mutants only localise to a single cell-end what is similar to single
sec8-1 mutants.
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Figure 3.8: Growth of post-Golgi trafficking double mutants
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length of wild type,
sec8-1 for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆. Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and
cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median. B -
Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell width of wild type, sec8-1
for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆. Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells
during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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Figure 3.9: Role of post-Golgi trafficking in cell polarisation
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for cells in SE. Each average
rP was measured from mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error bars
represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values. Wild type, sec8-1 for3∆
and sec3-916 exo70∆ mutants were plotted. B - Filipin staining of wild type, sec8-1
ypt2VN, sec8-1 for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆ in starvation and during SE. Scale bar, 5µm.
C - Brightfield pictures of sec8-1 ypt2VN in glucose starvation. Left - middle section.
Right - average z-stack projection. Scale bar, 5µm. D - Filipin staining of wild type and
sec8-1 for3∆ cells 120min in SE. Scale bar, 5µm.
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It has been proposed that two complementary pathways for cell morphogenesis (actin
delivery and exocyst complex) are functionally and physically linked by the exocyst
component - sec3p. Cells without functional sec3p lack actin cables and components of
the exocyst complex are not localised to defined regions [Jourdain et al., 2012], [Bendezú
et al., 2012]. As a consequence these cells are misshapen and impaired in protein secretion
[Jourdain et al., 2012]. Similarly to the budding yeast model, studies by [Bendezú et al.,
2012] showed that sec3 is genetically linked to exo70 (one of the exocyst components)
[Zhang et al., 2008]. sec3∆ and exo70∆ are redundant for cell viability.
In order to study the role of the genetically interacting components sec3 and exo70
we used temperature-sensitive mutants of sec3 - sec3-913 and sec3-916 [Jourdain et al.,
2012]. Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain a double mutant sec3-913 exo70∆,
however sec3-916 exo70∆ was viable. It is known that colonies of fission yeast carrying
sec3-916 mutation are not growing at restrictive temperature [Jourdain et al., 2012].
Cells die after defects in the cell separation (similar to sec8-1 ; described in 3.1.3),
[Jourdain et al., 2012].
We followed SE in the double mutant sec3-916 exo70∆. We observed that these cells
had high number of filipin dots in the PM in starvation (what was reflected by the high
rP ratio (Figure 3.9, A, B), Materials and methods 2.2.2.2.6). Mutants initiated P1
like wild-type cells and after 60min from the start of SE most mutant cells developed
defined SRM domains at cell poles (Figure 3.9, A), however additional SRMs were still
present at lateral positions, which is reflected in the lower rP value comparing to the
wild-type control (Figure 3.9, A). Cells were very big and were elongating with much
faster speed than wild-type cells (Figure 3.8). After 180min cells were clearly polar
(Figure 3.9, A), having bipolar filipin localisation of SRMs with qualitatively similar
size of both domains. We conclude that sec3p and exo70p are not required for starvation
exit.
In order to strengthen our observations, we created a double mutant sec8-1 ypt2VN.
Ypt2p is a Rab-GTPase (sec4p orthologueue from budding yeast and rab8p orthologue
from mammalian cells), playing role in delivery of post-Golgi vesicles to the PM
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
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phase does not occur
Strain name P1 P2 P3 
sec8-1 for3     
sec8-1 ypt2VN  ? ? 
sec3-916 exo70     
Table 4: Table summarising SE in Golgi-related double mutants in SE
Question mark indicates that we were not able to evaluate a stage of SE in unbiased
way (The table summarises data until 180min in SE). (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
(see Introduction, 1.2.4.2). ypt2VN cells rapidly arrest their growth after shift
to restrictive temperature and accumulate high number of secretory vesicles in the
cytoplasm [Craighead et al., 1993]. We observed that the double mutant sec8-1 ypt2VN
was severely clumped and it was almost impossible to spot single cells (Figure 3.9, C).
Due to this fact we were not able to segment these cells and to calculate the rP ratio
(Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6). An example of a few relatively not clumped cells,
which were very rare to spot are presented in the Figure 3.9, B. Manual inspection
confirmed that cells visibly entered P1, however unbiased assessment of the P2 initiation
at 60min time-point was impossible. Although, we could spot several cells with two
opposing SRMs at cell poles. It is possible that this double mutant behaves similarly
to previously described sec8-1 for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆, which were defected in the
SRM removal at the onset of P2. After 180min in SE there were number of cells with a
clearly polarised pattern of SRMs at the poles (Figure 3.9, B).
Description of phases of SE in post-Golgi double mutants are summarised in a
Table 4. Width measurements of SRMs and their distribution, which were used for the
calculation of the rP, for selected time-points during SE are included as a Supplementary
figure (see, Figure 5.1).
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3.1.5.2 BFA treatment of post-Golgi double mutants does not affect cell
polarisation
The intact Golgi apparatus is not critically involved in SE (Figure 3.4). Moreover,
classical post-Golgi components are not essential for the establishment of cell polarity
(Figure 3.9, A, B and C). To test whether these two systems act redundantly, we decided
to treat post-Golgi double mutants with BFA (drug which inhibits growth initiation
during SE and affects protein secretion to the PM during SE (see, 3.1.1.2).
We evaluated how double post-Golgi mutants (see, 3.1.5.1) exit starvation in the
presence of BFA. First, we measured rP values for consecutive time-points of SE. We
observed that DMSO (as a drug solvent) slightly affected values of rP only in the
mutants (Figure 3.11, A, B and C). However, DMSO and BFA treatments did not
differ very much from each other and there was a trend in increasing rP during time of
SE (Figure 3.11, B and C).
Filipin staining showed that all mutants treated with BFA entered P1. P2 was slightly
delayed at the 60min time-point, similar to DMSO and non-treated cells (Figure 3.12,
A). Although, the polarisation trend could be observed and after 180min in SE most
cells were clearly in P2. As expected, double mutants treated with BFA did not initiate
P3.
Summarising, our data suggest that the intact Golgi apparatus and
classical post-Golgi trafficking are not essential for the establishment of cell
polarity.
Summary information about phases of SE in post-Golgi double mutants treated with
BFA are summarised in aTable 5. Width measurements of SRMs and their distribution,
which were used for the calculation of the rP, for selected time-points during SE are
included as a Supplementary figure (see, Figure 5.2).
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
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phase does not occur
Strain name Treatment P1 P2 P3 
Wild-type DMSO    
Wild-type BFA    
sec8-1 for3  DMSO    
sec8-1 for3  BFA    
sec8-1 ypt2VN DMSO  ? ? 
sec8-1 ypt2VN BFA  ?  
sec3-916 exo70  DMSO    
sec3-916 exo70  BFA    
Table 5: Table summarising SE after BFA treatment of the post-Golgi double mutants
The table summarises data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
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Figure 3.10: Cell length and width in the post-Golgi double mutants treated with
BFA
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell length and cell width of wild type,
sec8-1 for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆ cells starved at 25 ◦C for 3 days (and incubated at
36 ◦C for 1h before start into SE with a presence of DMSO/BFA) and during SE at 36 ◦C
(in the presence of the drug) (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the
median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length and
cell width of wild type, sec8-1 for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆ cells. Strains were starved
at 25 ◦C for 3 days (and incubated at 36 ◦C for 1h before start into SE with a presence
of DMSO/BFA) and during SE at 36 ◦C (in the presence of the drug) (n>600). Notches
represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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A B
C
sec8-1 for3Δ
exo70Δ sec3-916
wild type
Figure 3.11: Ratio of polarisation in the post-Golgi double mutants treated with BFA
Time course of average rP values during SE. A - wild type, B - sec8-1 for3∆, C
-sec3-916 exo70∆. Series correspond to not treated cells (no drug) - blue, DMSO -
green and BFA-treated cells - red. Each average rP was measured from mean rPs
from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error bars represent the average standard
deviation of the mean rP values.
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of SRMs in the post-Golgi double mutants treated with
BFA
Filipin stainings of wild type, sec8-1 ypt2VN, sec8-1 for3∆ and sec3-916 exo70∆ cells
in starvation and during SE. Cells treated with DMSO (solvent) and BFA. Strains were
starved at 25 ◦C and pre-treated by the drug for 1h in starvation at 36 ◦C before start
of SE. SE was initiated by adding DMSO and BFA with a medium containing glucose.
Scale 5, µm.
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3.1.6 The role of membrane fusion proteins in cell polarisation
3.1.6.1 PM-SNARE mutants can establish cell polarity
Mutants of post-Golgi trafficking suggested that cell polarisation is not driven by the
vesicular membrane trafficking (see, 3.1.5.2). We went to test this and looked at the
mutants defected in the last step of membrane transport - membrane fusion. As described
in Introduction (see, 1.2.4.3) membrane fusion is mediated by the SNARE complexes
[Jahn et al., 2003] and fission yeast contains 3 of PM-SNARE proteins (mammalian and
budding yeast homologs): psy1p (homolog of t-SNARE) syb1p (homolog of v-SNARE),
sec9p (homolog of SNAP25-like component).
To study the role of PM-SNARE complexes in SE we used individual PM-SNARE
complex mutants psy1-S1, syb1-sp58 and sec9-10 [Maeda et al., 2014], [Yamaoka et al.,
2013], [Nakamura et al., 2005]. All were shown to be essential for growth. syb1∆ mutant
is essential for the maintenance of polarised shape. In addition, psy1 is known to play
role during sporulation and endocytosis and sec9 is involved in cytokinesis [Maeda et al.,
2014], [Edamatsu, Toyoshima, 2003], [Yamaoka et al., 2013], [Nakamura et al., 2005].
In addition, to strengthen our observations we have created a double mutant between
psy1-S1 and syb1-sp58.
All mutants entered P1 at 15min into SE. However, psy1-S1 and the double mutant
psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 formed slightly smaller and less bright SRM domains (Figure 3.14,
B). In addition, sec9-10 cells contained untypical big SRMs and additional small filipin
dots in between SRM domains.
Wild type and the mutants cells increased their rP ratio during SE (Figure 3.14, A),
however all mutants showed slightly lower values of the rP (compared to the wild type)
(see Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6). This pattern was similar to post-Golgi mutants
presented in the previous subsection (Figure 3.9, A). Qualitative evaluation of P2 entry
showed that this phase actually occurred at 60min in SE (Figure 3.14, B, 60min).
This fact can also be confirmed by the more abundant pool of polar SRMs at 60min, as
presented in the corresponding histograms (Supplementary figure, (Figure 5.3)). The
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
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Strain name P1 P2 P3 
psy1-S1    
syb1-sp8    
sec9-10    
psy1-S1 syb1-sp8    
Table 6: Table summarising phases of SE in PM-SNARE mutants
The table summarises data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
lower rP values might reflect SRMs which were slightly offset from the major axis of
the cell (Figure 3.14, B, 60min). After 180min in SE cells were polarised, however we
think that many of them had problems in formation of SRM at the opposite end of the
cell (Figure 3.14, B, 180min) (similarly to the sec8-1 mutants (Figure 3.5, 180min).
Median growth speed of wild type and psy1-S1 mutants increased between
120-180min in SE and reached more than 0.8µm/h, therefore we conclude that psy1-S1
cells can enter P3. Other mutants also increased their length between 120-180min,
however it was significantly lower than for wild-type and psy1-S1 cells. It suggested
that syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 mutants were delayed in P3 initiation or
performed slower growth (which is known for cells in P2 [Makushok et al., 2016b]).
Our data show that PM-SNARE mutants are able to enter P1 and P2,
however we think they might contribute to cell polarisation by making it
more synchronous. Further evaluation of functionality of the PM-SNARE
complex in described mutant conditions will need to be performed.
Phenotypes of PM-SNARE mutants are summarised in a Table 6. Width
measurements of SRMs and their distribution, which were used for the calculation of
the rP, for selected time-points during SE are included as a Supplementary figure (see,
Figure 5.3).
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Figure 3.13: Cell length and width of PM-SNARE mutants in S. pombe during SE
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length of wild type,
psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 cells. Quantification of glucose
starved cells (0min) and cells in SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals
of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell width
of wild type, psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 cells. Quantification of
glucose starved cells (0min) and cells in SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence
intervals of the median.
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Figure 3.14: PM-SNARE mutants are not essential for de novo cell polarisation
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for cells in SE. Each
average rP was measured from mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment).
Error bars represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values. Experiments
with wild type, psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 cells were plotted. B
- Filipin staining of wild type, psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 cells
in starvation and during SE. Scale bar, 5µm.
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3.1.6.2 Effects of BFA treatment on PM-SNARE mutants
Our data suggest that membrane trafficking is not required for cell polarisation.
To strengthen our hypothesis and to test if PM-SNAREs are redundant with the
Golgi-dependent trafficking we treated wild-type and PM-SNARE mutants with BFA
(see, 3.1.1.2).
All DMSO and BFA-treated mutants entered P1, however formation of SRMs in
the double mutant psy1-S1 syb1-sp58, treated with BFA, was significantly different.
We observed few small SRMs and tiny filipin dots (Figure 3.17, A). We conclude
that perturbing membrane fusion at the PM together with affecting the Golgi-mediated
trafficking with BFA, causes an SRM formation phenotype. However, this phenotype
did not prevent continues transport of sterols to the PM and its simultaneous clustering
into SRMs during later time-points of SE (Figure 3.17, A).
The rP ratios for syb1-sp58 and sec9-10 mutants treated with BFA were similar to
DMSO-treated control cells. In contrast, we observed that BFA-treatment decreased the
rP ratio in psy1-S1 and more so in the double mutant psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 (Figure 3.16,
B, E). In these mutants we observed bigger pool of SRMs at lateral positions
(Supplementary figure, (Figure 5.4)). We think that such low rP values are a result
of additional filipin dots present in the PM and SRMs at cell poles, which seemed
to be more offset from the major axis, (in contrast to wild-types and other SNARE
mutants (Figure 3.17, A). This speculation would need to be evaluated in the future.
Additionally, most of observed single mutant cells treated with BFA had mono-polar
pattern of SRMs.
Most significantly all studied PM-SNARE mutants treated with BFA continued
increasing their rP ratio. Strikingly, the double mutant psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 lost its
polarised state after 180min in SE (Figure 3.16, E), (Figure 3.17, A).
We conclude that all SNARE mutants treated with BFA can enter P2, however
psy1-S1 and the double mutant psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 are delayed in this process, which
indicates their non-essential role in de novo cell polarisation. Although, at 180min in SE
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Strain name Treatment P1 P2 P3 
Wild-type DMSO    
Wild-type BFA    
psy1-S1 DMSO    
psy1-S1 BFA    
syb1-sp58 DMSO    
syb1-s5p8 BFA    
sec9-10 DMSO    
sec9-10 BFA    
psy1-S1 syb1-sp8 DMSO    
psy1-S1 syb1-sp8 BFA    
Table 7: Table summarising phases of SE after BFA treatment of the PM-SNARE
mutants
The table summarises data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
most double mutant cells lose their polar SRM localisation and some side SRMs appear
in the PM (Figure 3.17, A). These data suggest that the double SNARE mutant cells
-treated with BFA, cannot maintain their polarised state. Moreover, we conclude that
membrane fusion is involved in the formation of SRMs at opposite ends during P2. This
couples to previously mentioned role of sec8p in the formation of bi-polar pattern of
SRMs (Figure 3.5).
Phenotypes of the PM-SNARE mutants treated with BFA are summarised in a
Table 7. Width measurements of SRMs and their distribution, which were used for the
calculation of the rP, for selected time-points during SE are included as a Supplementary
figure (see, Figure 5.4).
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Figure 3.15: BFA effect on cell length and width during SE of PM-SNARE mutants
in S. pombe
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell length and cell width of wild type,
psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 cells starved at 25 ◦C for 3 days (and
incubated at 36deg for 1h before start into SE with a presence of DMSO/BFA) and during
SE at 36 ◦C (in the presence of the drug) (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence
intervals of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of
cell length and cell width of wild type, psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58
cells. Strains were starved at 25 ◦C for 3 days (and incubated at 36deg for 1h before
start into SE with a presence of DMSO/BFA) and during SE at 36 ◦C (in the presence
of the drug) (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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A B
C
psy1-S1
syb1-sp58
wild type
D sec9-10
E psy1-S1  syb1-sp58
Figure 3.16: BFA effect on Ratio of Polarisation during SE of PM-SNARE mutants
in S. pombe
Time course of average rP values during SE. A - wild type, B - psy1-S1, C -syb1-sp58,
D -sec9-10 and E -psy1-S1 syb1-sp58. Series correspond to not treated cells (no drug)
- blue, DMSO - green and BFA-treated cells - red. Each average rP was measured from
mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error bars represent the average
standard deviation of the mean rP values.
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Figure 3.17: BFA effect on SRM distribution of PM-SNARE mutants during SE in
S. pombe
Filipin stainings of wild type, psy1-S1, syb1-sp58, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 cells
in starvation and during SE. Cells treated with DMSO (solvent) and BFA. Strains were
starved at 25 ◦C and pre-treated with the drug for 1h in starvation at 36 ◦C before start
of SE. SE was initiated by adding DMSO and BFA with a medium containing glucose.
Scale 5, µm.
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Summarising, our data suggest that Golgi-mediated trafficking and
membrane fusion are not essential for the formation (P1) and polarisation
of SRM domains (P2) during SE. However, they might have additional
and non-essential role in efficiency of P2 entry, the speed of growth in P3
and subsequent maintenance of polarity. Together, this brings us to the
conclusion that SRM formation and tea1p-dependent polarisation might be
driven by as yet not described non-vesicular modes of lipid transfer.
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3.2 Non-vesicular membrane trafficking and cell polarisation
Ergosterol delivery to the PM, observed as the appearance of the filipin-stainable
SRMs, is not critically-dependent on the activity of classical modes of secretion. As wrote
in the Introduction (see, 1.3.1.2) sterols in budding yeast are sorted by the main sorting
and secretory organelle - the trans-Golgi-apparatus [Klemm et al., 2009]. However,
studies from mammalian cells showed that Brefeldin A, a drug that inhibits protein
transport from the ER to the Golgi apparatus (also described in 3.1.1.2), decreases
the transport of newly synthesised sterol to the PM by only 20% [Heino et al., 2000].
Therefore, alternative non-vesicular transport pathway of de novo synthesised sterol
was proposed [Baumann et al., 2005a], [Maxfield, Menon, 2006]. Our results support
these observations by showing that transport of de novo synthesised sterol during P1 of
SE is not critically dependent on the Golgi-dependent exocytosis and membrane fusion
(see, 3.1). We propose that non-vesicular transport of sterol must be critical for SRM
formation and cell polarisation in SE. In contrast to P1 and P2, vesicular transport of
de novo synthesised sterol plays a role after establishment of polarity during P3 and P4.
We became interested if orthologues of known non-vesicular transporters of lipids
(lipid transfer proteins - LTPs) are required for P1. Since it is known that tea1p is
involved in P2, we wanted to know if mutants of LTPs also exhibit similar phenotypes
as tea1∆ (we described general principles of non-vesicular sterol transport in the
Introduction: see, 1.3.1.2 and 1.3.1.3).
3.2.1 Oxysterol-binding protein orthologues in fission yeast cells
Oxysterol-binding proteins (osh proteins or oshes) are known LTPs involved in the
sterol distribution at the PM, endocytosis, growth, and maintenance of cell polarity
in yeast and in the maintenance of the PM morphology [Beh, 2004]. They are also
implicated in membrane trafficking and non-vesicular transport at the Golgi [Mesmin,
Antonny, 2016].
We found 6 presumptive osh proteins in fission yeast based on the S. pombe database
[Wood et al., 2011] (Figure 3.18). This is in agreement with [Bühler et al., 2015b],
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fission yeast budding yeast A. nidualns 
kes1p kes1(osh4p) oshCp 
kes2p osh4p oshCp 
osh2p osh1p, osh2p oshAp 
osh3p osh3p oshBp 
oshEp - oshEp 
osh7p osh6p, osh7p oshDp 
 
Table 8: orthologues of fission yeast oxysterol-binding proteins
where the authors also identified 6 S. pombe proteins of oshes. We named them based on
the closest protein sequence homologs in S. cerevisiae and A. nidulans [Altschul et al.,
1990]. Therefore, the names are as follows: kes1p (SPBC1271.12), kes2p (SPBC354.07c),
osh2p (SPBC2F12.05c), osh3p (SPAC23H4.01c), oshEp (SPBC646.08c), and osh7p
(SPCC23B6.01c) (see, Table 14).
Similar to budding yeast and A. nidulans, all oshes in fission yeast contain the
oxysterol binding protein-related domain (ORD) (Figure 3.18), which is responsible
for binding of lipids (principles of lipid binding via this type of domain are described in
the Introduction, see, 1.3.1.3). Moreover, two oshes: osh2p and osh3p have additional
N-terminal sequences, which encode lipid-interacting PH domains. In addition, osh2p
has 3 ankyrin repeats (known to function in protein-protein interactions) and osh3p has
a secretory-related GOLD domain (Figure 3.18). kes1p and kes2p both are orthologues
of kes1p from S. cerevisiae and oshCp from A. nidulans. However, kes1p from fission
yeast has a higher homology to kes1p from S. cerevisiae, than kes2p [Altschul et al., 1990].
Moreover, kes2p from fission yeast does not contain a Coil region at its C-terminal part, in
contrast to kes1p. Another identified osh is a osh7p/oshDp, which is a sequence homolog
of both osh6p and osh7p from budding yeast and belongs to the same phylogenetic group
as oshDp from A. nidulans. We were not able to find an obvious sequence homolog of
oshEp in budding yeast. However, oshEp from fission yeast has sequence homology with
oshEp from A. nidulans. In contrast to the orthologue of oshEp in A. nidulans, the
ORD domain of oshEp in S. pombe is split into two parts. Moreover, it is the only osh in
fission yeast cells, that does not contain the characteristic OSBP signature (a sequence
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coding for the conserved pentapeptide from mammalian orthologue of oshes - OSBP).
Kes1/OshC
Kes2/OshC
Osh2/OshA
Osh3/OshB
Osh7/OshD
OshE
amino
acids
388
397
1310
479
516
945
Oxysterol binding protein-related domain OSBP signature
Ankyrin repeats
PH domain
GOLD domain Coil
Figure 3.18: Domain structure of oxysterol-binding protein orthologues in S. pombe
Domain structure of osh proteins in S. pombe. colours indicate: purple, pleckstrin
homology (PH) domain; black, oxysterol-binding protein-related domain (ORD); green,
red, ankyrin repeats; OSBP signature (a conserved pentapeptide sequence from the
mammalian Oxysterol-binding protein); blue, part of a predicted coiled-coil region;
yellow, Golgi dynamics (GOLD) domain The domain structure was prepared based
on information from the the InterPro online resource [Mitchell et al., 2015]. Graphics
adapted from [Bühler et al., 2015b].
3.2.1.1 Localisation of oxysterol-binding proteins in exponentially growing
fission yeast
In order to learn more about the osh proteins in fission yeast, strains expressing GFP
tagged osh proteins were generated (see Material and methods 2.1.2). Localisations of
osh proteins and their presumptive homologs in budding yeast and A. nidulans are
summarised in supplementary table (see, Table 14).
Kes1p-GFP in S. pombe localised to the cytoplasm in growing cells and sites of
cytokinesis. It also seemed to accumulate at cell poles in subset of cells. Deconvolution
revealed more clearly that kes1p-GFP is concentrated at cell poles (Figure 3.19,
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A). This pattern of localisation is similar to the images of kes1p-GFP in the
Schizosaccharomyces pombe Postgenome Database (SPD) [Matsuyama et al., 2006].
However, in contrast to the SPD, the nuclear envelope localisation of kes1p-GFP was
not visible in our studies (Figure 3.19, A). Interestingly, in A. nidulans the kes1p
homologue localises to the cytoplasm but also accumulates at growing ends [Bühler
et al., 2015a]. Such pattern of localisation is distinct from its S. cerevisiae homologue
where kes1p localises to the cytoplasm, Golgi apparatus and exocytic vesicles [Li et al.,
2002], [Alfaro et al., 2011b], [Bühler et al., 2015a].
In contrast to kes1p-GFP, kes2p-GFP localised the cytoplasm but, in addition,
signal resembling the nuclear envelope was observed. We also saw pronounced
particles, however as these were also seen in unlabelled cells they most likely represent
autofluorescence (Figure 3.19, B).
Osh2p-GFP localised to the cytoplasm and to fluorescent particles of high intensity
(Figure 3.19, B), however the osh2p orthologues in S. cerevisiae (osh1p and osh2p)
localise to structures adjacent to the vacuole, Golgi and more diffusely to the bud and
a bud neck [Levine, Munro, 2001], [Kvam, 2004]. osh2p orthologue in A. nidulans -
GFP-oshAp was reported to transiently localise to the Golgi cisternae [Bühler et al.,
2015a].
Osh3p-GFP expression was very low and the signal did not raise above background
levels (Figure 3.19, A). The SPD localisation database presents osh3p-GFP as a
cytoplasmically-localised protein [Matsuyama et al., 2006]. In contrast, osh3p-GFP in
budding yeast localises to the cisternal part of the cortical ER [Stefan et al., 2011]. In A.
nidulans, oshBp, the sequence homolog of osh3p, localises to several cortical particles,
which were interpreted to be at the edge of the ER tubular structures [Bühler et al.,
2015a].
OshEp-GFP localised to the cytoplasm but was concentrated at the cortex, (see
the deconvolved image in (Figure 3.19, B) [Matsuyama et al., 2006]. In contrast, the
GFP-oshEp orthologue in A. nidulans localises to several immobile particles, believed
to be the peripheral ER [Bühler et al., 2015a].
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Osh7p-GFP was concentrated in the nucleus, diffused in the cytoplasm and a
concentrated signal was also seen at the cell cortex (Figure 3.19, B). Similarly, oshDp
in A. nidulans has a diffuse cytoplasmic localisation with some concentration at the
cortex (proposed to localise to cortical ER) [Bühler et al., 2015a]. In contrast, the S.
cerevisiae osh7p orthologues osh6p and osh7p localise to the cytoplasm and accumulate
at the cortex [Huh et al., 2003], [Wang et al., 2005] [Schulz et al., 2009].
Localisations of osh proteins and their presumptive homologs in budding yeast and
A. nidulans are summarised in supplementary table (see, Table 14).
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Figure 3.19: Localisation of the GFP-tagged oxysterol-binding proteins in S. pombe
A - Localisation of kes1p-GFP in exponentially growing fission yeast cells.
Top panel - epifluorescence microscopy pictures. Bottom - same images after
deconvolution. B - Localisation of wild-type, kes2p-GFP, osh2p-GFP, osh3p-GFP,
oshEp-GFP and osh7p-GFP in exponentially growing fission yeast cells. Top panel -
spinning-disc confocal microscopy pictures. Bottom - same images after deconvolution.
Max-projection of 11 z-sections (acquired at 0.5µm distance). Scale bars: 5µm.
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3.2.1.2 Role of oxysterol-binding proteins in SE
As previously mentioned, de novo cell polarisation of fission yeast cells is not
critically dependent on membrane trafficking and membrane fusion (see, 3.1), therefore
we hypothesised that lipid transfer proteins (LTPs) (working in non-vesicular transfer
of lipids) might be involved in cell polarisation. Oxysterol-binding proteins (oshes)
are known LTPs. Their collective removal in budding yeast causes a range of polarity
phenotypes, including mis-positioning of cdc42p and membrane trafficking machineries
[Kozminski et al., 2006] (see, 3.2). Moreover, recent studies in A. nidulans, revealed a
function for oshes in the maintenance of single growth positions [Bühler et al., 2015b].
All this suggests that oshes might play a role in the establishment of cell polarity in
fission yeast cells.
We investigated osh∆ mutants during starvation and SE after staining with filipin.
For most osh∆ mutants (kes2∆, osh2∆, osh3∆ and oshE∆) phenotypes were mild
(Figure 3.20). In general, cells were slightly shorter at the 180min time-point at the
end of the experiment due to reduced growth speeds in P3 and P4 (Figure 3.21, A).
However, the two remaining osh mutants kes1∆ and osh7∆ were more severely affected
in SE (Figure 3.20). In starvation, kes1∆ and osh7∆ mutants retained numerous
filipin-stainable punta distributed all around the cell membrane. These punctae were still
present during P1 and defined shapes of SRM domains were not observed (Figure 3.20,
B). We conclude that kes1∆ and osh7∆ have problems in the P1 entry.
After the first 60min of SE kes1∆ and osh7∆ mutants did not enter P2. Numerous
dots were present; however, they were not as abundant as in the previous time-points.
Additionally, SRM domains were now seen in the cell membrane (Figure 3.20, B, C).
Surprisingly, kes1∆ cells started growing between 60-120min in SE and subset of
cells polarised at cell poles (Figure 3.21, A), (Figure 3.20, C). However, numerous
filipin-stainable dots were present, reflected by the low rP ratio (Figure 3.20, A).
Length increase in osh7∆ mutants was not statistically significant (Figure 3.21, A).
After 180min SE all strains including osh7∆ polarised their SRM domains
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(Figure 3.20, B). Very small filipin-stainable dots were present in the PM of kes1∆,
but they were still highly abundant in osh7∆ (Figure 3.20, B). At this point osh7∆
cells were still barely elongating and did not increase their length by more than 0.5µm
between 0 and 180min into SE (Figure 3.21, A). Interestingly, osh7∆mutants increased
their width consistently during various time-points of SE. Growth speeds changed from
0 to 0.25µm after 180min (Figure 3.21, B). This is similar to the observation in
[Makushok et al., 2016a], where during isotropic growth of the LatB-treated cells, width
was increasing by a comparable 0.2µm. Finally, we did not observe any obvious difference
in the mono and bi-polar pattern of SRMs of any osh∆ mutant (Figure 3.20, B).
We conclude that the oxysterol-binding protein homologues kes1p and osh7p
influence SE. kes1p and osh7p are involved in the P1 and P2 initiation. Since, there
is no evidence to show that tea1p controls removal of SRM domains or their de novo
formation, we hypothesise that osh7p and kes1p confer these functions independently
from tea1p. In addition, these mutants are highly defective in P2 entry, what makes
us to suggest that tea1p, in a microtubule-dependent manner, might control osh7p and
kes1p in order to stabilise SRMs at cell poles. Of all the osh mutants osh7∆ cells show
the strongest phenotypes. They cannot initiate fast growth and are barely elongating.
osh7∆ mutants have a polarity defect because they constantly increase their width, and
are growing almost isotropically. We suggest that other oshes might work on the level
of secretion of cell wall components, since the only phenotypes that we detected were
related to the rate of cell elongation.
Phenotypes of osh mutants are summarised in a Table 9. Width measurements of
SRMs and their distribution, which were used for the calculation of the rP , for selected
time-points during SE are included as a Supplementary figure (see, Figure 5.6).
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
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phase does not occur
Strain name P1 P2 P3 
kes1     
kes2     
osh2     
osh3     
oshE     
osh7     
Table 9: Table summarising SE after removal of oxysterol binding proteins
The table summarises data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
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Starvation 15min 60min 180min
Figure 3.20: Role of single oshes during cell polarisation
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for cells in SE. Each average
rP was measured from mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error bars
represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values. Experiments with wild
type, kes1∆, kes2∆, osh2∆, osh3∆, oshE∆ and osh7∆ were plotted. B - Filipin staining
of wild type, kes1∆, kes2∆, osh2∆, osh3∆, oshE∆ and osh7∆ cells in starvation and
during SE. Scale bar, 5µm. C - Filipin staining of kes1∆ cells 120min in starvation exit.
Scale bar, 5µm.
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Figure 3.21: Cell length and width of osh∆ mutants during SE
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length of wild
type,kes1∆, kes2∆, osh2∆, osh3∆, oshE∆ and osh7∆. Quantification of glucose starved
cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of
the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell width
of wild type,kes1∆, kes2∆, osh2∆, osh3∆, oshE∆ and osh7∆. Quantification of glucose
starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence
intervals of the median.
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3.2.1.3 Localisation of kes1p and osh7p during SE
As described above, kes1∆ and osh7∆ mutants exhibit defects in SE (see, 3.2.1.2).
Therefore, we decided to observe their localisation during this process. In starved cells
kes1p-GFP was not visible above the autofluorescence signal (Figure 3.22, starvation).
15min after entry into SE we observed signal at the cell cortex, which most probably
represent the ER, PM or ER-PM contact sites (Figure 3.22). In addition, roundish
structures were visible, similar to the vacuole-like structures observed in Figure 3.3.
60min into SE, the kes1p-GFP cortical signal became more pronounced and the
intracellular signal was less defined and seemed to be more dispersed (Figure 3.22,
60min). After 180min into SE, the cortical signal of kes1p-GFP was clearly visible and,
in addition, kes1p-GFP was present as a diffuse stain in the cytoplasm and the nucleus
(Figure 3.22, 180min). In contrast to kes1p-GFP, osh7p-GFP was visible in the cell
cortex in starved cells (Figure 3.22, starvation). We also observed a very strong signal
in the cell nucleus and cytoplasmic localisation. This pattern of localisation did not
visibly change for consecutive time-points of SE (Figure 3.22). We conclude that both
kes1p-GFP and osh7p-GFP are concentrated at the cell cortex during SE. Kes1p-GFP is
not present at that region in starvation, however it appears at the cortex after entry intro
SE. osh7p-GFP is present at the cortex, both during starvation and SE. Additionally,
its strong signal in the nucleus might indicate a role in this organelle.
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Figure 3.22: Localisation of kes1p-GFP and osh7p-GFP during SE
Localisation of kes1p-GFP and osh7p-GFP under their endogenous promoters during SE.
Images represent deconvolved middle sections from the z-stacks. Time-scale presents
time in SE. Arrows point on positions with cortical accumulation. Pictures are
max-projections of 11 z-sections (acquired in 0.5µm distance). Not deconvolved data
and max projections are available in Supplementary figures section (see, Figure 5.7).
Wild-type control acquired in the same imaging conditions as kes1-GFP and osh7p-GFP.
Scale bars: 5µm.
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3.2.1.4 Combinatorial effects of removal of multiple oxysterol-bindings
proteins
Collectively, the osh proteins in S. cerevisiae are involved in bud formation,
endocytosis and affect intracellular sterol distribution, the maintenance of polarised
growth by regulating membrane trafficking, cdc42p localisation, and septin ring
polarisation and assembly [Kozminski et al., 2006]. Double mutants of kes1 with other
osh genes, showed the most severe phenotypes in budding yeast [Beh et al., 2001]. Our
studies reveal that kes1∆ in S. pombe is involved in sterol removal and formation of
SRM domains. Therefore, we decided to create double mutants between kes1∆ mutants
and deletions of the other osh genes.
We obtained the double mutants kes1∆kes2∆, kes1∆osh3∆, kes1∆oshE∆ and
kes1∆osh7∆. Interestingly, we were not able to obtain kes1∆osh2∆. The mating
between kes1∆ and osh2∆ resulted in irregular tetrads with only 1 or 2 spores
(Figure 3.23, C). Therefore, we decided to shut-off kes1 expression (by the
thiamine-represable 81nmt1 promoter) in the background of an osh2∆ deletion (hereafter
named kes1-shut off osh2∆).
15min from the start of SE, double mutants did not form SRMs and looked similar to
kes1∆, except kes1∆osh3∆, which was able to build defined SRM domains (Figure 3.23,
B, 15min). The double osh mutants were not polarised at 60min into SE (Figure 3.23,
B, 60min), although SRM-domains started being visible in most of the strains. The
exception was kes1∆osh7∆, where filipin dots were so numerous that we were not able to
state if additional SRM domains were forming. kes1∆osh3∆ was the only double mutant
where filipin dots were not detected (Figure 3.23, B). The filipin signal for kes1∆osh3∆
and kes1∆kes2∆ became surprisingly low (Figure 3.23, B). Such behaviour suggests an
instability in the delivery of ergosterol to the PM. The rP ratios for all the mutants were
very variable until this stage (Figure 3.23, B), (Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6).
120min into SE, most double mutants of kes1 significantly increased their rP ratios,
which suggests that they started to enter P2. The rP values for double mutants were
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higher than for single kes1∆, what suggests that they might enter P2 faster, or contain
lower amounts of filipin dots (Figure 3.23, A), (Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6).
The exception was the rP ratio of kes1∆osh7∆, which did not significantly change
compared to the previous time-points (Figure 3.23, A). We think there were no signs
of polarisation in this strain.
At 180min into SE, rP ratios increased for all the mutants. As predicted the rP
for kes1∆osh7∆ did not change much and the rP ratio for kes1∆osh3∆ was the highest
among the kes1 mutants (Figure 3.23, A, 180min). Most kes1∆ double mutants were
polarised, except kes1∆osh7∆ (Figure 3.23, A, B, 180min). In this mutant we observed
many filipin dots in the PM and only occasionally shapes of SRM domains (Figure 3.23,
B, 180min).
Regarding change in cell length between 120-180min, only kes1∆osh7∆ mutants did
not enter P3 (Figure 3.24, A). Instead they increased their width (Figure 3.24, B).
In contrast, in kes1∆kes2∆ and kes1∆osh3∆ mutants, growth speeds were significantly
higher between 120-180min in SE than for the single kes1∆ (Figure 3.24, A).
Interestingly, kes1-shut off osh2∆ had a defect in SRM formation (many filipin dots
and occasionally present SRMs with abnormal shapes) at 15min in SE (Figure 3.23, B).
Later, SRMs defined formed but the mutant was strongly delayed in cell polarisation
(Figure 3.23, A, B) comparing to the wild-type. Even after P2 initiated, cells had
defect in removal of SRMs from cell sides (Figure 3.23, B, 180min). This mutant did
not initiate P3 until 180min in SE (Figure 3.24, A).
Summarising, kes1∆osh7∆ mutants did not readily polarise and did
not initiate polarised growth. In contrast, kes1∆osh3∆ showed an almost
wild-type phenotype.
The osh7 deletion had strong defect in all the phases of SE and in combination with
the kes1∆ mutation these defects were increased. Therefore, we decided to investigate
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double mutants of osh7∆ with deletions of other osh homologs.
Combinatorial effects of double mutants between osh7∆ with deletions of other oshes
displayed weaker or similar phenotypes than single osh7∆ (except osh7∆kes1∆, which
was described before). In general, osh7∆kes2∆, osh7∆osh2∆ and osh7∆osh3∆ were
more similar to wild-type strain, however osh7∆oshE∆ looked more similar to single
osh7∆. These observations are reflected in the rP ratios and corresponding pictures
(Figure 3.25, A, B).
Surprisingly, double mutants of osh7∆ did not have as large amount of filipin dots
when compared to a single osh7∆ and the double mutant kes1∆osh7∆ (Figure 3.25, B).
These observations are summarised in the corresponding histograms, which highlight the
abundance of side filipin dots in the PM of particular mutants (Figure 5.9, starvation).
Moreover, in contrast to osh7∆ and kes1∆osh7∆ other double mutants displayed more
or less defined SRM domains after 15min in SE (Figure 3.25, B). To our surprise,
osh7∆osh3∆ mutant significantly elongated in between 0-60min (Figure 3.26, A). We
have not observed such high growth speed at this stage of SE in any of the strains
described before.
After 180min the rP ratio of all the double osh7∆ mutants increased. The rP
of osh7∆oshE∆ mutant was very similar to the single osh7∆ (Figure 3.25, A),
(Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6). This can also be noticed visually by comparing the
corresponding filipin stainings (Figure 3.25, B). The osh7∆oshE∆ mutant had fewer
fiipin dots in the PM, explaining why the rP ratio for osh7∆oshE∆ was marginally higher
than for single osh7∆ mutant (Figure 3.25, A, B). Similar to osh7∆ and osh7∆kes1∆
mutants, osh7∆oshE∆ mutants did not initiate the fast growth. In contrast, other
double mutants of osh7∆ entered P3 between 120-180min into SE.
Our data suggest that osh7p function opposes other osh proteins.
Deletions of oshes (except of kes1∆) can rescue single osh7∆ phenotypes to
different extents. Deletion of osh3 has the highest rescue potential and other
deletions have lower rescue potential: osh2∆, kes2∆ and oshE∆, respectively.
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We summarise that similar to budding yeast, osh genes in S. pombe share
overlapping functions. We see that different osh genes interact with each
other. kes1 and osh7 work together in the establishment of the cell polarity.
In contrast kes2∆, osh2∆, osh3∆ and oshE∆ rescue the mutant phenotype
of osh7∆. In addition, kes2∆, osh3∆ and oshE∆ rescue kes1∆. Their rescue
potential varies for both osh7 and kes1. We speculate that mechanism of
rescue involves the faster removal of filipin dots from the PM, either by not
allowing for their formation during glucose starvation in the first place, or
their faster removal during SE.
Combined information about phases of SE in the double mutants of osh7∆ and kes1∆
are presented as a (see, Table 10). Width measurements of polar and side SRMs are
included as a supplementary figure (see, Figure 5.8).
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
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Strain name    P1   P2    P3 
Deletion of oxysterol-binding proteins 
kes1     
kes2     
osh2     
osh3     
oshE     
osh7     
Combinations between kes1  and other osh  
kes1 kes2     
kes1 osh3     
kes1 oshE     
kes1 osh7     
kes1 shut-off osh2     
Combinations between osh7  and other osh  
osh7 kes1     
osh7 kes2     
osh7 osh2     
osh7 osh3     
osh7 oshE     
Table 10: Table summarising SE after in single and double deletions of osh proteins
The table summarises data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
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Figure 3.23: Phenotypes of double mutants of kes1 with other osh mutants in cell
polarisation
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for cells in SE. Each average
rP was measured from mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error
bars represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values. B - Filipin staining
of double kes1∆osh∆ mutants. Scale bar, 5µm. C - Sporulation after mating between
kes1 and osh2. DIC pictures. Average projections from 11 z-sections. Scale bar, 5µm.
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Figure 3.24: Cell length and width during SE of double mutants of kes1 with other
osh mutants
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell length. Quantification of glucose
starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence
intervals of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell width.
Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches
represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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Figure 3.25: Role of double mutants between osh7 and other osh deletions in cell
polarisation
A - Time course of average rP values for cells in SE. Each average rP was measured
from the mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error bars represent
the average standard deviations of the mean rP values. B - Filipin staining of double
osh7∆osh∆ mutants. Scale bar, 5µm.
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Figure 3.26: Cell length and width increase during SE of double mutants between
osh7 and other osh deletions
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell length. Quantification of glucose
starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence
intervals of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell widths.
Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches
represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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3.2.1.5 kes1∆osh7∆ initiates polarised growth after several hours in SE
Since the kes1∆osh7∆ double mutant was not polarised at 180min into SE, we
decided to follow its behaviour during later time-points of SE. We observed that
the rP ratio was constantly increasing and reached around 0.67 after 360min of SE
(Figure 3.27, A). At this time-point most wild-type cells had already divided (Table 3).
After 240min in SE, filipin dots in kes1∆osh7∆ were still present, although defined
SRM domains at cell poles became brighter than the dots (Figure 3.27, B). After
300min in SE the pattern of filipin staining did no longer significantly changed. In
addition, the pool of polar SRMs shifted towards larger widths, indicating that polar
SRMs were growing (Figure 3.27, B, C).
We measured cell length and width and observed that between 180-240min in SE the
mutant slightly increased its length and increased its speed of growth in this dimension
from 0.2 to 0.45µm/h (Figure 3.27, D). We did not observe a significant change in its
width (Figure 3.27, D). Between 240-300min in SE neither significant change in length,
nor in width was detected. Unexpectedly, between 300-360min in SE kes1∆osh7∆ cells
initiated fast elongation (1.1µm/h). At this time-point we also detected a small change
in width, most probably a consequence of still present filipin dots (Figure 3.27, B, D).
We conclude that kes1∆osh7∆ is able to enter P2 and P3, however these phases are
strongly delayed.
Our data further suggest that kes1p and osh7p collectively contribute to the
establishment of the cell polarity and both proteins are involved in SRM formation. We
hypothesise that tea1p controls both proteins to ensure the proper timing of stabilisation
of SRMs at the cell poles.
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Figure 3.27: Double mutant kes1∆osh7∆ during later time-points of SE
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for kes1∆osh7∆ mutants
in SE. The average rP was measured from the mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per
experiment). Error bars represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values.
B - Filipin staining of kes1∆osh7∆ cells between 180min-360min of SE. Scale bar, 5µm.
C - Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Plots represent
subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in Materials
and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
D - Boxplots representing the distribution of cell length and cell width of kes1∆osh7∆
(n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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3.2.1.6 cdc42p activity is required for P3. In the absence of kes1p, cells
need the active cdc42p to stabilise SRMs at cell poles
Previously, we showed that kes1∆ and osh7∆ are delayed in P2 entry (see, 3.2.1.2).
This suggests a role for oshes in the tea1p-dependent entry into P2. MT/tealp system
controls polar cdc42p activation at the onset of P2 in SE [Makushok et al., 2016b].
Previous studies on temperature-sensitive alleles of cdc42 (cdc42-L160S and cdc42-879
[Rincon et al., 2009], [Toya et al., 1999]) revealed that the MT/tealp-mediated cell
polarisation pathway does not act via cdc42p [Makushok et al., 2016b]. These moderate
cdc42 mutants were able to initiate P3 and P4 and even enter mitosis and perform
cytokinesis [Makushok et al., 2016b]. Although, it was suggested that cdc42p activity
might become central in tea1∆ cells, which remain in P1 for prolonged time periods
[Makushok et al., 2016b]. We wondered if the delayed polarisation in kes1∆ and osh7∆
mutants was dependent on cdc42p. We studied double mutants defective both in cdc42p
and kes1p/osh7p.
In order to strengthen our experiments we used cdc42-3 mutant, which has a stronger
polarity phenotype [Tatebe et al., 2008]. These cells were significantly shorter and much
wider (around 1µm) in starvation than a control cells (Figure 3.29, A, B). It is likely
that this effect is the result of hypomorphic features of the strain [Tatebe et al., 2008].
Double mutants cdc42-3kes1∆ and cdc42-3 osh7∆ were similar to the single cdc42-3 in
this term (Figure 3.29, A, B). As expected cdc42-3osh7∆ had numerous filipin dots in
the PM (similar to single osh7∆ mutants) (Figure 3.28, B). Surprisingly, filipin dots in
cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants were not as numerous as in the single kes1∆ cells (Figure 3.28,
B), (Figure 3.20, B).
Wild-type cells and the cdc42-3 mutant started entering P2 after 60min of SE,
however on average the cdc42-3 was visibly delayed and the rP ratio was lower than
for the wild-type cells (Figure 3.28, A, B), (see Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6).
In addition SRM domains, detected at cell poles, were not significantly brighter than
still present side SRMs (Figure 3.28, B). At this time-point cdc42-3osh7∆ did not
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enter P1 and large number of filipin dots were present (Figure 3.28, B). In contrast,
cdc42-3kes1∆ entered P1. These cells built defined and strongly fluorescent SRM
domains, however they were rare and present mostly on one side of the cell (Figure 3.28,
B). As expected the rP ratios for this mutant were significantly lower than for a wild-type
and the single cdc42-3 (Figure 3.28, A).
180min after the start of SE, wild-type cells were already in P3 (Figure 3.29, A, B).
In contrast, cdc42-3 entered P2. This is confirmed by the high rP ratio, scoring above
0.8 (Figure 3.28, A). Additionally, a weak signal of filipin was sometimes present at cell
sides (Figure 3.28, B). cdc42-3osh7∆ behaved similar to the single cdc42-3, although
we observed numerous additional filipin dots (Figure 3.28, B). The rP ratio was high
and scored even higher than for the single osh7∆ (Figure 3.28, A). Similar to osh7∆
mutants, cdc42-3osh7∆ cells did not significantly elongate in either length nor or width
during the first 180min of SE (Figure 3.29, A, B), (Figure 3.21, A, B). Also cdc42-3
single mutants did not enter P3 until 180min in SE but were increasing their width
(Figure 3.29, A, B).
cdc42-3kes1∆ double mutants also increased their width similar to single cdc42-3
mutants (Figure 3.29, B). In these cells, strongly fluorescent side SRM domains were
very prominent. Most cells contained only one big SRM at the cell side. We could not
detect SRMs at cells poles. None of cells were able to polarise at cell poles (Figure 3.28,
B). In contrast to a single kes1∆ mutant, filipin dots were not visible in these cells
(Figure 3.28, B), (Figure 3.20, B). This phenotype was similar to that seen in a
tea1∆ mutant. We interpret these observations as cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants not being able
to stabilise SRMs at cell poles and initiate a second SRM at the opposite end. In contrast
to tea1∆, cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants did not visibly growth.
To evaluate if this phenotype is also present at permissive temperature, we studied
cdc42-3kes1∆ cells at 25 ◦C. These cells behaved like single cdc42-3 mutants at
restrictive temperature (Figure 3.28, B, C). We did not observe numerous filipin dots
as in the single kes1∆ mutant (Figure 3.28, C), (Figure 3.20, B). cdc42-3 kes1∆
mutants at permissive temperature entered P1 after 60min of SE. They were delayed
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
P2 at ectopic positions
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Strain name P1 P2 P3 
osh7     
kes1     
cdc42-3    
cdc42-3 kes1     
cdc42-3 osh7     
Table 11: Table summarising phases of SE in kes1∆ osh7∆ and cdc42-3∆ mutants
and in the double mutants of cdc42 and osh∆
The table considers data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
in the P2 entry but were visibly polar after 180min. However, cells were clearly more
elongated than single cdc42-3 at restrictive temperature. (Figure 3.28, B, C) This
is probably due to the increased activity of the cdc42p GTPase domain and its higher
potential in determining cell width. We also made sure that the kes1∆ single mutants
behaved in a similar way at these temperatures, therefore excluding a role for the kes1∆
mutation on the observed phenotypes (Figure 3.28, D).
We wanted to see if the cdc42-3kes1∆ mutant is able to polarise during later
time-points of SE. We imaged these cells between 300-480min after the start of SE
and observed that the mutant was still not able to accumulate strong SRMs at cells
poles within this time. Strong fluorescent side SRMs were present in most of the cells.
Often, these SRMs were forming invagination-like structures, similar to filipin signal
during cytokinesis (Figure 3.28, E, F). These SRM domains were often placed in the
cell middle while cells seemed to start entering division (Figure 3.28, E).
We propose that in the absence of kes1p, cells need the active cdc42p in
order to stabilise SRMs at cell poles and to enter P3.
Summarised information about phases of SE in the described mutants of cdc42 are
presented in a Table 11. Width measurements of polar and side SRMs are included as
a supplementary figure (see, Figure 5.10).
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Figure 3.28: Genetic interaction between cdc42, kes1 and osh7 during SE
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for cells in SE. Each average
rP was measured from mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error
bars represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values. B - Filipin staining of
wild-type, cdc42-3∆, cdc42-3kes1∆ and cdc42-3∆osh7∆, cells in starvation and during
SE. Scale bar, 5µm. C - Filipin staining of cdc42-3kes1∆ in starvation and during SE
at permissive temperature. D - Filipin staining of kes1∆ in starvation and during SE at
36 ◦C. E - Filipin staining of cdc42-3kes1∆ during later time-points of SE at restrictive
temperature. F - Filipin staining of example dividing cdc42-3kes1∆ mutant 300min in
SE.
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Figure 3.29: Cell length and width during SE of double mutants between cdc42-3,
two osh deletions - kes1 and osh7
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length. Quantification
of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95%
confidence intervals of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of
measurements of cell width. Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells
during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
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3.3 Role of phosphatidylinositol kinases and ER-shaping proteins in
cell polarisation
3.3.1 PI(4)P is essential for cell polarisation
We propose that in fission yeast, de novo formation of SRMs and their polarisation
is regulated by two lipid-transfer proteins: kes1p and osh7p. Structural analysis of kes1p
and osh7 protein sequence homologs in budding yeast revealed that both have a similar
lipid binding motifs, however detailed analysis showed that minor sequence differences
determine their specificity for either ergosterol or a phosphoserine [Im et al., 2005],
[Maeda et al., 2013]. We can only speculate if such differences extend to the fission yeast
orthologues as well. In addition, in vitro studies of oxysterol binding-proteins (both
from budding yeast and mammalian cells) revealed their highly conserved property to
bind Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI(4)P) [Saint-Jean de et al., 2011b]. Oshes can
bind specific lipids and PI(4)P in a mutually exclusive manner [Saint-Jean de et al.,
2011b], [Drin et al., 2016]. This feature gives insight into the mechanism of regulation
of the directional movement of lipids and their asymmetric distribution. A recent model
proposes how kes1p exchanges ergosterol and PI(4)P between the ER and the trans-Golgi
network [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015b]. A similar mechanism was proposed for the
transport of phosphoserine between the ER and the PM [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015a],
[Chung et al., 2015]. Both include extraction of the lipid of interest from the ER, its
exchange with PI(4)P at the opposing membrane and the offloading of PI(4)P back at
the ER. Maintenance of this gradient is ATP dependent and controlled by phosphatase,
which controls the levels of PI(4)P in the cell [Drin et al., 2016].
PI(4)P is an essential signalling molecule at the PM and the Golgi, and controls
membrane trafficking, cytoskeletal organization, lipid metabolism, signal transduction
pathways and cytokinesis in different organisms [D’Angelo et al., 2008], [Matteis,
Godi, 2004], [Janetopoulos et al., 2005], [Strahl, Thorner, 2007], [Strahl et al., 2005],
[Walch-Solimena, Novick, 1999a], [Garcia-Bustos et al., 1994], [Brill et al., 2000].
Therefore, it is critical to keep the right balance of this lipid.
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PI(4)P is a product of phosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol (PI) by the
phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases [Balla, Balla, 2006]. The fission yeast genome encodes
3 putative phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases: lsb6p (SPAC343.19), sst4p (SPBC577.06c)
and pik1p (SPAC22E12.16c) [Wood et al., 2011], of which only pik1 is essential [Park
et al., 2009] [Wood et al., 2011]. In cycling cells pik1p is required for septation and cell
separation, its absence results in accumulation of membranous and vacuolar structures
[Park et al., 2009]. Since, kes1p and osh7p most probably bind PI(4)P, it was interesting
whether synthesis of this lipid contributes to SE in fission yeast cells.
We studied cells containing the temperature-sensitive allele pik1-td [Park et al.,
2009]. pik1-td allele leads to cell death at restrictive temperature (more in Introduction
1.2.5). In starvation, pik1-td mutants retained numerous strong fluorescent filipin dots -
similar to kes1∆, osh7∆ and kes1∆osh7∆ cells (Figure 3.30, B). After 15min in SE the
mutant did not enter P1; filipin dots were present but their number markedly decreased
(Figure 3.30, B). This trend of removal of filipin dots continued up to 180min in SE and
is similar to what was seen in kes1∆, osh7∆ and kes1∆osh7∆ mutants. Up to 180min
pik1-td cells did not enter P1. Therefore, we conclude that pik1p is essential for SRM
formation and cell polarisation. Cells did increase their length and width by less than
0.5µm from the start of SE (Figure 3.31). We speculate that the retained filipin dots
could actively contribute to attracting a portion of new cell wall material to ectopic sites
on the PM. Nevertheless, pik1-td mutants are not building defined SRM domains and
are not polarising (Figure 3.30, A, B).
Studies of the mutant at permissive temperature showed that cells have problems
in building SRMs, and most cells showed weak filipin signal all around the PM
(Figure 3.30, D). After 180min in SE, many cells readily polarised, however filipin
signal at the sides was visible. Often, cells kept their filipin signal, which was located
all around the membrane (Figure 3.30, D). This reveals that pik1p is involved both in
SRM formation, but also in SRM removal (similar to the role of filamentous actin) (see,
[Makushok et al., 2016a] and 1.4).
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We summarise that synthesis of PI(4)P is essential for SRM formation
and cell polarisation during SE.
3.3.2 PIP2 is involved in cell polarisation and is required for stabilisation
of SRM at the secondary pole
After synthesis of PI(4)P, it is further phosphorylated to produce another signalling
lipid - PIP2, which in exponentially growing fission yeast cells is required for cell
growth, organisation of the actin cytoskeleton, cell division, and membrane trafficking
[Desrivieres, 1998], [Zhang et al., 2000], [He et al., 2007a], [He et al., 2007b], [Sun
et al., 2007], [Zhang et al., 2008], [Yakir-Tamang, Gerst, 2009], [Bendezú et al., 2012].
Conditional mutation in its3 - its3-1 result in low levels of PIP2 and elevated levels of
PI(4)P [Zhang et al., 2000].
its3-1 mutants built wild-type looking SRM domains after the first 15min of SE
(Figure 3.30, B). However, after 60min in SE, cells were not polarised. Mutants
showed intense SRM domain staining at both opposite lateral regions of the cell
(Figure 3.30, B). This is reflected by the drop in the rP ratio (Figure 3.30, A), (see,
Materials and methods 2.2.2.2.6). We also observed many side SRMs as quantified
in the corresponding histogram (Supplementary figure, (Figure 5.11). Sometimes,
even more intensely stained SRMs were detected, which localised to bulges at cell sides
(Figure 3.30, B), therefore we think that small subset of its3-1 mutant cells initiate
ectopic growth at the sides of the cells.
After 120min in SE, its3-1 mutants increased their rP ratio, however it remained
very low compared to wild-type cells (Figure 3.30, A). High number of its3-1 cells
were dead or very sensitive to filipin. This was detected through the very high filipin
intensity inside the cells (Figure 3.30, C). Majority of viable cells had mono-polar SRMs
(Figure 3.30, C), however there was no significant length increase between 60-120min
time-points (Figure 3.31, A). Only occasionally did we observed cells which initiated
growth projections at the sides of the cells, and those were more elongated than the bulges
from the 60min time-point (Figure 3.30, B, C). We think that these cells continued
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their ectopic growth at these sites between 60-120min.
After 180min in SE, more than many its3-1 cells were dead after filipin staining and
viable cells were strongly mono-polar (Figure 3.30, B). We could not detect cells with
ectopic SRM positioning at this time-point. The rP ratio was therefore higher than for
the previous time-point (Figure 3.30, A). Cells were clearly elongated from cell poles
(Figure 3.30, B), (Figure 3.31, A, B), as also seen by the increase in polar SRMs in
the histograms of Figure 5.11.
We conclude that drop in PIP2 synthesis results in delays in the P2 entry. Cells
are delayed in stabilisation of the SRMs at cell poles, what results in ectopic growth
site positioning in small subset of mutant cells. Eventually mutants polarise but they
cannot stabilise a strongly fluorescent SRM at the secondary pole. This suggests that
most probably these cells do not enter P4, what might be related to the membrane
trafficking role of PIP2 and its binding to the exocyst complex [He et al., 2007a] (which
also has a mono-polar pattern of SRMs after 180min in SE (Figure 3.5)).
Summarised information about phases of SE in the described mutants of PI synthesis
are presented in a Table 12. Width measurements of polar and side SRMs are included
as a supplementary figure (see, Figure 5.11).
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
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Strain name P1 P2 P3 
pik1-td    
its3-1    
Table 12: Table summarising phases of SE in cells deficient in PI(4)P and PIP2
synthesis
The table considers data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
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Figure 3.30: Role of the main phosphatidylinositol kinases in de novo cell polarisation
of S. pombe
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for cells in SE. Each
average rP was measured from mean rPs from 3 experiments (n>200 per experiment).
Error bars represent the average standard deviations of mean rP values. pik-td cells
were starved and recovered in continuous presence of a thiamine repressor. B - Filipin
staining of wild-type, pik1-td and its3-1, cells in starvation and during SE. Starvation
and SE of pik-td cells were performed in the continuous presence of thiamine-repressible
conditions. C - Selected branching cells of its3-1 after 120min SE. Filipin staining. D
- Filipin staining of pik1-td cells in starvation and during SE at permissive temperature
without a thiamine repressor.
Scale bars, 5µm.
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Figure 3.31: Cell length and width during SE at restrictive temperature of main
phosphatidylinositol kinases in de novo cell polarisation of S. pombe
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length. Quantification
of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95%
confidence intervals of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of
measurements of cell width. Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells
during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
Starvation and SE of pik-td cells were performed in the continuous presence of
thiamine-repressible conditions.
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3.3.3 Connections between the ER and the PM play role in SRM formation
and cell polarisation
We have shown that non-vesicular transport of sterol is involved in de novo cell
polarisation (see, 3.2.1.2). Non-vesicular transport of sterols has been mainly reported
in vitro in the transport between the ER and the Golgi apparatus [Mesmin, Antonny,
2016], (see, Introduction 1.3.1.3). However, our data reveal that the Golgi apparatus
is not crucial for sorting of de novo synthesised ergosterol to the PM during SE
(Figure 3.4). Moreover, we have shown that the oshes: kes1p and osh7p are enriched
at the cell cortex where cortical ER is normally localised (Figure 3.22).
The cortical ER consists of interconnected tubules and cisternae, which are found
at an average distance of 33nm from the PM [Pichler et al., 2001], [West et al., 2011].
Large areas of the PM are covered by ER membranes [Wolf et al., 2012]. Part of this
cortical ER associates with the PM in different organims [Alison L Pidoux, 1993], [Prinz
et al., 2000], [Schneider, 1994], via specialised proteins forming membrane contact sites
(MCSs) [Prinz, 2014], (see, Introduction 1.3.1.2). We hypothesised that these regions
are involved in the transport of de novo synthesised ergosterol to the PM during SE,
what leads to formation of SRMs.
ER-PM contacts in fission yeast are mediated by the vesicle-associated membrane
proteins (VAP): scs2p (SPBC16G5.05c) and scs22p (SPAC17C9.12) [Zhang et al., 2012].
In budding yeast, the ER VAP proteins function at the ER-PM contact sites, controlling
PI(4)P metabolism through their interaction with the PM-localised osh proteins [Stefan
et al., 2011]. In fission yeast marker of one of the VAP proteins - GFP-tagged scs2p
localises to the ER and is enriched at the cell sides [Zhang et al., 2012].
scs2∆scs22∆ mutations in fission yeast result in elevated levels of the PI(4)P. scs2p
and scs22p, together with ER-shaping proteins contribute to symmetric cell division
[Zhang et al., 2012]. The ER in scs2∆scs22∆ double mutants is mostly dissociated from
the PM and accumulates at the cell poles, depending on active delivery by for3p and
myo52p [Zhang et al., 2012].
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We studied double mutant scs2∆scs22∆ during SE. Similar to kes1∆ and osh7∆
mutant cells retained a large amount of filipin dots during starvation (Figure 3.32, B),
(Figure 23, B). After 15min of SE, cells did not build SRMs, and similar to starvation,
filipin staining was almost invisible (Figure 3.32, B). 60min into SE only small number
of scs2∆scs22∆ entered P1 (Figure 3.32, B, C). Numerous filipin dots were still present
and only occasionally could a layer of large SRM domain be observed. Instead, very
small patches of filipin signal were distributed all around the cell. These structures were
clearly small and they looked different comparing to well-defined SRMs in control cells
(Figure 3.32, B, C). The rP ratio for this mutant was significantly decreased, compared
to the wild-type control (Figure 3.32, A). This indicates that filipin is predominantly
localised at the cell sides, also seen in the histogram in supplementary Figure 5.12.
After 120min in SE the rP ratio (Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6) was high
suggesting that filipin signal was localised predominantly to cell poles (Figure 3.32, A).
However, after evaluation of images corresponding to 120min time-point scs2∆scs22∆
cells did not resemble cells in P2. Instead, intensive filipin signal was present at lateral
positions and filipin was detected in random positions (Figure 3.32, B, D) . Often,
identified domains were elongated and they seemed to expand to the whole side region
of the cell. We do not know why the rP ratio showed a high score (0.7), however this
might be due to higher intensity of SRMs at cell poles, which we could not notice in the
unbiased way in these images (see also, Materials and methods 2.2.2.2.6). Until 120min
in SE cells did not initiate any significant growth (Figure 3.33, A, B).
180min after start of SE scs2∆scs22∆ cells were generally polarised and their rP ratio
was in excess of 0.8 (Figure 3.32, A, B), additionally reflected in the corresponding
histograms (see, Supplementary Figure 5.12). Only occasionally we observed cells
which were not properly polarised. They retained densely located lateral SRMs with
lower or similar filipin intensity comparing to SRMs at cell poles (Figure 3.32, B). Size
measurements of the mutant confirms that cells did not enter P3, however they slightly
increased their length between 120-180min in SE (Figure 3.33, A). Similar slow growth
is known for wild-type cells in P2 [Makushok et al., 2016b].
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We conclude that ER-PM attachments are involved in proper formation
of SRMs, speed of cell polarisation and fast growth initiation.
Summarised information about phases of SE in the described mutant are presented
in a Table 13. Width measurements of polar and side SRMs are included as a
supplementary figure (see, Figure 5.12).
3.3.4 ER tubules play role in cell polarisation and fast growth initiation
The ER network in fission yeast contains a specialised domain, which is sustained
by three proteins: reticulon/rtn1p, DP1/yop1p, and tts1p [Zhang et al., 2010]. This
domain controls the maintenance of the proper tubular morphology of the ER. The ER
at the growing ends in cycling fission yeast cells is dynamically remodelled and contains
more tubular regions than cisternal regions. In these cells ER cisternae are observed
at lateral regions of the cell where ER-PM connections are also present [Zhang et al.,
2010]. Since we observed that ER-PM connections play role in P1, P2 and P3 of SE, we
wanted to know if defective ER morphology in the mutant lacking ER tubules results in
phenotypes during SE. Therefore, we followed SE in mutant cells lacking reticulon/rnlp,
DP1/yop1p, and tts1p (further called try∆).
try∆ cells retained numerous filipin dots in starvation (Figure 3.32, B) (similar to
scs2∆scs22∆, kes1∆, osh7∆ and PIP(4)P mutants, (Figure 3.32, B), (Figure 3.20,
B), (Figure 3.30, B). After 15min in SE, the filipin signal was significantly brighter than
in starvation but defined SRM domains were rare (Figure 3.32, B). 60min into SE, try∆
mutants had already passed P1 and most of them had only one strongly fluorescent SRM
at one of cell sides (Figure 3.32, B, E). Between 60-120min mutants did not increase
their length but instead became slightly wider (Figure 3.33, A, B). After 120min many
SRM domains were elongated and concentrated at cell sides, often passing through one
of its lateral sides (Figure 3.32, B, F). Similar to scs2∆scs22∆, we do not understand
why the rP ratio showed a high score (0.7) (Figure 3.32, A). This might be due to
higher intensity of SRMs at cell poles, which we could notice in the unbiased way from
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these images (see also, Materials and methods 2.2.2.2.6). We conclude that try∆ cells
are defective in P2. 180min in SE cells were mostly polarised and SRMs were present
at cell poles (Figure 3.32, B). Between 120-180min, a length increase was detected,
however it was significantly smaller than in the wild-type (Figure 3.33, A). We think
these cells do not enter P3, but rather are slightly elongating as P2 cells described in
[Makushok et al., 2016b].
Summarising, we observed that low tubulation of the ER in the try∆ mutant causes
defects in SRM formation. We think that this phenotype is different from the phenotype
of scs2∆scs22∆ mutants because the filipin signal was significantly higher after 15min of
SE in contrast to scs2∆scs22∆ mutants (Figure 3.32, B). We speculate that proper ER
tubulation defines zones for sterol clustering during P1. Lack of ER tabulation causes
the irregular distribution of filipin staining. Often after 60 and 120min of SE intensive
and well-defined SRM at lateral position of the cell is visible (similar to the tea1∆ and
cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants). We speculate that try∆ mutants are defective in restricting the
zone where single SRMs appear during P1, resulting in elongated SRMs. These cells
are also defective in fast growth initiation (at least until 180min of SE). It has been
proposed that the role of the peripheral ER reticulation is to allow efficient execution of
surface-dependent functions, enabling positions where cortex-associated processes, and
communication between the cytoplasm and the PM, can occur [Zhang et al., 2012].
We conclude that tubulation of the ER strongly contribute to the establishment of cell
polarity of fission yeast cells.
Summary information about phases of SE in the described mutant are presented in a
Table 13. Width measurements of polar and side SRMs are included as a supplementary
figure (see, Figure 5.12).
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Figure 3.32: Role of ER-shaping proteins in de novo cell polarisation of S. pombe
A - Time course of average rP (Ratio of Polarisation) values for wild type, scs2∆scs22∆
and rtn1∆yop1∆tts1∆ in SE. Each average rP was measured from mean rPs from
3 experiments (n>200 per experiment). Error bars represent the average standard
deviations of mean rP values. B - Filipin staining of wild-type, scs2∆scs22∆ and
rtn1∆yop1∆tts1∆ cells in starvation and during SE. C - Filipin staining of scs2∆scs22∆
and wild-type 60min in SE. D - Filipin staining of scs2∆scs22∆ and wild-type 120min
in SE. E - Filipin staining of rtn1∆yop1∆tts1∆ and wild-type 60min in SE. F - Filipin
staining of rtn1∆yop1∆tts1∆ and wild-type 120min in SE.
All strains were auxotrophs carrying: ade6-M216, leu1 and ura4-D18. Medium was
supplemented with appropriate amount of amino-acids.
Scale bars, 5µm.
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Figure 3.33: Cell length and width of ER-shaping mutants during SE
A - Boxplots representing the distribution of measurements of cell length. Quantification
of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95%
confidence intervals of the median. B - Boxplots representing the distribution of
measurements of cell width. Quantification of glucose starved cells (0min) and cells
during SE (n>600). Notches represent 95% confidence intervals of the median.
All strains were auxotrophs carrying: ade6-M216, leu1 and ura4-D18. Medium was
supplemented with appropriate amount of amino acids.
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phase occurs as in wild type (or faster)
short delay 
delay; small defect 
strong delay; defect
P2 at ectopic position
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phase does not occur
P2 ocasionally at ectopic position
Strain name    P1 P2 P3 
scs2  scs22     
rtn1 yop1 tts1     
Table 13: Table summarising phases of SE in the ER-shaping mutants
The table considers data until 180min in SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.3).
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4 Discussion
4.1 Introduction and motivation
S. pombe (fission yeast) cells are eukaryotic single cell microorganisms, which
maintain their rod-shape during growth phases and divide by medial fission after reaching
a critical length [Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. Fission yeast cells are commonly used as a
model organism to study cell polarity control [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014] - a process which
can lead to the generation of morphological diversity [Rolls et al., 2003].
The rod shape of S. pombe cells is a consequence of maintaining the growth and
polarity machineries at the two opposing cell ends [Chang, Huang, 2014]. Interestingly,
the growth pattern of S. pombe cells changes several times during the cell cycle [Huisman,
Brunner, 2011], [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. Shortly after cell division, cells initiate
mono-polar growth from their old end. Later bi-polar growth initiation occurs, a process
called new end take off (NETO) [Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. After reaching the critical
size, cells stop elongating and restrict their growth and polarity machineries to the cell
middle in order to perform medial fission [Huisman, Brunner, 2011].
Cdc42p is a member of the Rho GTPase protein family. It is a key regulator of
cell polarisation and it can spontaneously break the cell symmetry [Etienne-Manneville,
2004], [Etienne-Manneville, Hall, 2002], [Wedlich-Soldner, Li, 2008], [Bendezú et al.,
2015]. Localised and active cdc42p can control different sub-cellular processes, such as
actin organization, endo/exo-cytosis, and affect cellular architecture [Martin, Arkowitz,
2014].
In addition, many cells use the microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton to position internal
polarity cues [Siegrist, Doe, 2007]. In S. pombe interphase MTs are organised in
anti-parallel bundles that span the long axis of the cell. Their plus ends are directed
towards the cell poles, while their minus ends are clustered around the cell centre, where
they are bound to the nuclear membrane. The role of these MT bundles is to deposit
the tea1p marker protein at both cell poles. This ensures proper polar growth site
positioning [Mata, Nurse, 1997], [Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. As a consequence, tea1∆
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cells grow bent or branched [Huisman, Brunner, 2011]. In addition, growth initiation at
these sites is triggered by actin-based delivery of cell wall components [Martin, Arkowitz,
2014].
The basic feature of a polarised cell is an asymmetric organization of its plasma
membrane, which can be compartmentalised by specialised lipid domains (often called
lipid rafts) [Rajendran, 2005]. De novo synthesised ergosterol, which subsequently
contributes to formation of sterol-rich membrane domains (SRMs), is crucial for de novo
cell polarisation of S. pombe cells [Makushok et al., 2016b]. SRMs localize to polar cell
ends in exponentially growing cells and to the cell middle during cytokinesis [Wachtler
et al., 2003], [Makushok et al., 2016b]. It has been proposed that SRMs appear as a
consequence of the established polar growth machinery, however, based on [Makushok
et al., 2016b] SRMs are central to the establishment of cell polarity. Briefly, in glucose
starvation, cells lose their polar localisation of SRMs. Re-feeding, called starvation exit
(SE), leads to an initial phase (P1), during which randomly distributed SRM domains
appear first in the PM and serve as platforms for the growth and polarity machineries.
In a second phase (P2) SRMs at cell poles are stabilised and the side SRMs are being
removed. P1 and P2 are independent from fast growth initiation, however, very slow
growth is detectable [Makushok et al., 2016b]. In phase 3 (P3), cells initiate fast growth
from one of the cell ends, which in many cells can later switch to bi-polar growth in
phase 4 (P4) (probably equivalent to NETO) [Makushok et al., 2016b].
The SE assay shows that SRM positioning is central to any detectable localisation
of the growth machinery, except microtubule-delivered tea1p [Makushok et al., 2016b].
In addition, those data reveals that tea1p controls the position and growth activity of
SRM domains at the PM [Makushok et al., 2016b]. Interestingly, tea1p activity is not
dependent on the previously proposed biochemical links between a downstream factor of
tea1p and tea4p - for3p (a nucleator of linear actin filaments) [Makushok et al., 2016b].
tea1∆ cells exhibit two major phenotypes during SE: defects in stabilisation of SRM
domains at cell poles, resulting in branched or bent cells, and a defect in bi-polar growth
site activation. Most importantly, [Makushok et al., 2016b] showed good evidence that
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cell polarisation is not dependent on cdc42p, which gradually increases its activity and
becomes detectable only after 1-2h hours into SE (the moment when cells are already
polarised). Mechanisms driving the initial formation of SRMs during P1 are not known.
In addition, tea1p interacts with SRMs, but the factors involved are unknown. We were
interested in the processes leading to P1 initiation. Moreover, we were exploring the
phenotypic interaction between tea1∆ and mutants of potential regulators of ergosterol
transport.
In the course of this work we examined the formation and distribution of sterol-rich
membranes (SRMs) during SE of fission yeast cells. We used a candidate based
approach to identify proteins involved in P1 and P2 initiation. We stained cells with the
oxysterol-binding dye - filipin [Drabikowski et al., 1973]. Moreover, we used computer
software, which helped to follow our qualitative observations in a large number of cells
and to quantitatively classify SRMs based on their side or cell pole localisation (Materials
and methods, 2.2.2.2.3). Moreover, the extracted ratio of polarisation (rP), allowed us
to estimate the level of polarisation for the whole cell population and contributed to the
general description of SE (Materials and methods, 2.2.2.2.6).
In this chapter, we will highlight the key conclusions of our results and discuss their
novelty. Moreover, we will speculate about additional roles of the identified components
and will present a new working model for the process of de novo cell polarisation of
fission yeast cells.
4.2 Membrane trafficking does not drive cell polarisation
Membrane trafficking is required for polarised growth and cell polarity maintenance
in different model organisms [Mellman, Nelson, 2008], [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014],
[Rodriguez-Boulan, Macara, 2014]. Multiple lines of evidence show that actin cable
machinery and the exocyst in fission yeast form two autonomous morphogenetic modules
(complementing groups) [Bendezu, Martin, 2011], [Snaith et al., 2011], [Bendezú et al.,
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2012], [Jourdain et al., 2012]. Removal of a member from a single group results only
in defects in the membrane delivery to the PM, however does not affect cell polarity.
Removal of single components from both modules in the same cells result in a shape
phenotype, and therefore affect cell polarity [Snaith et al., 2011] [Bendezu, Martin, 2011]
(see, 3.1.3.1). We were interested, if such double mutants could influence de novo cell
polarisation.
It was the first time that double mutants of both complementing groups in single
cells were studied in standard growth conditions, since all previous studies in fission
yeast report the requirement of an osmotic stabiliser or synthetic lethality between
interacting genes [Bendezu, Martin, 2011], [Snaith et al., 2011], [Bendezú et al., 2012],
[Jourdain et al., 2012]. Strikingly, our data revealed that sec8-1 for3∆, sec8-1 ypt2VN
and sec3-916 exo70∆ mutants were able to enter P1 and P2 (Figure 3.9). Since it
is known that actin cable transport and the exocyst are both under control of cdc42p
[Martin, Arkowitz, 2014] our data are in agreement with the recent report, showing that
cdc42p is not involved in the establishment of the cell polarity [Makushok et al., 2016b].
Additionally, we treated the double mutants with Brefeldin A (BFA) (Figure 3.12). In
BFA-treated cells the Golgi marker signal disappeared, which suggested that a structure
of the Golgi-apparatus was sensitive to BFA treatment in SE (Figure 3.3, C). Wild-type
cells and the double mutants treated with BFA entered P1 and P2, which supported
our hypothesis that neither post-Golgi membrane delivery to the PM, nor membrane
tethering are involved in cell polarisation. In line with previous studies, BFA-treated
cells did not initiate fast growth (P3), showing that P2 is not dependent on fast growth
initiation [Makushok et al., 2016b].
Current dogma says that transport vesicles are finally fused with their donor
membrane and this event is mediated by the SNARE complexes [Jahn et al., 2003].
Therefore, we were wondering if membrane fusion, mediated by the PM-SNARE protein
complex [Jahn et al., 2003], is playing this role during de novo cell polarisation in fission
yeast cells. We studied progress of SE in single mutants of the PM-SNARE complex:
psy1-S1 (t-SNARE mutant), syb1-sp58 (v-SNARE mutant) and sec9-10 (SNAP25-like
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component mutant), which are known to be essential at restrictive temperature [Maeda
et al., 2014]), [Yamaoka et al., 2013], [Nakamura et al., 2005]. In our growth conditions
psy1-S1 and syb1-sp58 were actually viable at 36 ◦C (showing only misshapen and
asymmetrically dividing cells), therefore we created a double mutant strain between
these two components. To our knowledge it is the first time that the effects on de
novo cell polarisation were studied in cells mutated in both the PM-t-SNARE and the
PM-v-SNARE. It was to our considerable surprise that S. pombe cells without fully
functional PM-SNAREs (even t- and v-SNAREs), were able to polarise (Figure 3.14).
Subsequently, we wanted to know if the PM-SNAREs do not act redundantly
with the Golgi-dependent membrane trafficking. Therefore, we treated PM-SNARE
mutants with BFA and observed that the double mutant psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 can enter
P1 (Figure 3.16). Mutants were able to place their SRMs at cell poles (they entered
P2), however these domains were slightly offset from the main polarity axis. Later,
BFA-treated double mutants of the two PM-SNAREs did not maintain their polarised
state and lost their SRMs, or positioned them away from the cell poles (Figure 3.16).
We hypothesise that the membrane fusion machinery is redundant with the Golgi
apparatus for the maintenance of previously acquired cell polarity.
psy1-S1, sec9-10 and psy1-S1 syb1-sp58 were also slightly defective in proper P1
entry. Their SRMs were weaker (psy1-S1, syb1-sp58 ) or misshapen (sec9-10 ), however
significant change in filipin intensity was observed between starved cells and cells 15min
in SE (Figure 3.14). This indicated that although SNARE mutants were able to deliver
ergosterol to the PM, membrane fusion was involved in the shaping of SRMs (or in some
other regulatory function). It is possible that the PM-SNAREs in fission yeast are
involved in membrane fusion of additional regulatory components, thereby facilitating
the efficiency of the membrane integration. However, thus far, we did not find evidence
for this hypothesis. It is possible that hypomorphic effects of particular mutants and
their cell wall defects from the pre-starvation phase could contribute to inefficient filipin
binding at the beginning of SE. Moreover, BFA-treated double PM-SNARE mutants
had pronounced defects in SRM formation (compared to non-treated cells), and formed
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a small number of SRMs with high intensity (Figure 3.16). We suggest that the
membrane fusion mechanism together with the Golgi apparatus are involved in the
proper clustering of the ergosterol during P1, however they are not essential for the
process of delivery of de novo synthesised ergosterol to the PM. Interestingly, all studied
secretory mutants showed small delays in P2 entry (Figure 3.11), (Figure 3.16). We
think this is due to defects in the removal of side SRMs (similar to LatB treated cells
- see, [Makushok et al., 2016b]). After 60min in SE, many cells had polarised SRMs at
their poles but additional side SRMs were also present (Figure 3.11), (Figure 3.16).
Membrane trafficking is involved in polarity maintenance [Apodaca et al., 2012],
however, our data show that its essential role during de novo cell polarisation is
unlikely. In agreement with our data, ergosterol can be transported to the PM via
Golgi-independent or partially-independent pathways [Urbani, Simoni, 1990] [Heino
et al., 2000]. Two pools of sterols in the PM are proposed: free sterol and the
sterol condensed by the sphingolipids (forming sterol-enriched compartments in the
PM - most probably lipid raft equivalents) [Baumann et al., 2005a]. An essential role
for the membrane-dependent transport of the free sterol pool to the sterol-enriched
compartments in the PM is ruled out. Instead, it was proposed that this process
depends on non-vesicular transport, which happens via equilibration between the ER
and the PM [Baumann et al., 2005a]. In contrast, it is proposed that in budding yeast
the condensation of the PM-destined sterol into lipid rafts happens already at the level
of the Golgi-apparatus and these newly formed vesicles are delivered to the PM via the
post-Golgi machinery [Klemm et al., 2009]. Although, polarity maintenance is reported
to be not critically dependent on membrane trafficking in Drosophila neuroblasts
[Halbsgut et al., 2011], our data are most probably the first evidence showing that during
de novo cell polarisation the Golgi apparatus and the post-Golgi membrane-transport
do not play a crucial role.
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4.3 Starvation exit and non-vesicular transport of sterol
As previously mentioned, we conclude that de novo cell polarisation of fission yeast
cells is not critically dependent on membrane trafficking and membrane fusion. This is
strong evidence that non-vesicular transport of ergosterol is driving SRM formation and
cell polarisation. The oxysterol-binding protein family members in different organisms
have the structural property to bind sterols and other lipids [Schulz et al., 2009],
[Maeda et al., 2013], [Filseck von et al., 2015], [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015a], [Chung
et al., 2015]. Moreover, these proteins coordinate non-vesicular sterol transport, and
are involved in sterol sensing, homeostasis and organisation in the PM [Perry, 2006],
[Kozminski et al., 2006], [Olkkonen, Li, 2013]. Their collective removal in budding yeast
causes a range of polarity phenotypes, including mis-positioning of cdc42p and membrane
trafficking machineries [Kozminski et al., 2006] (see also, 3.2). Moreover, recent studies
in A. nidulans, revealed a function for oshes in the maintenance of single growth positions
[Bühler et al., 2015b]. All this suggests that oshes might play a role in the establishment
of cell polarity in fission yeast cells. In the course of this work we studied SE in a series
of mutants, carrying deletions of genes for oxysterol-binding proteins. We showed that
two of them: kes1p and osh7p play important roles at different stages of SE (see, 3.2).
4.3.1 kes1p and osh7p are involved in different stages of SE
Based on [Wood et al., 2011] and [Bühler et al., 2015b] there are 6 members of
this family in S. pombe. We named them based on their closest protein sequence
homologs (see, 3.2.1). We have observed that during starvation kes1∆ and osh7∆
cells retain filipin signal in the form of filipin dots in the PM (Figure 3.20), this
correlates with the role of their budding yeast orthologues in ergosterol removal from
the PM [Beh et al., 2001]. Strikingly, these mutants were defective in P1, since no
defined SRM domains were detected between the magnitude of filipin-stainable dots
after 15min in SE (Figure 3.20). Moreover, no dramatic increase in the filipin signal
was observed after the first 15min in SE, which suggested that sterol delivery to the PM
was defective (Figure 3.20, B). Both mutants eventually formed SRM domains at later
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time-points (between still present filipin dots). Strikingly, mutants were strongly delayed
in cell polarisation, similar to tea1∆ mutants (Figure 3.20), [Makushok et al., 2016b].
However, in contrast to tea1∆mutants, both kes1∆ and osh7∆ cells were able to establish
SRMs at opposite cell ends after 120-180min in SE (Figure 3.20), [Makushok et al.,
2016b]. Additionally, we observed that kes1∆ and osh7∆ mutants had defects in P3,
since kes1∆ mutants were elongating slower than wild-type cells (Figure 3.21). More
strikingly, osh7∆ cells were increasing both their length and width and were growing
almost isotropically.
Removal of genes for the remaining oshes did not result in defective P1 and P2
(Figure 3.20), however we observed slower growth rates during P3/P4 (Figure 3.21).
Interestingly, the double mutant between kes1∆ and osh7∆ revealed that their
phenotypes are additive, meaning that entries into particular phases of SE were
significantly delayed (compared to the corresponding single deletions). Cells had a much
higher number of filipin dots in the PM in starvation and during SE than corresponding
single mutants (Figure 3.23). After 180min in SE, wild-type cells were in P3/P4,
however most kes1∆osh7∆ double mutants have still not entered P1. At this time-point
we detected slow but almost completely isotropic growth (Figure 3.24). In another
hour many cells entered P2 and switched to mostly length increase, however these cells
were not in P3 (Figure 3.27). At this time-point we observed that the number of filipin
dots was significantly lower than in the previous time-point. Later, double mutants
interrupted their growth completely, however, surprisingly, they initiated it again
between 300-360min in SE (Figure 3.27). Growth speeds during this time exceeded
0.8µm/h, the threshold for fast growth (Figure 3.27), (see, 3.1 and [Makushok et al.,
2016b]). Incidents of growth interruption suggested instabilities in the maintenance of
the polarised SRMs. This correlates with the previously observed phenotype of bud6∆
and for3∆mutants, which have defects in the maintenance of polarity, as observed by the
temporal disappearance of SRMs at the second growing end [Makushok et al., 2016b].
Further evaluation of this hypothesis requires live observation of SRM dynamics using
an SRM live marker. We conclude that kes1p and osh7p are collectively involved in cell
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polarisation and their removal leads to cell polarisation defects.
Combinatorial effects of double mutants between kes1∆/osh7∆ with deletions of
other oshes displayed weaker phenotypes than single kes1∆ or osh7∆, however few
mutants were similar to single kes1∆ or osh7∆ mutants (see, 3.2.1.4). The most striking
phenotype was a combinatorial effect between osh3∆ and osh7∆, which manifested itself
in the ability of these cells to completely remove filipin dots during entry to starvation
(in contrast to kes1∆, osh7∆ and kes1∆osh7∆ cells), in the formation of wild type like
SRMs (Figure 3.25), and in ability of these cells to enter P3 before 180min in SE (in
contrast to osh7∆ mutants) (Figure 3.25). We consider the possibility that particular
osh proteins might work as transcriptional regulators for the expression of other oshes.
Interestingly, one of the localisations of endogenously expressed osh7p-GFP is the cell
nucleus (see, 3.2.1.3). However, the functionality of the osh7-GFP construct and its
role in the expression of other osh genes will need to be further evaluated.
Additionally, we were not able to isolate the double mutant kes1∆osh2∆ based on
tetrad analysis (see, 3.2.1.4). This suggests a redundant role for cell viability, however
different methods to evaluate this genetic interaction should be performed. Moreover, in
the course of this study we presented a double mutant kes1-shut off osh2∆, where gene
expression of kes1 was repressed by the continued presence of thiamine (see, 3.2.1.4).
Data showed that these cells had bigger diameters than wild-type cells, had defects in
the removal of SRMs during P2, and did not initiate P3 (at least until 180min in SE)
(Figure 3.23), (Figure 3.24). We could not exclude the possibility that this effect
is due to a combination between kes1-shut off and osh2∆ or that it is only the effect
of shutting off kes1 expression. The second possibility is unlikely, since the phenotype
significantly differs from the one observed in kes1 mutant cells.
Our data about delayed P2 in kes1∆ and osh7∆ mutants is in line with previous
studies, showing the collective role of osh proteins in ergosterol distribution [Georgiev
et al., 2011], [Mesmin et al., 2013b]. Moreover, the delay is similar to that seen in tea1∆
cells, which are delayed in P2, where these mutants are waiting for sufficient cdc42p
activity at any of the SRMs during P1. We hypothesise that something similar happens
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in kes1∆osh7∆ mutants, however the presence of tea1p in these mutants eventually
promotes the stabilisation of SRMs at cell poles. Our data suggest that kes1p and osh7p
might execute one of the functions of tea1p. To our knowledge, these data are the first
evidence for the role of oxysterol-binding proteins in sterol distribution during de novo
cell polarisation in fission yeast cells.
Previous in vitro studies showed that osh proteins from budding yeast have the
structural property to bind sterol and its transport [Schulz et al., 2009], [Mesmin et al.,
2013b] [Filseck von et al., 2015], however their role in sterol transport in vivo is disputed
[Georgiev et al., 2011] [Beh et al., 2012]. Our data show that both kes1p and osh7p are
involved in SRM formation during the first phase of cell polarisation (see, 3.2).
Summarising, our data showed that deletion of osh genes result in defects at different
stages of SE, with kes1p and osh7p, playing important roles in P1, P2 and P3 (see, 3.2).
4.3.2 kes1p and osh7p facilitate non-vesicular transport
As previously mentioned, the budding yeast orthologues of kes1p and osh7p are
implicated in non-vesicular transport of different lipids [Im et al., 2005], [Saint-Jean
de et al., 2011b], [Drin et al., 2016], [Chung et al., 2015], [Filseck Moser von
et al., 2015a], however the kes1p orthologue in budding yeast is also known to bind
to post-Golgi secretory vesicles and to mediate interactions between several vesicle
trafficking regulators [Alfaro et al., 2011a], [Ling et al., 2014]. Kes1p from budding yeast
can bind sterols on liposomes, transporting sterol from the ER to the Golgi apparatus
membranes [Saint-Jean de et al., 2011b], [Mesmin et al., 2013b], [Filseck von et al., 2015]
(Introduction, 1.3.1.3). The mammalian OSBP (oxysterol-binding protein) has similar
properties [Mesmin et al., 2013b]. Interestingly, in vivo studies of mutants of osh7p
orthologues - osh6/osh7p in budding yeast [Maeda et al., 2013], [Filseck Moser von
et al., 2015a], and mammalian equivalents [Chung et al., 2015], reveal their function in
non-vesicular transport of phosphoserine between the ER and the PM. Moreover, both
kes1p and osh7p orthologues have the property to bind PI(4)P in the same binding
pocket as sterol or phosphoserine [Im et al., 2005], [Saint-Jean de et al., 2011b], [Filseck
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Moser von et al., 2015a]. Both models for kes1p and osh7p orthologue function, involve
the exchange of their specific lipids with PI(4)P between the ER and the opposing
membrane. After transporting PI(4)P back to the ER, PI(4)P is hydrolysed by the
phosphatase sac1p into PI(4)P [Mesmin et al., 2013b], [Filseck von et al., 2015], [Filseck
Moser von et al., 2015a]. Therefore, the level of PI(4)P is the limiting factor of this lipid
transport system [Mesmin et al., 2013b].
4.3.2.1 Cells with aberrant levels of PI(4)P resemble kes1∆ and osh7∆
mutants during early stages of SE
We studied the role of the hypothetical osh/PI(4)P counter-transport system in the
execution of kes1p and osh7p functions and establishment of the sterol gradient. This
system should result in SRM formation during SE. Therefore, we followed SE in cells
defective in the essential 1-phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase - pik1p (see, 3.3). This kinase
phosphorylates phosphatidylinositol (PI) to yield PI(4)P [Park et al., 2009]. Strikingly,
pik1-td conditional mutant cells were completely defective in P1 initiation and we did
not observe any SRM domains in the PM (Figure 3.30). Therefore, PI(4)P is essential
for the establishment of the cell polarity. This result supports our hypothesis that kes1p
and osh7p could execute their function during SE in the counter-transport of sterol and
PI(4)P.
4.3.2.2 The osh system does not act on the Golgi apparatus
We previously mentioned that the kes1p orthologue from budding yeast and
mammalian OSBP are transferring sterol in vitro between membranes of the ER and
the Golgi apparatus [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015a], [Mesmin et al., 2013b]. Moreover,
kes1p in budding yeast localises to post-Golgi vesicles [Alfaro et al., 2011a], [Ling et al.,
2014]. In addition, fission yeast pik1p kinase locates to the Golgi apparatus [Park et al.,
2009]. However, our observations showed that cells without an intact Golgi apparatus
(BFA-treated cells) are not defective in P1 and P2, therefore providing evidence that
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the Golgi is not essential organelle for the newly synthesised ergosterol in fission yeast
cells (Figure 3.4).
4.3.2.3 kes1p and osh7p concentrate at cortical regions in fission yeast cells
In agreement with our hypothesis that kes1p and osh7p execute their functions at
a different location than the Golgi apparatus, we showed that in exponentially growing
cells, kes1p-GFP localised to the cytoplasm and was concentrated at cell poles (and
also at sites of cytokinesis during cell division) (Figure 3.19). We were not able to
distinguish the signal of kes1-GFP from the typical auto-fluorescence in starved cells,
however during SE, we observed that kes1p-GFP increasingly accumulated around the
cell cortex during consecutive time-points of SE (Figure 3.22). Osh7-GFP also located
to the cytoplasm, and had signs of cortical accumulation. In addition, osh7-GFP was
strongly concentrated in the nucleus (Figure 3.19), (Figure 3.22). Since different
oshes from budding yeast and mammalian cells locate to the cortical ER (or ER-PM
contact sites) [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016], we presume that the cortical localisation of
kes1p-GFP and osh7p-GFP during SE indicate a cortical ER localisation.
All together, these results suggest that during SE, the presumptive osh/PI(4)P
module might function at the cell cortex.
4.3.2.4 ER-PM connections mutant is defective in P1 and P2
De novo cell polarisation of S. pombe depends on newly synthesised ergosterol
[Makushok et al., 2016b]. We showed that during SE presumptive kes1p-GFP and
osh7-GFP concentrated at the cell cortex (Figure 3.22). We also showed that kes1p and
osh7p might act in a similar fashion to their orthologues, being involved in non-vesicular
transport of lipids between two closely opposed lipid bilayers [Im et al., 2005], [Saint-Jean
de et al., 2011b] [Drin et al., 2016], [Chung et al., 2015], [Filseck Moser von et al., 2015a].
Therefore, we were interested if the function of the presumptive osh/PI(4)P module is
dependent on the distance between the ER and the PM.
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These connections in fission yeast are mediated by two VAP proteins - scs2p and
scs22p [Zhang et al., 2012]. Deletion of both, leads to significant loss in ER-PM
connections and detachment of most of the ER from the PM [Zhang et al., 2012].
Strikingly, we observed that scs2∆scs22∆ mutants did not form SRMs after the first
15min in SE and filipin signal was not more intense (in contrast to the wild-type
control) (Figure 3.32). Cells behaved similar to kes1∆, osh7∆, and pik1-td mutants,
which retained numerous filipin dots in starvation and during SE (Figure 3.20),
(Figure 3.30). We conclude that ER-PM connections, mediated by scs2p and scs22p,
are involved in P1 entry at early time-points of SE. Strikingly, scs2∆scs22∆ mutants
were strongly defective in P2 entry, since at 60min in SE mutants rarely formed wild-type
looking SRMs. Moreover, we observed a high variability of phenotypes, ranging from
completely unpolarised cells (with misshapen SRMs or SRMs mainly at sides of these
cells) to cells which entered P2 normally (Figure 3.32). The cells did not enter P3,
however a slow increase in cell length was observed (Figure 3.33). Unfortunately, we
did not follow growth progression on the single cell level and did not study the changes
in dynamics of SRMs in single scs2∆scs22∆ cells. Such studies should be performed.
We conclude that ER-PM connections, mediated by scs2p and scs22p in fission yeast,
are required for proper SRM formation during SE and efficient stabilisation of SRMs at
cell poles. These mutants partially resembled kes1∆ and osh7∆ phenotypes during SE
(Figure 3.20). Moreover, similar to tea1∆ and kes1∆/osh7∆, scs2∆scs22∆ mutants
were delayed in polarisation, and we think that they were waiting for cdc42p in order to
activate any SRMs and to initiate P3 [Makushok et al., 2016b]. Moreover, we speculate
that similar to tea1∆ cells, any SRM during P1 in scs2∆scs22∆ mutants has, at least
temporarily, the potential to become the future growth site, because numerous cells after
60min in SE displayed one SRM at the cell side which had significantly higher filipin
intensity than other SRMs. The presence of the tea1p system explains why most of
scs2∆scs22∆ mutants eventually polarised at cell poles.
In addition, VAP proteins, which are involved in formation of ER-PM connections in
fission yeast, regulate the level of the signalling lipid PIP2 , which is the phosphorylation
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product of PI(4)P [Zhang et al., 2000]. It is possible that the defects which we observed
in the scs2∆scs22∆ mutants, were related to the binding of VAP proteins to PIP2. The
role of this lipid in SE is discussed in paragraphs further down (see, 4.5).
Similarities between kes1∆/osh7∆ and VAP mutants are a strong
suggestion that ER-PM contact sites control the distance between the ER
and the PM for efficient functioning of the presumptive osh/PI(4)P module.
Detachment of the ER from the PM in the scs2∆scs22∆ mutants, results
in elevated levels of PI(4)P in the PM [Zhang et al., 2012]. This matches
our hypothesis that the osh/PI(4)P system acts at ER-PM contact sites.
Loss of these connections would lead to the inability for osh proteins to
deliver ergosterols to the PM. Therefore, counter-transport of PI(4)P from
the PM to the ER would be ineffective, resulting in elevated levels of this lipid
in the PM. The homeostatic balance of this non-vesicular transport would
be disturbed, resulting in improper SRM formation and defective polarity
progression during SE.
4.3.3 Roles of cdc42p in SE
4.3.3.1 cdc42p activity in wild-type fission yeast cells is not essential for P2
but is crucial for P3
We previously mentioned that the process of cell polarisation proceeds even without
cdc42p activity (see, 1.4). Cdc42 activity is detected only after 1-2h into SE [Makushok
et al., 2016b]. Consistently, cdc42-L160S mutants were shown to enter P2 but also
to enter P3 and to perform cell division [Makushok et al., 2016b]. These mutants are
defective in the formation of actin cables like for3∆ mutants, but experience almost
normal growth speeds. This poses a paradox since for3∆ mutants do have problems in
P3 [Makushok et al., 2016b].
Here, we followed SE using another temperature-sensitive mutant of cdc42p -
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cdc42-3, which we found to mediate a stronger loss of function [Tatebe et al., 2008].
Interestingly, all cells entered P1 and P2 and even displayed bi-polar SRM distribution
(Figure 3.28). It provides more support for [Makushok et al., 2016b], who showed
that the tea1p-dependent pathway does not involve cdc42p. We conclude that cdc42-3
mutants are able to establish cell polarity and can restrict SRM domains to cell poles.
In contrast to cdc42-L160S [Makushok et al., 2016b], the cdc42-3 mutants did not
enter P3 (Figure 3.29). We explain this by the known upstream role of cdc42p in
secretory trafficking [Estrav́ıs et al., 2012]. In addition, this matches the observation
from [Makushok et al., 2016b], showing that for3∆ mutants have defects in P3 entry.
Importantly, this result confirmed the data from [Makushok et al., 2016b], that P2 entry
is not dependent on fast growth initiation in wild-type cells. Moreover, we think that
the cdc42-3 cells have problems in maintaining the size of the growth sites and thereby
the cell width (Figure 3.29), [Kelly, Nurse, 2011b]. In addition, weak filipin signal
could be detected at cell sides (with much weaker intensity than SRMs at cell poles)
(Figure 3.28), which suggests that the defect in cell width maintenance in cdc42-3 cells
might be due to role of cdc42p in the polymerisation of the actin filaments and removal
of side SRMs [Estrav́ıs et al., 2012] (linking to LatB-treated cells showed in [Makushok
et al., 2016b]).
In addition, we observed that cdc42-3 mutants were slightly defective in P1 and
delayed in P2 entry (Figure 3.28). It is likely that these surprising effects are the
result of hypomorphic features of the strain [Tatebe et al., 2008]. It is possible that
these cells had abnormal cell wall from their pre-starvation growth phase, thus filipin
could have different binding properties than in the wild-type.
Nevertheless, we confirm the observations from [Makushok et al., 2016b] that cdc42p
activity is not needed for de novo cell polarisation in wild type fission yeast cells, however
we show that it is essential for P3.
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4.3.3.2 kes1p is redundant with cdc42p for stabilisation of SRMs at cell
poles during P2
Cdc42p in not involved in cell polarisation in wild-type fission yeast cells
(Figure 3.28), [Makushok et al., 2016b]. Instead, tea1p is central for cell polarisation.
It stabilises SRMs at cell poles and controls the polar activation of cdc42p [Makushok
et al., 2016b]. It was suggested that cdc42p activity might become central in tea1∆ cells,
which remain in P1 for prolonged time periods [Makushok et al., 2016b]. Moreover, we
mentioned that functions of kes1p and osh7p in P2 might be linked to tea1p because
they are strongly delayed in P2 entry (Figure 3.20). Therefore, we wondered if the
delayed polarisation in kes1∆ and osh7∆ mutants is dependent on cdc42p. We studied
double mutants cdc42-3kes1∆ and cdc42-3osh7∆ in SE (Figure 3.28).
Strikingly, cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants behaved differently than corresponding single
mutants because at 60min in SE we observed SRMs mostly at cell sides (Figure 3.20),
(Figure 3.28). In the following hours of SE, cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants contained mostly
one strongly fluorescent SRM at one side of each cell. This correlates with tea1∆
mutants, which cannot stabilise SRM at cell poles and cannot build defined SRM at
opposite cell ends [Makushok et al., 2016b]. These results showed, that similar to
tea1∆ mutants, each SRM in cdc42-3kes1∆ cells can become the site of P2 initiation
(Figure 3.28), [Makushok et al., 2016b]. In addition, similar to tea1∆, cdc42-3kes1∆
mutants did not build defined SRMs at opposite cell ends (Figure 3.28).
The previously suggested essential role of cdc42p in tea1∆ cells is based on the fact
that strongly delayed P2 initiation in these cells, is accompanied by fast growth initiation
[Makushok et al., 2016b]. Therefore, the authors suggested that cdc42p might play a
central role in these mutant cells to initiate P2 and P3. Our data showed that the
formation of one defined side SRM (similar to tea1∆) in cdc42-3kes1∆ mutants, which
remain in P1 for a long time, did not necessary require cdc42p-dependent growth activity.
Interestingly, cdc42p became crucial for the stabilisation of SRMs at cell poles in the
absence of kes1p. Therefore, kes1∆ mutants might be an example of a special condition,
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since SRM formation in these cells was strongly defective. We can only speculate that,
since SRM formation was abnormal, tea1p potential to stabilise these mutant SRMs was
weaker. Such cells would wait until sufficient reservoirs of ergosterol are collected in the
PM and proper SRMs are formed. During the delayed P1 of kes1∆ mutants, cdc42p
would already be active and would initiate polarisation from random SRM.
In contrast to cdc42-3kes1∆, cdc42-3osh7∆ shared features of both osh7∆ or
cdc42-3 (Figure 3.28). This observation, together with the fact that a double mutant
kes1∆osh7∆ had additive phenotype and that the orthologues of osh7p in budding yeast
and mammalian cells are involved in the transport of phosphoserine rather than sterol
[Filseck Moser von et al., 2015a], [Chung et al., 2015], suggest that osh7p could act in
a different pathway than kes1p, which could be independent of kes1p and cdc42p. It
is highly interesting to evaluate the lipid binding property of both kes1p and osh7p in
fission yeast.
Summarising, we conclude that in the absence of kes1p, cells need the active cdc42p
in order to stabilise SRMs at cell poles and to enter P3.
4.4 ER tubularity mutant is defective in cell polarisation
The cortical ER is built of interconnected tubules and flat cisternae, which are
located at an average distance of 33nm from the PM [Pichler et al., 2001], [West et al.,
2011]. In S. pombe ER cisternae predominantly localise to non-growing parts of the cell
[Zhang et al., 2010], [Zhang et al., 2012] and localisation of cisternae correlates with
the presence of ER-PM contact sites. Moreover, localisation of ER tubules depends on
the cell cycle stage of the cells [Zhang et al., 2010]. Elongating cell ends and sites of
cytokinesis are highly enriched in ER tubules [Zhang et al., 2010]. It was shown that the
tubularity of the ER is involved in restricting regions for placing growth machinery at
sites of cytokinesis and assuring a symmetric cell division [Zhang et al., 2010]. We were
interested if perturbed ER morphology and eventually abnormal distribution of ER-PM
connections might have an effect in de novo cell polarisation and growth initiation.
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We followed SE in a mutant strain, which lacks ER tubules (rtn1∆yop1∆tts1∆,
further called try∆). Our study showed that after 60min in SE, mutants contained
defined SRMs at cell sides, which looked different than wild-type SRMs, because often
there was the single SRM that looked wider than typical SRM in P1 and had a stronger
filipin intensity than the remaining SRMs (Figure 3.32). This suggested that these
mutants were initiating P2 from other regions than cell poles. After 180min in SE
we observed a variety of phenotypes, including wild-type looking cells (Figure 3.32).
We did not observe bulges in locations of strongly fluorescent side SRMs, suggesting
that mutants did not initiate growth from these regions. Up to 180min in SE the
mutants did not initiate fast growth also from cell poles (Figure 3.33). All together,
we hypothesise that ER tubularity is involved in SRM stabilisation at cell poles. Since,
improper tubularity results in predominant cisternal regions at the cell cortex, which is
known to form connections with the PM [Zhang et al., 2010], it is possible that such
close connections between the ER and the PM resulted in the inhibition of cell pole
regions, restricting space for the cell growth machinery and consequently delaying fast
growth initiation. No P3 initiation up to 180min in SE was seen, and is in line with this
hypothesis (Figure 3.33).
We conclude that that ER tubularity is involved in stabilisation of SRMs
at cell poles during SE.
4.5 PIP2 synthesis is important for SE
PIP2 is a signalling lipid, which is a product of phosphorylation of PI(4)P by the
kinase its3p in fission yeast [Zhang et al., 2000]. its3 is an essential gene. Its product
in fission yeast plays a role in the organisation of actin patches, cell separation, cell
wall integrity, membrane trafficking and polarised localisation of membrane tethering
complex - exocyst [Zhang et al., 2000], [Deng et al., 2005], [Li et al., 2013], [Jourdain
et al., 2012], [Bendezú et al., 2012]. PIP2 production most probably impacts the level
of the essential PI(4)P (which we showed to be essential for SRM formation during SE
(see, 3.3.1)). Therefore, we wanted to know whether PIP2 synthesis has an impact on
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SE.
Interestingly, a conditional mutant of PIP2 synthesis - its3-1 formed wild-type
looking SRMs, however, these cells were strongly defective in cell polarisation
(Figure 3.30). 60min in SE most of cells concentrated defined and wider SRM domains
at lateral sides in the PM (Figure 3.30). Often, single lateral SRM had stronger filipin
intensity than other SRMs, which could suggest ectopic P2 initiation (Figure 3.30).
Therefore, we thought that subset of its3-1 cells would have the potential for ectopic
growth initiation at these sites. We did not observe defined SRMs at the opposing poles
(most probably cells could not stabilise SRMs at secondary poles prior to P3 initiation),
similar to tea1∆ cells [Makushok et al., 2016b]). Interestingly, after 120min in SE most
of the cells had a clearly mono-polar SRM at one of the cell poles, although cell length
measurements did not indicate that P3 had initiated yet. Very occasionally, mutants
contained bulges at cell sides (Figure 3.30, C), at this time-point. These cells looked
like tea1∆ mutants, which started growing from random SRM [Makushok et al., 2016b].
It would be interesting to observe live progression through SE of its3-1 mutants in order
to observe the dynamics of SRMs during SE in these cells and to correlate their size
with the detailed growth pattern at particular cell ends.
Moreover, between 60-180min in SE many cells were dead (or were sensitive to
filipin staining) (Figure 3.30, B) (observed by intensive filipin signal inside these cells,
which suggested permeability of the PM). It would be interesting to understand why
many its3-1 mutants died (or were filipin-sensitive) during SE. Interestingly, all living
cells at 180min in SE contained exclusively mono-polar and wide SRMs at cell poles
(Figure 3.30). These mono-polar its3-1 mutants initiated P3 (Figure 3.31). In
contrast to 120min in SE, we could not detect any cells with bulges after 180min in
SE (Figure 3.30).
We conclude that perturbations in the PIP2 synthesis play role in stabilisation of
SRMs at cell poles during P2, which causes a delay in the establishment of the cell
polarity in most of the cells, and results in ectopic growth site positioning in a small
portion of mutant cells. Eventually, mutants (in which we could observe filipin staining
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in the PM) were polarised after 180min in SE but they did not have strongly fluorescent
SRMs at opposite poles. This might impact future P4 initiation and suggests correlation
between PIP2 synthesis and tea1p-dependent function (Figure 3.30).
We have previously showed that VAP proteins (which form ER-PM contact sites)
are required for SRM formation and cell polarisation (see, 3.3.3). Interestingly, scs2p
can directly bind a substrate for the PIP2 synthesis - PI(4)P in mammalian cells [Drin
et al., 2016], therefore suggesting that scs2p could modulate access of signalling lipids
to the cell cortex [Mesmin, Antonny, 2016]. This would additionally couple PIP2 to
the osh/PI(4)P system (see, Figure 3.30). Interestingly, removal of scs2p in fission
yeast results in increased level of PI(4)P in the PM [Zhang et al., 2000], suggesting
that the level of PIP2 might also be affected. A role for PIP2 during SE at the cell
cortex is very likely, since both GFP-its3p and a marker for PIP2 (PLC(PH)) mainly
localise to cortical regions in exponentially growing cells [Li et al., 2013]. It is therefore
interesting to study, how regulation between the levels of Pi(4)P and PIP2 contribute
to the establishment of fission yeast cell polarity. Moreover, PIP2 was shown to interact
with cdc42p [Martin, Arkowitz, 2014]. We previously mentioned that cdc42p activity is
involved in SRM stabilisation at cell poles in the absence of kes1p (see, 4.3.3.2). It is
possible that in these special conditions, cdc42p uses PIP2 (which could be provided by
the scs2p at the ER-PM contact sites), to stabilise SRMs at cell poles.
4.6 Regulation of the bi-polar SRM pattern during SE
During P2, SRMs in wild-type fission yeast cells start covering both cell poles and
remaining SRMs are being removed [Makushok et al., 2016b]. Later, growth significantly
increase (P3) at only one of the cell poles and SRMs at this pole become wider [Makushok
et al., 2016b]. P4 starts when fast growth also initiates at the secondary end and its SRM
domain also becomes more prominent [Makushok et al., 2016b]. It has been suggested
that tea1p is responsible for the formation of SRMs at secondary poles prior to growth
initiation, therefore tea1∆ mutants cannot stabilise SRMs at the non-growing ends and
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further to activate a second growth site [Makushok et al., 2016b].
During cell polarisation in starvation exit, sec8-1 for3∆ mutants also displayed
a mono-polar SRM pattern most probably before P3 was initiated (see, 3.1.5.1).
Strikingly, sec8-1 for3∆ mutant cells treated with BFA to prevent growth, also showed
SRM at a single pole. It suggests that lack of filipin staining at the secondary pole
of sec8-1for3∆ cells is a consequence of defective SRM formation or stabilisation,
similar to the situation in tea1∆ cells (Figure 3.10). In addition, sec8p-GFP localised
predominantly to cell ends, which exhibit only low or weak filipin signal (Figure 3.7).
These observations suggest that sec8p might be controlled by tea1p in order to form and
stabilise SRMs at opposing cell ends what has an impact on future growth site activation
at the secondary pole. Additionally, it is possible that something similar happens in the
PIP2 synthesis mutant (its3-1 ), where most cells showed a mono-polar SRM pattern
(Figure 3.30). This finding correlates with sec8p-mediated membrane trafficking, as
PIP2 is known to regulate the positioning of the exocyst complex components [Jourdain
et al., 2012], [Bendezú et al., 2012]. Unfortunately, we cannot exclude that sec8-1 for3∆
and its3-1 mutants are able to form prominent SRMs at opposing cell ends with a delay.
Moreover, we did not analyse growth profiles for particular cell ends (in contrast to
[Makushok et al., 2016b]). Additional studies will be necessary to evaluate our hypothesis
further.
4.7 Working model and summary
We present a working model, in which the osh/PI(4)P module is required for the
transport of de novo synthesised ergosterol to the PM and formation of SRM domains
during P1. We hypothesise that the osh/PI(4)P module acts at ER-PM contact sites,
which provide the appropriate distance for non-vesicular transport between these two
organelles. Osh proteins actively transport ergosterol from the ER to the PM, where
PI(4)P is synthesised. At the PM sterol is exchanged for PI(4)P, which is delivered back
by osh proteins to the ER. There PI(4)P is dephosphorylated (see introduction 1.3.1.3).
In our model, PI(4)P would be rate-limiting for the proper functioning of the osh/PI(4)P
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system.
Prior to and during P2, regulation of PI(4)P and PIP2 levels would be important.
PI(4)P/PIP2 probably modulate the homeostasis between actin-dependent SRM removal
and tea1p-dependent polarisation at the cell poles. After establishing cell polarity,
cells critically depend on the redundantly acting Golgi-apparatus and membrane fusion
machinery to maintain their polarised state.
Polarised wild-type cells subsequently initiate P3, which involves the Golgi and
cdc42p-mediated membrane trafficking. Interestingly, non-vesicular transport, mediated
by oshes, also contributes to the rate of the cell elongation. In addition, tea1p-related
stabilisation of SRMs at the secondary pole depends on the membrane tethering via sec8p
and PIP2 synthesis. This secretion-dependent maintenance of SRM at the secondary pole
during P3, would have an impact on the future P4 initiation.
Understanding of all these interactions in space and time is crucial to dissect the
process of cell polarisation.
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Figure 5.1: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in post-Golgi trafficking mutants
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Table 14: Localisations of fission yeast oxysterol-binding proteins and their
orthologues
Localisations of oshes from fission yeast are based on our studies (they do not include
information from S. pombe Postgenome Database).
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Figure 5.2: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in post-Golgi trafficking mutants treated with BFA
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.3: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in PM-SNARE mutants
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.4: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in psy1-S1 and syb1-sp58 treated with BFA
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.5: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in sec9-10 and psy-S1 syb1-sp58 treated with BFA
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.6: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in osh∆ mutants
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.7: Localization of kes1p-GFP and osh7p-GFP during SE
A - Localisation of kes1p-GFP under its endogenous promoter during SE. First two rows
present max-projected images and their deconvolved equivalents (below). Third and
fourth row show middle z-sections from the stack and their corresponding deconvolved
images (fourth row). Time-scale presents time in SE. B - Localisation of osh7p-GFP
under its endogenous promoter during SE. First two rows present max-projected pictures
and their deconvolved equivalents (below). Third and fourth row show middle z-sections
from the stack and their corresponding deconvolved images (fourth row). Time-scale
presents time into SE. Max-projections of 11 z-sections (acquired in 0.5µm distance).
Scale bars: 5µm.
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Figure 5.8: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in mutants between kes1∆ and other osh∆ mutants
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE
in kes1∆ and double mutants between kes1∆ and other osh∆. Histograms showing
count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots represent subsequent
time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in Materials and methods
(see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.9: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in mutants between osh7∆ and other osh∆ mutants
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE
in osh7∆ and double mutants between osh7∆ mutants and other osh∆. Histograms
showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots represent
subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in Materials
and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.10: Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width and
SRM classification during SE in mutants between cdc42-3 and two osh deletions -
kes1 and osh7
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE in
cells defective in cdc42p and double mutants defective both in cdc42p and kes1p/osh7p.
Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of plots
represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described in
Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
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Figure 5.11: Role of the main phosphatidylinositol kinases in de novo cell polarisation
of S. pombe
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE in
cells. Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of
plots represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described
in Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
Starvation and SE in pik-td cells were performed in the continuous presence of
thiamine-repressible conditions.
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Figure 5.12: Role of ER-shaping proteins in de novo cell polarisation of S. pombe
Classification of polar (blue) and side (orange) SRMs for different time-points of SE in
cells. Histograms showing count normalised distribution of SRM width (µm). Rows of
plots represent subsequent time-points of SE. Quantification was performed as described
in Materials and methods (see, 2.2.2.2).
All strains were auxotrophs carrying: ade6-M216, leu1 and ura4-D18. Medium was
supplemented with appropriate amount of amino-acids.
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